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The fears expressed  in  last  year's
Employment in Europe Report have
been confirmed  unemployment
has continued to rise, and it  is
unlikely  that  any improvement will
be  seen  until 1993.
While this is extremely disappoint-
irg,  it  is  not  entirely  unexpected.
Even in the long period of employ-
ment growth in the late 1980s,  we
were obliged to offer caution about
the prospect  of finding lasting solu-
tions to unemplo5rment.
Firstly, w€ pointed to the scale  of the
problem  -  to the 12  million recorded
as  unemployed,  even  at the low point
of 1990,  with a large hidden labour
supply,  especially  ofwom€r, ready  to
join the labour market and compete
with the unemployed  ifjobs became
available.
Secondly, we recognised that,  des-
pite progress  in understanding and
managrng our Western economies,
we were still unable to control their
tendency  to cyclical  fluctuations. We
saw that  the economic  boom of the
late  1980s was unlikely  to  go on
forever  a possibility less well
perceived  by investors and entrepre-
neurs at the time.
As the  1990s have proceeded,  the
validity ofthese  concerns  has  become
increasingly evident. The world
economic climate  has deteriorated
with  a drop in consumer and busi-
ness confidence,  and a collapse  in
market values  of assets.
As economic  growth has declined,  so
has employrment growth,  although
the effects on levels of employment
and unemployment were not  as
severe  as  might have been  expected.
In effect, in recent years, only rela-
tively low rates of economic  growth
-  L-zVo  a year -  were required in
order to create  jobs. This contrasted
with the high productivity era of the
1960s and  1970s when growth in
many  parts  of the  Community
needed  to exceed  47o  in order to add
to emploSnnent.
This raises  two fundamental issues:
What  can  be  done to  restore
higher rates of economic  growth
so as to returrr emploSrment  to its
upward  path' and  bring  unem-
ploynent  back down again?
What can be done,  in addition, to
address  the problems of inequal-
ities both between  different parts
of the Community and between
social groups -  problems which
are liable, on past experience,  to
worsen rather  than  improve  in
period of low growbh?
As regards overall economic  growth,
we have to recognise  the constraints
imposed  by the discipline of conver-
gence towards economic  and
monetary union -  progress  cannot
be achieved effortlessly and, if  the
right efforts are not made, there will
be costs. On the other hand, mon-
etary convergence  and the expansion
and convergence  of employment le-
vels do  not inevitably pull in opposite
directions if  the  Community  can
strengthen internal demand in ways
which  can both  enhance economic
competitiveness and increase em-
ployrnent opportunities.
In  the  context of this  Report, how-
The  European  Social Partners  are  ever, it  is important  to  dirtirrgrrish
well aware of this. In July they drew  between problems which can be suc-
up a joint  statement in favour of a  cessfully  addressed  through  the
renewed  cooperative  growth  labour  market,  and  those  which  can-
strategy for more employment. That  not. Moreover, while the Community
statement demands widespread  may have common aspirations,
supporb.  Itis  notarequestforspecu-  responsibilities for action lie largely
lative,  short-term  stimuli  -  it  is a  with  the Member States.
demand for collective Member State
action to establish  the monet  ary and
budgetary basis of a forward-look-
ing, eXpanding and equitable
Community.
If  re-establishing higher  rates of
economic  growth is a challetrg€,  then
addressing  inequalities is even  more
difficult. Regional cohesion  is a cen-
tral  part  of Community  policy,
designed  to ensure that Community
membership means a raising of the
relative  standards of the  less de-
veloped regions by tackling  the
causes  of their economic  backward-
ness, including weaknesses  in
education and  training.  However,
while there has been some  progress
in  recent years in  terms of conver-
gence  of economic  performance, this
is much less the case  for the labour
market  increased  job oppor-
tunities  have done little  to reduce
unemployment  in  many  less de-
veloped  regions  as  more people  have
joined the labour market.
The more general problem of social
cohesion in  the Community is
equally difficult. Whether we employ
the more conceptual terminologSr  -
cohesior,  exclusion,  inequality, mar-
ginalisation -  or whether we speak
in more down-to-earth terms about
people who  are poor and unem-
ployed, the fact is that many social
groups and  many  individuals  are
simply not sharing in the Communi-
t/s  steadily improving prosperity.
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The Community  should be able to
tackle  more of its  social problems
through  the  labour  market.  The
Community has a low rate of active
participation -  around 60Vo  -  com-
pared with  the 707o  or more in the
US, Japan and, indeed, non-EC
Europe, and our labour markets are
not easily accessible.
The chapter of this yeay's  Report on
actions to help the long-tenn unem-
ployed demonstrates how a series of
barriers needs  to be overcome  by the
unemployed. Barriers  can take
many forms -  being in  the wrong
place,  being of the wrong race or col-
our, lacking skills  or qualifications,
having  family  responsibilities or
simply being unemployed.
Improving labour market access  can-
not, of itself, solve  everything. Many
people  including  the young, the
old and the sick -  are not able to
work in  order to meet their  needs,
and need  to rely on society  orfamilies
for  their  support. Moreover, the
removal  of barriers  to  the  labour
market would not of itself remove all
problems  of poverty.The existence  of
large  numbers  of working  poor is
well known; for them the problem is
not  so much the  lack  of jobs
although levels of unemployment for
those who live  in  ghetto areas can
exceed  507o  -  but the lack of adequ-
ate incomes and the lack of hope of
any foreseeable  improvement.
These  problems  ofexclusion  and  pov-
erty  are  not  unique  to  the
Community,  although  they  have
come about in different ways in dif-
ferent countries. A particular  issue
concerns  the role of immigration  in
relation  to the  labour  market.  For
example,  the US has relied over the
years on various waves of immi-
grants to expand its workforce and
population -  most entering  at the
bottom end of the labour market, but
generally hoping that,  by the  next
generation at  least, their  families
would rise up the system.
The  Member  States of the  Com-
munity have operated  in a variety of
ways but,  for a long period, many
relied on temporary immigration,  on
guest  workers who did not necessar-
ily expect  to advance  their position -
although some  did -  but who could,
at least, expect  to send incoffie, and
even capital, back home prior to re-
turning  themselves.
Slow growth over two decades  - not-
withstanding the recovery  in the late
1980s  -  has brought to the surface
social tensions resulting  from
thwarbed economic ambitions.  The
Community  problem is less serious
in absolute terms than the US since
many of its migrants  returned, but
the issue  is the same:  some  groups  in
society, notably but not always im-
migrants, find themselves  either cut
off from  the  mainstream  economic
life - the situation in many working-
class housing  estates  or  able to
obtain only the most menial work -
the  situation  in  many  inner  city
areas.
Poverty is not limited  to particular
social groups, however. Many
people,  whether or not they belong  to
problem groups,  have great difficulty
making  any kind  of worthwhile  life
for themselves.  Young single parents
are obvious, but the problem is not
confined to them -  any couple  seek-
ing to raise a home and family with
no financial inheritance and without
marketable  skills,  faces a  difficult
time  even in  the  more prosperous
parbs  of the Community.
Disparities  in  wages and incomes
have widened, not narrowed, as our
economies  have  become  wealthier. In
some parts  of the  Community,
sections of society have become  not
only relatively poorer,  but absolutely
poorer.  For many people,  the last two
decades  have not beön an occasion
for rejoicing or for looking forward to
the  benefits  of a  stronger,  more
united Europe.
The notion has spread, in  recent
years, that  there  is  some 'natural'
distribution  of income embodied in
the economic system, and that  the
main task of government should be
to minimise its interference and not
upset the process  of wealth creation.
That is, ultimately,  a recipe for dis-
aster. Non-interference in the econ-
omic system tends to  result  in  a
distribution  of income which  is
highly,  and  unacceptably, inequit-
able.  Moves  away from such  a'natu-
ral'  order  have been largely  the
result  of positive government
actions. The Community as a collec-
tivity,  or the Member States individ-
ually,  will  need, sooner or later,  to
address  the issue of the distribution
of wealth, income and opportunities
among people.  The recommendation
on  social protection  and  the  draft
opinion  on  equitable  wages are  a
first, but only a first, step.
Poverty needs to be recognised not
only as a problem for those who suf-
fer it now, lout as an economic  loss to
society  as a whole and, ultimately,  as
a threat to its stability. In Europe we
often pride  ourselves on having  a
social  system  which distinguishes us
from other, less-cariog, parts of the
developed  world. The Social  Charber
is a manifestation of that belief. The
reality  of our position is not so self-
evident. If the Community wants to
maintain  its  status  as a caring
society,  it urgently needs  to address
not only the obvious  effects  of unem-
ployment, but  also the many social
problems which are associated  with
it.
-4-
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Summary
Employment  in  the  Community
increased  by over g million in the
period 1985  to 1990  and the level
of employment held ,rp well at the
beginning of the recession.  How-
ever, unemployment fell by much
less over this period and is rising
once  again.  ft threatens to become
a central  problem for  the  Com-
munity in the 1990s.
From the  early  1970s onwards,
the average  rate of  unemployment
in Member States rose progress-
ively  from  the  2-37o which  had
been  regarded  as the norm, to 67o
in 1980  and  to a  peak  ofjust under
LLVo  in 1985.  Although the unem-
ployment rate fell in  the second
half  of the  1980s as economic
recovery  took place  and as  job cre-
ation reached historically  high
levels, it  had still  not been
reduced below 87o  by the end of
the decade.
Since  the middle of 1990,  unemploy-
ment has been on the increase. It
currently  stands at  around 9.57o
and on present economic  forecasts,
will  continue  rising  in  the  short
term and will stabilise  at just under
L07o  in  1993.  By then, half of the
countries  in  the  Community  are
projected to  have higher  rates of
unemployment  than  they  had  in
1995.
The medium-term  prospects for
reducing unemployment back to
more acceptable  levels  are proble-
matic. While some upturn  in the
rate  of economic growth  in  the
Community  is foreseen from the
second  half  of 1992, this  seems
unlikely  to  be strong enough to
reverse the  trend  in  unemploy-
ment. For  1993 the outlook is
uncertain.
This  uncertainty  arises from  two
main sources.  Firstly, the prospects
for sustained recovery of economic
growth in  the rest of the world -
which would greatly ease  problems
in the Community -  are unclear at
the  present time.  Imbalances in
trade performance between the US
and Japan have been  an obstacle  to
sustained growth in the world econ-
omy for  at least the past decade.
While  fiscal  and  monetary  policy
is now being eased in  both coun-
tries,  the  consequences  are not
unambiguously positive. For
example,  renewed  expansion  of the
US economy would expand world
trade, but  it  could also lead to a
widening of the US trade deficit -
and a counterp  art increase in
the Japanese trade  surplus  so
causing financing, and possible
inflationary,  problems which could
threaten continued growth.
The development  of the European
Economic Area  offers prospects
for stronger economic  and employ-
ment  growth  in  Europe but,  in
the  countries  surrounding  the
Community to the East (in Cen-
tral  and Eastern Europe) and to
the South (in North Africa and the
Middle East)  -  which are natural
trading  partners  the  outlook
is very uncertain.  While  these
countries represent enormous
potential markets for Community
producers, in the short term the
massive problems they face  mean
that  these benefits are highly
uncertain  and will  probably
materialise  only  in  the  medium
term.
The  other  main  source of uncer-
tainty  is  internal  to  the
Community. The ability  of Member
States to achieve sustainable
growth and acceptable  rates of em-
ployment creation depends  not only
on external conditions  being favour-
able, but  equally, if  not more
importantly,  on a number of inter-
nal problems being alleviated. On
recent experience,  the achievement
of sustainable growth  depends on
progress  being made in coordinat-
ing the economic  policy of Member
States (irrespective of whether fult
monetary unification is achieved)  in
order to ensure greater consistency
in  the fisca} and monetary policy
pursued by national  governments,
raise the sustainable overall rate of
non-inflationary growth, reduce  the
risk  of widening  internal  imbal-
ance  s bringing  recovery to a
premature end.
By the same  token, economic  and
employment growth  also depend
on progress in  narrowing  diver-
gences in  economic performance
between the different parts of the
Community, and in strengthening
the capacity of the weaker Mem-
ber States  and regions  to generate
self-sustaining  development and
create jobs. Some progress has
been made in  this  respect in
recent years, especially  since  the
enlargement of the Community in
1986.  However, the  relative suc-
cess of different  regions and
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countries in  achieving employ-
ment-creating  growth  does not
adequately match  their  relative
need  for jobs.
Growth in itself, even if attracted
towards the  areas most in  need
of job creatior, is unlikely  to be
sufficient to resolve the problem
of unemployment  or of social
deprivation which tends to accom-
pany it.  On the  evidence of the
second  half of the 1980s,  several
years of rising  output  combined
with  high  rates  of employment
growth may occur  without greatly
improving the position of a signi-
ficant  minority  of people. At  the
end of this recent five-year period
of economic  success,  the propor-
tion  of the unemployed who had
been  out of work for a year or more
in  the  Community  had  declined
only slightly,  disparities in
income distribution  seem  to have
widened rather  than  narrowed
in  a number  of countries, and
substantial numbers of people,
women in  particular,  still  found
it  difficult  to  find  j  obs with
reasonable rates of pay and
acceptable working  conditions
in many parts of the Community.
Economic and structural  policies
aimed at achieving balanced
development in  the  Community
are matched by a need  for a range
of specific measures aimed at
reducing divergences in  employ-
ment  opportunities across the
Community and at narrowing the
divisions  between  those  in secure,
well-paid jobs and those on the
fringe  s of the  labour  market.
These measures encompass  not
only active labour market policies
to help the unemployed find work
or become  more employable,  but
also tax and expenditure policies
which affect the distribution of in-
come and the provision of social
and communal services.
Such  policies  are an essential  part
of efforts to improve economic  and
social cohesion within  the  Com-
munity  a key objective  over the
coming-years. Failure  to achieve
an improvement  between differ-
ent  areas and different  social
groups  would seriously  inhibit the
development of the Community.
Success in  reducing  regional  dif-
ferences and in  narrowing  social
divisions is  likely  to be the  more
difficult  to  achieve, however, if
unemployment  remains  at  high
levels in the coming years. This is
not only because  unemployment is
a major cause  of such  divisions,  but
also  because  it is likely to be associ-
ated with low economic  growth and,
therefore, with  fewer  financial
resources for  funding  social
and labour  market  programmes.
Measures to  combat unemploY-
metrt, whether  at the micro-
economic  or macro-economic  level,
are an important  element of social
policy and a key palt of Community
action to improve cohesion.
Policy at  Community  level in  the
recent past has focused  on streng-
thening the conditions of growth -
setting up the internal  market and
achieving monetary union. It is now
important  to focus increasingly on
the problem of unemployment and
its  social repercussions  as they
affect  different  parts  of the
Community, and to encourage  wide-
ranging and open discussion  of the
policy options for  addressing this
problem.
This  report  can contribute  to this
discussion by presenting quantita-
tive information  on policy issues of
central importance, particularly the
main features of unemployment in
the  Community;  the  differences
between Member States and
regions in the scale of the problem
and in those most affected;  and the
changes which  have  occurred in
recent years. This report also  exam-
ines trends in  working  poPulation
and labour  supply; the  relative
position of men and women in the
labour  market;  and the  develoP-
ment  of the  serrrice sector, which
will  continue to be the main source
of new jobs in different parts of the
Community. All these themes have
an important  bearing on the issue of
unemployment and the problem of
providing  sufficient  emPloyment
opportunities  in future  years for all
those who want to work.
Of no less potential  importance
arethe developments  taking Place
in  the  countries bordering the
Community. The report examines
the growth of working-age poPula-
tion in  other parts of Europe, to
the East as well as to the North,
and in  North  Africa  and the
Middle East. It includes, in addi-
tion, a special section on Central
and Eastern Europe reviewing the
employment and unemPloyment
developments  since  the process  of
political  and economic reform
began, and assessing  the  prob-
lems  which  the  countrie  s
concerned face in  achieving the
transition  to viable market  econ-
omie  s which  are cap  able of
generating  acceptable rates of
real income and employment
growth.





The rate ofjob creation  in the Com-
munity  has slowed dramatically
since  the middle of 1990  as  the rate
of economic growth  has fallen.  In
1991,  the numbers in employment
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remained stable, in contrast to the
average growth of more than  IL/zVo
which was achieved  between 1986
and  1990. As the rise in  employ-
ment  relative  to population of
working age  (from 567o  to 60Vo)  dur-
ing the period of high job creation
came  to an end,  the proportion ofthe
Community's  potential  work-force
actually  in  employment was still
well below  that in other comparable
parts of the world.
As employment  has  fallen, so  unem-
ployment has increased, starting
first in the UK and Ireland in 1990,
and spreading  to most  other parts of
the Community  in 1991.  fn 1992,  on
the basis  of current economic  devel-
opments, all  countrie  s in  the
Community,  apart  from  Luxem-
bourg, are  expected  to experience  a
rise in unemployment. What hap-
pens thereafter  depends on the
timing  and pace of economic
recovery  difficult  to  predict  at
present.
The rise in unemployment although
significant,  has  been  much less  than
might have been  expected  given the
(apparent)  fall in employment.  Des-
pite the continued growth  of
working-age population and the
long-term upward trend in  labour
force participation  among those of
working  age, especially women,
unemployment rose by less in the
second  half  of 1991 than  employ-
ment declined.  The rate ofinactivity
-  ie the proportion of working-age
population  who  are not  officially
counted as part of the labour force
therefore increased during  this
period. In  other words, significant
numbers of people  -  half a million
or so  -  effectively  disappeared  from
the  work  force when  employment
fell.
These people,  a high proportion of
them women, are likely to re-enter
the  labour  market  when  employ-
ment  growth  re  sume  s  as
occurred in  the period of high job
creation before 1990. IJnemploy-
ment is, therefore, likely  to come
down by much less than  employ-
ment  increases. The  size of this
hidden part of the labour force is a
major reason why unemployment,
as  measured,  has proved  so  difficult
to  reduce in  the  Community  in
recent years. Although  recorded
unemployment may be high in the
Community,  effective unemploy-
ment -  as  revealed  by the high rate
of inactivity  compared with  other
developed  parts of the world -  is
even  higher.
The nature  of
unemployment  in
the Community
The  scale of the  unemployment
problem differs markedly  between
different  parts of the Community.
In May 1992,  the rate varied from
I7-L87o in  Spain and Ireland
with  a number of regions in these
countries having much higher rates
still -  to under 57o  in Portugal and
the Western part  of Germany and
27o  in Luxembourg.
Except in the UK, the rate of unem-
ployment of women remains
significantly  higher  than  the  rate
for men -  in many Member States,
at  least twice  as high  and the
difference between the  two  rates
tended to widen between L984  and
1989.
Young people under 25 continue to
be more affected by unemployment
than  older  age groups. In  April
L992,  LSVo  of people  under 25 were
unemployed  across  the Community,
with  rates as high as 307o  in Spain
and Italy, although as low as 47o  in
the former West Germany. The rate
of youth  unemployment, however,
fell by more than the overall rate in
the 1980s,  partly as a result of the
special measures targeted  at  the
young unemployed in the early paft
of the  decade in  many  Member
States, partly  because  of the high
rate of new job creation in the later
years, and  partly  because fewer
young people  were coming of work-
ing age.
In 1990,  even  after five years  ofhigh
employment growth,  almost half
the unemployed in the Community
had been out of work for at least a
year and around a third  for at least
two  years. The  proportions  were
even higher  in  many  of the  less
developed regions in  the  South of
Europe, in Italy  and Spain, in par-
ticular --  although also in Belgium
where, o[  average, some two-
thirds  of the unemployed had been
out of work for a year or more. The
relative  numbers  of long-term
unemployed fell  only  marginally
between 1985 and  1990 in  the
Community  as a whole, although
countries where employment
growth  was most rapid  the
Netherlands, Spain, Portugal and
the  UK  showed a significant
decline.
Overall in the Community, a sub-
stantial  proportion  of  the
long-term unemployed  35Vo  in
1990  have never had a job,
while many more -  a further  LgVo
in  1990  were looking for  errr-
ployment  after  a period  of
inactivity.  Under half of the long-
term unemployed had, therefore,
become  unemployed after being in
work.  This  phenomenon is par-
ticularly  marked in the Southern
Member States. In  Italy,  787o  of
those unemployed for  a year  or
more  in 1990  had never  previously
been employed, while in  Greece,
the figure was 657o.In  most  coun-
trie  s  in  the  North  of  the
Community, in contrast,  over  907o
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of the long-term unemployed  had





Concern  has  been  expressed  about
demographic trends in the Com-
munity, with declining birth rates
and  growing  numbers  of people
Iiving into old age.  A specific  point
of concern  is that the working-age
population, äs well  as ageing,
could decline in  future  years,
damaging the competitiveness  of
the Community's labour force and
reducing productive potential. At
the same time, reduced numbers
of people  of working age  wiII need
to support increasing numbers of
people  in retirement.
Similar trends are also observable
in  other developed  countries.
Indeed, over the past 30 years, the
ageing effect has been more pro-
nounced in  Japan than  in  the
Community.  Moreover, over the
next 20 years  -  the time-scale  over
which  changes in  working-age
population are reasonably predict-
able since those coming of working
age (over 15) have mostly already
been born -  the average  age  of the
working-age population in both the
US and Japan is set to increase  by
more than in the Community.
As  demonstrated in  Chapter 3,
however, inferences about the
growth  and age structure  of the
work force  in the Community can-
not  be  drawn  simply  by
estimating how the population of
working-age is likely  to change.
Of gre  ater  importance are change-
s in rates of participation in the
labour force of those in  the
working-age bracket.
Over the past 30 years, there have
been marked  changes in  parti-
cipation  rates throughout  the
Community. In particular, increas-
ing proportions of women of
working-age  have  joined the labour
force, while  for  men in  both the
younger and older  age groups
participation has tended to decline.
In  the  Community  as a whole
these  trends have tended  to offset
each  other so  that the overall rate
of labour force participation  has
not changed  greatly. Across  Mem-
ber States, there is very little
relationship  between growth  of
working-  age popul  ation and
growth of the labour force.  Several
countries (eg  Denmark) have had
significant  labour  force growth
with  very little  increase in work-
ing-age  population.
Far from ageing over the past 30
years,  äs commonly  supposed,  the
Community's work force seems  to
have become younger. Between
1960 and 1990, the proportion
aged 50 and over declined from
27Vo  to 2LVo,  while the proportion
in  the prime  age group of 25-49
rose from 5I7o to 627o.  Indeed
the age composition of the labour
force in  the  Community  is very
similar  to that  in  the rest of
Western Europe and the US,
although  different  from  Japan,
where a significantly  higher
proportion of the work force is in
the older age  groups.
However, while  the average rate
of participation of  men in the work
force in the Community is similar
to that  in  other developed  coun-
tries, the average  rate for women
is  substantially lower. In  1990,
only 437o  of women aged 15 and
over in  the Community  were
recorded  as being active members
of the  labour  force as compared
with  507o in  Japan  and  around
557o  in  other Western European
countries and the  US. Although
activity rates of  women have risen
over  the past 30  years  in the Com-
munity, they have done so  by less
than  in  other  parts  of Western
Europe or the IJS.
The activity  rates of women differ
greatly between Member States.
In the South -  in Spain, Greece
and Italy  rates averaged only
around 357o  in  1990, and in Ire-
land, only just over 30Vo,  while in
Denmark the rate was over 607o.
The  rise in participation of  women
in the labour force,  however, has
been common to all Member
States since 1970,  with little  sign
in  any country  apart  possibly
from Denmark -  that rates have
peaked.
As well  as activity  rates in  the
Community  being lower  than  in
other  developed parts of the
world,  unemployment  also tends
to be  higher, so  that an even  lower
proportion of  working-age  popula-
tion  is  actually  in  employment
(aroun  d 507o  of those aged 15 and
over, as compared with  around
60Vo  or more in  other  parts  of
Europe, the  US  and Japan). In
many of the less developed  parts
of the Community, underemploy-
ment is acute, the "utilised"
labour force -  or employment -
rate being 457o  or less in  1990.
Many of the unemployed  in these
parts  are young people of under
25. Despite the trend  decline in
the numbers of young people  com-
ing  of working  age, therefore, a
high  proportion of these young
people still  remain  without  em-
ployment.
The implication is that a very much
smaller proportion of people  in em-
ployment  in  the  Community
around 40-5  UVo  less  -  have to pro-
vide  economic support  for  the
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population as a whole than is the
case  in most other developed  parts
of the world. This has major impli-
cations  for the Community's ability
to  match the  level of income per
head in these  countries.
The  ageing of the  Community's
population which is projected to
occur  over  the next 20 years  is likely
to be  particularly pronounced  in the
Northern  Member States. fn  all
cases,  the relative numbers of those
in the 25-49 age group are forecast
to decline  between 1990  and 2010.
In the South of the Community, on
the other hand, the numbers in this
'prime age'group  are  set  to increase.
Nevertheless,  in relative terms, it is
in the Southern  countries  where  the
numbers of young people  coming  of
working age  are projected  to decline
by most.
The slowdown in the growth of the
Community's working-age popula-
tion projected  for the next 20 years
does  not, however,  mean that the
labour force will  necessarily
increase  more slowly. If the upward
trend in the rate of participation of
women  in the labour force  continues
over the next 20 years at a similar
rate to that in the 1980s,  the labour
force  could expand  by betwe  en L27o
and L77o  between 1990 and 2010
(depending  on the growth of work-
ing-age population). This would
mean between 19 and 28 million
people  joining the work force  -  sig-
nificantly  more than the number of
additional  jobs created  over  the past
20 years.
On the other hand, if  the activity
rates increase  less,  then the Com-
munity's  labour  force could show
little change  over  the period  to 2010.
Whether this becomes  a cause for
concern will  depend, however, on
the rate of economic  growth and the
associated change in  demand for
labour.  If  high  economic growth
were  to occur,  then labour shortages
might be a possibility. On past evi-
dence,  however, if the demand for
labour  were to  increase strongly,
activity  rates would be unlikely  to
remain low.
Although  the  average age of  the
working-age population will
increase  over  the next 20 years,  the
average age of the labour force is
unlikely to increase  much, if at all,
because  the relative decline  in num-
bers of young people joining  the
work force is likely  to be offset by
the increased participation  of
women in the 25-49 age  group. The
proportion of the labour force  which
is of  prime working age  -  i.e. 25-49
is, therefore, projected to be
higher in  2010 in the Community
than in 1990.
The growth  of the  working-age
population is likely  to be lower in
other developed  parts of Europe
than  in  the  Community  over the
next 20 years. Growth is also pro-
jected  to be  relatively low in Central
and Eastern Europe as well as in
the  former  Soviet Union.  In  the
countries to the South of the Com-
munity,  in  North  Africa  and  the
Middle East, however,  working-age
population is  set to increase dra-
matically,  by  around 37o a year,
which implies almost a doubling of
numbers between 1990 and 20L0,
with  a particularly  rapid growth of
those  aged  between  15  and 24.  This
is likely to have  profound social  and
political consequences  in the region
unless there is a marked accelera-
tion  in  the pace of economic
development.
While  the rapid  prospective
growth in labour supply in these
countries  does  not pose  a competi-
tive threat  to the Community, it
does  represent a major challenge
in terms of how the countries to
the South, äs well as to the East,
can be helped to overcome  devel-
opment problems.
Employment
growth  in services
The number of people  employed  in
service  s  in  the  C  ommunity
increased by  L2 million  over the
1980s,  offsetting the decline  of  jobs
in agriculture and industry but not
by  enough to  prevent  unemploy-
ment  from  increasing. Chapter 4
examines a number of issues
related to the growth of services  -
in particular,  the scope  for further
employment creation in  services,
the  differential  growth  of employ-
ment  across the  Community  and
the differences  in the location of the
different kinds of service activity.
The proportion of the work force
in  the  Community  employed in
services,  at just over 607o,  is simi-
lar  to that  in  other parts of
Western Europe, and more than
in  Japan. However, it  is signifi-
cantly less than in the US where
the figure is over  70Vo.  The  propor-
tion varies markedly between
Member States,  broadly reflecting
their  level of economic develop-
ment and income  per head,  with a
number of countries in the North
of the  Community  Belgium,
the  UK  and the  Netherlands
having  similarly  high  figures  to
the LJS.
The importance of part-time  work-
ing  in  services means that
comparisons  of numbers employed
can grve a misleading indication of
the volume of employment in  the
sector  in terms of hours worked. If
differences  in the relative numbers
of part-time  workers  are allowed
for, the variation  in the proportion
of employment in serrrices  between
Member  States is  significantly
narrowed.
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The importance of senrices in  the
Community  has increased mar-
kedly and almost continuously over
the past 20 years,  a growth which is
also apparent in  other  developed
countries.  The experience  of  the US,
in  particular,  suggests that  the
scope  for further  expansion of em-
ployment is far from exhausted.  The
relative  importance  of different
kinds  of service activity  has, how-
ever,  changed  over  time and is likely
to continue to do so.
During the 1980s,  there was some
tendency for  employment in  ser-
vices to grow by more in  the
Southern countries of the  Com-
munity,  where the  share was
relatively  low, than  in  the North.
There was no tendency over this
period, however,  for countries with
an above  average  decline  in employ-
ment in agriculture  and industry  to
show an above  average  expansion  of
jobs in  services  -  if anything, the
reverse  was the case.
The division of employment in ser-
vices between broad sectors  is
similar in the Community to that
in  other developed  countries.
Moreover, there has been a fairly
uniform  tendency since 1970 for
the numbers employed  in finance,
insurance and business services
to increase by most, and for em-
ployment  in  transport  and
communications to decline by
most in relative terms.
Non-market services,  comprising
education,  health and other social
services  as  well as  public adminis-
tration, accounted  for over a third
of employment in  service  s in
the  Community  in  1989, while
anoth  er 257o  or so  were employed
in the distributive trades. Finance
and insurance, one of the fastest
growing sectors,  was responsible
for under  LUVo  of employment in
services.
There  is  little  variation  in  the
relative importance of  basic  services
distribution,  transport,  hotels
and catering  between Member
States. However, the  other, more
dynamic,  sectors do vary  signifi-
cantly  in  importance  across the
Community. For example, in
the  UK,  finance and insurance
accounted  for over L07o  of total em-
ployment in the economy  as a whole
in 1989  as  compared  with under \Vo
in Italy and Spain.  Indeed,  over  half
of  all employmentin the finance  and
insurance sector  in the Community
in 1989  was located in the IJK.
In the case  of other market services,
which  also cover a number of
rapidly  growing activities, employ-
ment ranged from  I7-I87o  of the
total  in  the Netherlands and
Belgium  to under  \Vo in  Portugal
while, for non-market senrices,  the
proportions ranged from  307o  in
Denmark  to less than  I4Vo  in
Luxembourg.
Variations in employment between
services activities  are even more
pronounced at  the  regional  level.
For distribution,  hotels and cater-
ing  basic services for which
population is a key determinant -
employment  is  relatively  uniform
across the  Community,  except in
tourist  areas. For  transport  and
communications, employment also
tends  to  vary  with  the  density  of
population, although also with  the
scale of economic activity.  For
finance  and  insurance,  effiploy-
ment, as  would be expected,  is high
in financial centres  and, with only a
few exceptions,  relatively low else-
where.
For other market senrices,  the vari-
ation  in  regional  shares of
employment  reflects  the  influence
of population and income per head,
employment being high relative to
population in the more prosperous
parts  of Northern  Member  States
and low in the less  developed  parts
of the South. The same factors also
influence  employment  in  health-
care and education which exhibits a
similar pattern of variation.
Employment in public administra-
tion  varies  significantly  between
regions in relation to both total em-
ployment and population, although
there seems  to be some  tendency  for
it  to  be relatively  high  in  areas
where unemployment is a problem,
as well as in capital cities. On bal-
ance, effiployment  in  this  sector
relative to population does  not seem
to rise in proportion to income per
head.
Of the total addition to service sec-
tor  employment over the  1980s,
other market services  were respon-
sible for 357o  of the additional jobs
created (in  full-time  equivalent
terms) non-market services  for 307o,
and finance and insurance for only
LBVo.  In  the  South, in  Spain and
Portugal, hotels and catering were
the  main  areas of employment
growth.  In  most Northern  coun-
tries,  other  market  services were
the main  area of job  creation. In
finance and insurance, by  far the
highest growth of employment was
in  the UK  and Luxembourg, rein-
forcing  their  dominance of this
sector.
There  is  little  evidence that  the
expansion of service employment
which occurred  in the 1980s  was to
any significant extent the result of
increased  specialisation  within  the
Community  economy causing a
shift ofjobs out of other sectors.  The
group of activities which  are most
liable  to  have been the  source of
such a shift  of employment
various business services
account for only a small proportion
of senrice employrnent. Moreover,
although  they  expanded rapidly
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over the  1980s, it  is implausible
that  more than  a small proportion
of the additional jobs created  effec-
tively  involved the transfer  of
employment from other sectors.
While  there  is  some concern that
there will be less scope  for employ-
ment growth in the coming years in
a number of sectors which  experi-
enced  a high rate of job creation in
the 1980s  -  banking in particular
-  there is only limited  evidence  of
any recent slowdown in the rate of
increase.  The prospect  of increased
automation  combined with  ration-
alisation as competition intensifies
has to be set against the growth and




in Central  and
Eastern  Europe
The economic  and employment  situ-
ation in the countries to the East of
the  Community  in  Central  and
Eastern  Europe is  likely  to  have
important  consequences  for the
Community.  While  political  and
economic reform  in  the  former
centrally-planned countries is
proceeding rapidly, it  is being
accompanied  (as  described  in Chap-
ter 5)  by a substantial fall in output,
considerable  loss  ofjobs and rapidly
rising unemployment.
Governments in  the  region are
attempting  to  strike  a balance
between pressing ahead with
reforms  and  avoiding too much
unemployment. They are having to
contend with  the consequences  of
the breakdown of the COMECON
system  of managed  trade which has
severely affected export industries
and their  ability  to buy essential
imports,  while  at  the  same time
having  to impose restrictive  mon-
etary  and fiscal policies to  curb
inflation  and excessive  rises in
internal  and external deficits.
In  the  five  Central  and Eastern
European countries from  which
data have been collected  -  Bulga-
ria  , Czechoslovakia,  Hun gary,
Poland and Romania  -  GDP fell by
around 20Vo  or more between 1989
and 1991,  with  all countries apart
from Poland experiencing a larger
fall in 1991  than in 1990.  The main
decline has been in  industry,
although production in agriculture
has also  fallen.
The fall in output has been concen-
trated  in  state enterprises, which
remain predominantly responsible
for industrial production.  fn none  of
the countries has the growth of the
private  sector compensated  for
more than a small part of this loss
of output.
As  output  has declin€d, employ-
ment  seems also to  have fallen
significantly,  although  the  precise
scale of the fall  remains uncertain
because of problems of collecting
reliable  figures  on the  numbers
working  in the private  sector. The
major loss  ofjobs has  been  in manu-
facturirg,  where  employment in
1991 alone declined by 7-L07o in
each  of the countries.
The loss  ofjobs in industry, as well
as in agriculture,  does  not seem  to
have been  compensated  by any sig-
nificant  growth  of employment in
services, although  official  figures
almost certainly  understate the
growth of employment in services  in
the private sector.
The  participation  of men in  the
labour market, as recorded  by the
official figures, declined  throughout
the region between 1989 and 1991
-  reflecting increased  employment
in the informal  economy  as well as
in working abroad -  while the par-
ticipation of women rose in Poland
and Romania and fell in the other
three countries. Nevertheless, the
rate ofparticipation  ofwomen in the
labour market in most parts of the
region remains higher than  in the
Community,  although  once the
figures are put  onto a comparable
basis the  difference is  much less
than is sometimes  claimed.
As employment has fallen,  so
recorded unemployment has risen
sharply. According to the numbers
registered,  which in some  cases  sig-
nificantly  understate  the  true
position, unemployment had risen
from virtually  zero  at the beginning
of 1990  to L27o  in Poland  and Bulga-
ria by March L992, 87o  in Hungary
and  6r/z7o  in  Czechoslovakia.
Except in  Czechoslovakia,  there is
little  sign of the rise in unemploy-
ment slowing.
Unemployment  has particularly
affected the  unskilled  and the
young, the latter because  ofthe very
low  rate  of new job  creation. In
many parts of the region,  just as in
the Community, the unemployment
rate for those under 25 is at least
double the rate for those over 25.
Because  ofthe lack ofnewjob oppor-
tunities,  long-terrn unemployment
is  also beginning  to  emerge as a
problem.
Unemployment is particularly  high
in agricultural  areas  and those  with
high  concentrations of heavy or
basic industries, while the regions
where capital cities  are located
where services are most important
-  tend to have the lowest rates.
Inflation  increased substantially in
a1l countries with  the  removal  of
price controls, but is now declining
in most countries. Although all gov-
ernments attempted to protect real
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wages  from the worst effects  of this
increase, all accepted  the need for
some fall  in  real  wages to  curb
excess  demand. Nevertheless,  the
fall in real wages  has  generally  been
much greater than planned.
Those suffering the biggest falls in
real income are, in the main, those
who have  lost their jobs or in retire-
ment. Despite the development
and/or extensions  of social security
systems to  cover the  unemployed
and those on low wages (through
minimum  wage legislation), tighte-
ning  financial  constraints have
meant that  levels of benefit (and
of the minimum wage)  have gener-
ally  been reduced and eligibility
restricted. This, however, has
not prevented the emergence
of acute financing  problems as
unemployment has increased and
government  income  has declined.
The same financing problems have
also affected  the scale  of funding for
active labour  market  measures,
which have been able to assist  only
a small proportion of the  unem-
ployed.
The general expectation  is that em-
ployment  will  continue to  decline
and unemployment will continue to
increase during  L992, especially if
the process  of privatisation  accel-
erates, thereby intensifying
competition  and encouraging  reduc-
tions in  overmanning in  the
interests  of securing greater pro-
ductive  efficiency. There  are,
however, some favourable signs
with  inflation  coming down signifi-
cantly in  some countries and
exports  to the West  being  expanded.
Men and women  in
the labour  market
Although rates of participation  of
women in  the  labour  market  in
the Community increased signifi-
cantly over the past two decades,
and while  607o  of the  additional
jobs created between 1985 and
1990  went to womeo,  women still
account for under 407o  of employ-
ment. Moreover, äs shown in
Chapter  6,  äs  compared  with men,
women have a narrower range of
job  opportunities  open to them
and are predominantly in  lower
paid  jobs.
Rates of activity  vary significantly
between men and women for most
age groups. While male participa-
tion in the labour market tends to
increase  in all Member States  up to
the  mid-2Os and then  to  remain
stable up to the mid-5Os,  in most
countries female participation
tends to decline from the mid-2Os
and then either continues  to decline
or increases  again  from the mid-3Os.
These  two predominant patterns for
women seem  to reflect the influence
of family  responsibilities  which
come  from both having children and
simply being married.
Women who want  to work,  there-
fore, unlike  most men, have to
reconcile  these  responsibilities  with
the pursuit  of a career.  Ap art from
in Denmark, there are substantial
differences throughout  the  Com-
munity  in  the  activity  rates  of
married  and  single women. In  a
number of  Northern Member States
the  UK,  Netherlands and Ire-
land, especially  -  this difference  is
partly explained  by the need  to look
after children in a situation where
the provision of childcare facilities
is limited.
In  Southern Member States, how-
ever -  as well as in Denmark and
Belgium -  activity rates for women
with  and without  children are very
similar and the explanation of low
levels  of female participation has to
be sought elsewhere (for example,
in  labour  market  regulations  or
social attitudes to womer, particu-
larly maried  women,  being in paid
employment).
Educational attainment seems  to
be an important  determinant  of
labour force  participation, for men
but  more especially for  women.
Women with  higher levels of edu-
cation,  therefore,  tend to be much
more likely  to be in paid employ-
ment  or  actively  seeking work
than  those with  lower  levels of
education.
In the tight of this, it is relevant to
note that the proportion of women
in higher education  increased  signi-
ficantly between  the mid-1970s  and
1989/90 in  most Member States
where it was at a low level, so  that
women  now make up around half of
all  higher  education students ,in
most countries. The  main  excep-
tions  are Germany, where the
proportion of women is only around
407o,  and the Netherlands and Ire-
land,  where there has, however,
been  an upward trend.
Within  the labour market,  there
are  significant  differences
between  the jobs filled by women
and those  filled by me  n. 7  57o  of all
women in  work  are employed in
services,  as  opposed  to only 5L7o  of
men. Moreover, the  number  of
women working  in  services has
grown consistently over the past
20 years at around twice the rate
for men, so that just  under half
of all jobs in the sector are now
performed by women as against
407o  in  1970. In both agriculture
and industry, on the other hand,
the share of  jobs taken by women
has shown little  change over this
period.
In services,  the proportion of jobs
taken by women tends to be
higher, the higher the level of par-
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ticipation of women in the labour
force of the  Member State con-
cerned.  fn the Benelux countries,
where participation rates are low,
women's share of employment in
services  is equally low despite  the
relatively high importance of ser-
vices. fn  Denmark  and the UK,
which  have the  highest rates of
female activity,  women account
for  the  largest  share of services
employment. The  steady growth
of  services  and  the increase  in par-
ticipation of women in the labour
force are, therefore, closely
linked
Women's  employment is also con-
centrated in  a more limited
number of industries and trades
than men's.  In 1990,  one  third of
women in employment in the six
Member States  for which data are
available (and which  together
accounted  for 727o  of total employ-
ment in the Community) worked
in just three trades -  health ser-
vices, retailing  and education.
Indeed, over half worked in only
six  trades,  all in the service  sector.
In  contrast, the most important
six  trades  employing  men
accounted  for under 407o  of male
employment, while  the "top" ten
were responsible  for just over  half
of  men's  jobs  -  five industries and
five service  trades.
The concentration  of women's  em-
ployment  in  particular  sectors
seems to have increased rather
than  diminished over the 1980s,
while  that  of men remained
virtually  unchanged.
Over the Community as a whole,
287o  of women in  employment
worked part-time in 1990  as com-
pared with only 4Vo  of men. fn the
UK and the Netherlands 43  7o  and
59Vo  respectively  of women  in em-
ployment were employed on a
part-time  basis; together, these
two Member States accounted  for
427o  of women part-time workers
in  the Community in  1990. In
other  parts  of the  Community,
especially  in the South, part-time
working  among women is  much
less important  under  I07o in
Italy,  Spain and Greece  and,
moreover, has shown little  tend-
ency  to increase.
The importance of p  art-time
working  varies comparatively
little  between regions within
countries, which suggests  that it
has more to do with  national
rather  than  local characteristics
of the labour market.
Temporary employment is also
more important  for women than
for men in the Community, with
L27o  of women as  opposed  to 87o  of
men being employed on fixed-
term contracts. In  additior,  737o
of all family workers in the Com-
munity  in  1990 were women.
Although  the numbers have
tended to  fall  significantly  over
time in all Member States, family
workers still represent aroun  d \Vo
of total  female employment  (as
against  only  I7o for  men),
although only in Greece  (27Vo)  and
Spain (IL%o)  is the proportion
much greater than the average.
By contrast, proportionately
fewer women than  men are self-
employed or employers in  the
Community. Only 25Vo  of the self-
employed  were women in 1990  -
only LUVo  of all women in employ-
ment -  as compared  with 207o  of
all men. Even in services,  women
account for only 30Vo  of total self-
employment.
Although the evidence  on relative
pay levels of men and women is
unsatisfa  ctory, there is  a clear
indication  that  women tend to
work  in  significantly  lower  paid
jobs than  men. In manufacturing,
the  average  earnings  of  women
manual  workers  were  between
7  57o and  857o of those  of men  in
most  Member  States  in  1990.
Within  individual  manufacturing
sectors,  there  has  been  only  a
small  tendency  for the  gap in  pay
between  men  and  women  to nar-
row since the mid-1970s.
The  average  earnings  of  non-
manual  women  in  employment
are  even  further  below  those  of
men  in  most  Member  States.  fn
manufacturing  as a whole,  in  no
country  in  1990 was  the  average
pay  of  women  non-manual
workers  over  68Vo  of that  of mer].
In  services,  differences  are
slightly  narrower,  with  women  in
retailing  earning  on average  65-
707o of  the  pay  of  men  in  most
countries,  in  insurance  7  0-7 57o
and in banking  75-807o,  although
in  some  cases the  difference  is
much  wider.  As  for  manual
workers,  there  is no evidence of a
uniform  tendency  for the  pay gap
between  men  and women  to close




The  systems in  operation in  the
Community  for  providing  income
support  to  the  unemployed differ
widely between Member States (as
described in  Chapter 7). Broadly,
schemes  can be divided into those
based  on an insurance principle -
which  relate  benefits  to  earnings
when in work -  and those  based  on
welfare  principles,  providing  a
minimum level of income.  Most sys-
tems involve various combinations
of the  two,  with  earnings-related
benefits applyrng for only a limited
period of time. As long-tenn unem-
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ployment has increased,  there has
been a growing tendency to link the
length of this period to the length of
time contributions have been paid,
as well  as to  reduce the  rate  of
benefit.
There is little  sign of any long-
term  convergence  between the
different schemes  in force.  Indeed,
the  individual  features  of the
various national schemes  seem  to
have become  more pronounced  in
the 1980s.
The proportion of the unemployed
entitled to receive  unemployment
compensation (the benefici  ary
rate) varies from 67o  in Greece  to
867o  in  Denm  ark, and in  most
Member States  changed  little over
the  1980s, although  there  were
marked  reductions in  Germäty,
the UK  and the Netherlands. In
most countries also,  a much smal-
ler  proportion of the women
unemployed  receive  benefit at any
one  time than men, partly because
of having less continuous spells of
employment.
The proportion of the unemployed
eligible  for  assistance tends to
increase  with age  under insurance
based schemes  and to be largely
invariant  under welfare schemes,
although  the  proportion  of long-
term  unemployed covered,  who
are  often older workers,  is usually
less under the former type of
system.
The rates of benefit received  also
vary  widely  across  the  Com-
munity.  In  most countries, the
rate when a person  first becomes
unemployed is between 507o  and
7  07o of  previous  earnings,
although much less  in the UK and
Ireland where welfare principles
dominate. As the period of unem-
ployment increases,  so  rates tend
to be reduced,  in  some cases
substantially,  and to become
dependent on individual  circum-
stances.
The overall cost  of unemployment
compensation  systems  in terms of
public  expenditure differs, of
course  ,  according to the  level of
unemployment. Höwever, some
countries (Denmark, the Nether-
lands and Belgium) spend 2-3
times more in relation to the num-
bers unemployed than  others
(France, Germany and the  UK)
and considerably more than  the
least generous countries (Greece
and Italy  -  although alternative
ways of supporting the unem-
ployed  exist in the latter). In most
Member States,  the proportion of
GDP spent on each unemployed
person rose between 1985 and
1990, although it  declined in
the  Netherlands,  Luxembourg,
Ireland  and, most markedly,  in
the LJK.
The effect of the various support
systems on the rate of unemPloy-
ment, on incentives to work  and
on the functioning  of the labour
market  generally are ambiguous
and hard  to discern empirically.
While high levels of benefit may
encourage  people  to remain unem-
ployed  longer, they may also  help
to stabilise purchasing power in
the econoffiy,  reduce divisions in
society  ) assist in  maintaining
good industrial  relations and
increase the  willingness  of
workers to be mobile or flexible.
Public expenditure on  income  sup-
port for the unemployed tends in
most Member States to be signifi-
cantly  higher  than  the  amount
spent on active labour market
measures,  such as training or job
creation. Spending on the latter
averaged  less than I7o of GDP in
the Community  in  1990. In
general, expenditure on active
measures varies inversely with
the level of unemployment,
largely  because priority  is given
to income support when the num-





remains  a serious problem in
many parts of  the Community des-
pite considerable policy efforts to
reduce it.  Registered long-term
unemployment is, moreover,  only
the most visible dimension of a
wider  problem of chronic under-
employment and insecure  jobs at
low rates of pay. In  effect, many
people are effectively excluded
from the primary  labour market,
making  it  impossible for  them
to derive a level of income from
employment  sufficient  to  meet
personal and family  needs on a
lasting basis.
According to a recent comprehens-
ive  evaluation  study  carried out
under the ERGO programme, and
summarised in  Chapter 8, long-
term unemployment is the result of
art array of factors -  the way labour
markets work, the social structures
and divisions in society,  inadequate
levels of education or training  and,
most of all, the overall shortages  of
jobs in  many  parts  of the  Com-
munity. Until  these issues are fully
addressed,  and obstacles  overcome,
long-term  unemployment will
remain a serious problem.
Labour market  measures have an
important  role to play  in  opening
up  routes into  employment for
those who  are unable to find work
without  assistance.  Nevertheless,
the  effects of  such specific short-
term measures  or actions,  however
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extensive in  scale and scope,  are
inevitably limited and the policy ob-
jectives assigned  to labour market
measures need to reflect this.
Measures should be judged, for
example, on their ability to ensure
that  the  maximum  number  of
people can be helped to keep in
touch with  the labour market, and
to  compete effectively within  it,
rather than on their effectiveness  in
reducing the overall level of unem-
ployment.
Helping people in  difficulties into,
or back into,  a pattern  of routine
activity  can be a  struggle  for  all
concerned,  even  though the success
stories  emerging  many  pro-
grammes and projects serve to
motivate and encourage  promoters
and participants alike. Being long-
term  unemploye  d  is  highty
demoralising -  even if the experi-
ence is shared with  others in  the
same predicament, this  serves to
alleviate  the  stigma  rather  than
raise morale.
Individual  counselling for the long-
term unemployed  is thus a sine  qud,
ruon  of any effective action since  the
first  objectives are to re-establish
the  confidence of the  person con-
cerned,  and to assess  their capacity
and potential. Flexibitity  is a key
element in  the  design of pro-
grammes and projects -  enabling
actions  to be  adapted  to the needs  of
both participants and the local la-
bour market.
Experience  and evaluations  can  im-
prove the effectiveness  of measures
to assist  the long-term unemployed.
This can  both reduce  the scale  of  the
problem, and raise the  overall
productive  capacity of the  Com-
munity's workforce.  Such  measures
cannot on their own, however,  pro-
vide  an  adequate response to  an
economic  and social  problem which
is so  deeply  rooted.
L7-Summary
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Chapter  1 Employment  in the  Community  : Ibends  and
Prospects
After seuero,l  years of strong growth
the sharp upturn in unemploymerrt
shock.
and  rising  employrnetut,
since 1990 has corrle  as a
Since around the middle of 1990
the rate ofjob creation in the Com-
munity  has slowed as the overall
rate of economic  growth has
declined,  depressing  employment
relative  to  working-age popula-
tion  and causing unemployment
to increase (Graph 1). While the
average rate of unemployment in
1991 was only slightly  higher
than in 1990,  the trend during the
year was consistently upwards
(Grap}r  2). By May L992,  the rate
for the Community as  a whole had
risen to 9  .57o.
This trend is in line with develop-
ments elsewhere.  Indeed, other
parts of Western Europe and the
US have experienced  even larger
falls in  employment and rises in
unemployment over this  period.
Only  Japan  where economic
growth has also slowed, but
remains  significant  has
succeeded  in maintaining employ-
ment growth at a rate sufficient to
prevent unemployment  from
rising.
This reversal of fortunes follows a
period in  the second  half  of the
1980s which was notable for
unusually high job creation  in the
Community,  which  resulted in  a
significant  increase in  the  num-
bers in employment relative to the
population  of working  age, and
which led to a reduction in unem-
ployment.
Between 1985 and 1990,  employ-
ment  rose from  577o  of the
population of working age  (15-64)
to 607o.  This was a higher rate of
increase than  in  other  parts  of
Western Europe or Japan over
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this period and only slightly less
than in the US -  in marked con-
trast  to the  experience of the
previous ten years, when the
employment record of the  Com-
munity  was considerably worse
than in other comparable  parts of
the world.
Similarly,  unemployment had
declined from  a peak of around
ILTo in  1985 to just  over 87o  in
1990.  Although that was less  than
might  have been expected given
the growth of employment, it was
nevertheless a larger  fall  than
occurred in  non-Ec Western




The recent growth  of unemploy-
ment in the Community as a whole
has been  very unevenly distributed
between  Member States.  Just as  the
UK led the way in reducing unem-
ployment  in the mid-1980s,  so  too  it
was the first  to experience an
upturn  in unemployment. It  alone
showed any significant  rise in
unemployment in the second  half of
1990 and experienced the  largest
rise in unemployment during 1991.
Between December  1990 and
December  1991,  the unemployment
rate in the UK increased  from 7.87o
to  I0.37o, the  only  other  country
showing a comparable rise being
Ireland, where unemployment rose
by  2  percentage points  over this
period.
Nevertheless,  rising unemployment
gradually appeared  in other parts of
the Community during  1991, with
only three countries  Germdfry,
the  Netherlands  and Portugal
not  experiencing an increase be-
tween the beginning and end of the
year.  In  the  first  five  months  of
L992,  the numbers out of work rose
in all Member States, with  the ex-




1986  to 1991
The recovery in economic  growth in
the Community from the mid-1980s
onwards led to increased employ-
ment  growth  in  most countries.
For  the  four  Member  States
Germätry, France, Italy and the UK
-  for which it is possible  to compare
quarterly  changes  in GDP and em-
ployment, employment rose by
around 0.3-0.47o  a quarter in  the
period 1987  to 1990,  some  0.5-L7o
less, on average, than  the growth
rate of GDP, reflecting the growth
of labour productivity.
While  there is a broad tendency
over the period 1986 to 1991 for
employment  to  rise  at  a higher
rate  the  faster  the  rate  of GDP
growth, the relationship  is not a
uniform  one. As  is  well  known,
employment tends to respond to
changes in  the growth  of output
only with  a lag, which economists
have tended to estimate at around
six months or so. Neither the lag
nor the scale  of  the response,  how-
ever, is necessarily  constant over
time, but is influenced by a range
of factors, many  of them  intan-
gible such as business  confidence
and expectations about future
developments. If,  for  example,
employers  expect  a given increase
in  output  growth  to  continue  in
future  quarters  they  are more
likely  to expand their  work force
quickly than if it is expected  to be
short-lived.  Similarly,  if  output
growth declines, then they might
delay reducing employment until
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GDP growth would need  to be well-
established  -  or at least  considered
by employers  to be  so  -  before  there
is likely to be a significant response
in terms of employment growth.
Employment  and
unemployment,
1986  to 1991
Between  the beginning of 1986  and
the second  quarter of 1990, in the
six Member States for which data
are  available,  employment
increased fairly  consistently by
300-500  000  a quarter -  i.e.  at an
annual rate of around 1-1  .57o.  This
was associated  with  a gradual fall
in  the numbers unemployed from
the beginning of L987, which was
particularly  marked in  1989 when
the  increase in  employment was
most pronounced  (Grap}a  4).
While  unemployment fell  each
quarter from the second  quarter of
1987  to the end of 1990,  the extent
of the fall was consistently  less  than
the increase in  the numbers of
people  in work -  on average  some
300  000 a quarter less. Some dif-
ference in  the  two  is  only  to  be
expected  given the growth of work-
ing-age  population  and,
therefore, the increase  in numbers
entering the labour market  in
these  six countries over this period.
This  growth,  moreover, varied  to
some  degree  over  the period  because
of variations in the scale  of inward
migration. It was particularly  high
in  1989 and 1990 because  of the
influx  of people looking  for  work
into the former Federal  Republic  (to
which the employment and unem-
ployment  figures  relate)  from  the
former East Germany.
Since, however, growth of working-
age  population averaged  only around
0.4Vo  a year over this period, adding
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some  I75 000 a quarter to the labour
force,  it explains only part of the gap
between the rise in emploSrment  and
the  fall  in  unemployment.  The
remainder -  an average of around
L25 000 a quarter -  is by definition
attributable to an increase  in partici-
pation, i.€., to people who were
previously regarded as being inac-
tive joining the workforce.
This increase in participation is a
feature which has  been  examined  in
previous issues of Employment in
Europe.  The  implied  quarterly
changes in  participation  are the
result of both longer term trends in
activity  rates  in  particular,  the
upward  trend  in  activity  among
women which, in  the 1980s,  more
than offset the downward trend in
activity  among men (see  Chapter 3
of this  report)  -  and  short-term
movements. The latter  in  part
reflect the difficulties of identifying
active  population,  in part the inade-
quacies of the  data on short-term
changes  in unemployment.
Thus, in the first place,  the evidence
suggests  that  a significant propor-
tion of the people  who are recorded
as  being inactive at any one  moment
in  time  i.e. neither in  employ-
ment nor actively seeking work -
are effectively in that position only
because of a shortage of suitable
employment opportunities. If jobs
become available, then  they  are
likely  to be drawn into  the labour
force.
Secondly,  the monthly statistics on
unemployment,  although har-
monised and made consistent  with
the  annual  LFS  data once the
results become  available,  are never-
theless derived mainly  from
administrative records  in the case  of
most of the countries. They there-
fore in  part  reflect  registration
procedures  and may omit a variable
number of people who are actually
unemployed on the accepted  inter-
national  definition.  This  applies
particularly  to changes  from month
to  month,  or  quarter  to  quarter,
although for the latter part of 1991
(since  the L992  LFS results are still
being processed)  it  also applies to
the absolute  numbers.
Growth  of working-age population
combined  with  a trend increase in
activity  rates means that  in
general, employment has to rise by
a certain amount for unemployment
to be reduced.  Because  of the vari-
ability  of effective labour  force
participation  in  the  short-term,
however,  this amount itself is liable
to  vary  over time.  In  the  first
quarter of 1988, for example, em-
ployment increased  by over 700 000
while  unemployment  fell  by  only
around 60 000  an implied
increase in  the  labour  force of
almost  650  000.  On the other hand,
in the fourth quarter of 1988,  a rise
of 440  000 in employment was asso-
ciated with a fall of over 310 000 in
the numbers unemployed,  while in
the second  quarter of 1989, unem-
ployment declined  by 330 000  when
employment rose by  only  slightly
more, 380 000, implytng  a rise in
the work force  of only some  50 000.
In 1991,  however,  the general  rela-
tionship between employment and
unemployment seems to have
changed.  In the second  half of the
year,  when the numbers in employ-
ment  declined significantly,
unemployment rose  by less  than the
amount  of this  reductiorr.. This  is
contrary  to what  would have been
expected.  The continued growth of
working-age population, coupled
with  the upward  trend  in  activity
rates, ought to have resulted in
unemployment  risingby much  more
than employment  fell. The explana-
tion  seems to be that  a sizable
proportion  of those who lost their
jobs in this period, and/or  who could
not find work, failed to be recorded
in the unemployment figures, either
because  they  did not (or were not
eligible to) register or because  they
were deterred from actively seeking
emplo5rment.
The implication  is that  the effec-
tive  number  unemployed during
this  period  as perhaps in  the
first half of 1992 when the fall in
employment seems  to have conti-
nued  was significantly  higher
possibly 5-600 000 or more
higher  on the evidence of earlier
years  than  the official  figures
suggest. The further  implication
is that, when employment growth
begins  to recover,  these  ostensibly
inactive people  could emerge  once
more as part  of the workforce as
they take up some  of the new jobs
which are created.  Any increase  in
employment  which  can  be
achieved  is, therefore, unlikely  to
reduce unemployment  by  any-
thing  like  an equivalent  amount.
This  phenomenon is  part  of the
reason why unemployment in the
Community has proved in recent
years so difficult  to reduce, even
at  times  when  there  is  a large
expansion of employment.
The wide-ranging  social changes
which have occurred  over the past
two decades  in most parts of the
Community,  coupled with  chan-
ges  in attitudes to or possibilities
for women with  regard to work,
and a general shift of activity from
agriculture  (where many  young
people and women effectively
worked as unpaid employees
within  the  family)  to  other  sec-
tors, have helped to expand the
potential workforce and to create
an increased  demand for employ-
ment  among people of working
age. IJnfortunately,  these devel-
opments  have  not  been
accompanied  by a comparable
long-term increase in the rate of
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job creation.  As a result, substan-
tial  numbers of the  people who
have been both encouraged and
given the opportunity  to look for
work  have not been able to find
employment.  These  have added  to
both recorded and unrecorded
unemployment (or to hidden
labour supply to use the termino-
logy employed in Employment in




The nature  of unemployment  dif-
fers significantly  between one part
of the Community and another and
has also  tended  to change  over  time.
The aim here is to set out as clearly
as  possible  the characteristics  of  the
unemployment  problem  as  it affects
different  Member States and
regions  and the way in which it has
altered  over the  past  five  or  six
years.
While  the  data  available  at  the
Community level do not enable all
the  features of the  unemployed
which are relevant for policy formu-
lation to be  discerned  -  they do  not,
for  example, cover educational
attainment  or  skill  levels  they
nevertheless  provide an invaluable
insight into the kinds of  people  most
affected.
The  scale of the  unemployment
problem  varies markedly across  the
Community. In May L992,  the rate
of unemployment was over I77o in
Ireland and over L67o  in Spain, but
less  than 57o  in Germany  (excluding
the new Länder) and Portugal and
2Vo  in  Luxembourg (Graph 5).
Within  countries, the  variation  is
even more pronounced with  some
regions of Southern Spain, the
South of Italy  and Ireland having
M1 Unemployment  rates,  L99I
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rates  of  20Vo  or more  and some  areas
in these regions having even  higher
rates (Map 1).
The  movement in  unemployment
since  the peak of 1985  has also  been
substantially  different  between
Member State  s and regions.
Whereas the  unemployment  rate
fell significantly between 1985 and
1990 in  Portugal, Spain, Belgium
and the  UK  (by around 4,-57o),  it
remained  virtually  unchanged in
Italy,  Greece and  France throug-




Over the Community  as a whole,
there are approximately the same
number of women unemployed as
men (around 6.5 million  of each  in
May 1992).  However, because  there
are many fewer women than men in
the labour force, the rate of unem-
ployment for women is significantly
higher than for men. fn May L992,
the average rate of unemployment
for women in the Community  was
over Lt%o,  while  the rate for men
was 87o.  In  all  Member States
except the UK, the rate for women
exceeded  that  for men and, in the
majority  of countries, the rate was
around twice  as high  or more
(Graph 6).
Moreover, the gap between the
unemployment  rates for  men and
women has if  anything  widened
since 1985. Whereas in  1985, the
rate  for  women was on average
some  377o  (or 3L/2percentage  points)
higher  than  that  for men, in  May
L992 the  difference was over 457o
(still  a  \L/z percentage point  dif-
ference).  Within individual Member
States, female unemployment has
been consistently higher than male
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least since the late-1970s  in most
cases.
Nevertheless,  the gap  between  men
and women has varied somewhat
over the recent past. In particular,
while  the  unemployment  rate  for
men (along  with the total) peaked  in
1985 and thereafter fell at a fairly
consistent rate  as employment
began to grow, the rate for women
did not start falling until 1987.  This
was not because  more  jobs were cre-
ated for men than women over this
period  -  indeed  the reverse  was  the
case  -  but because  the rate of job
creation, although rapid,  initially
failed  to  match  the  significant
increase  in the numbers of women
entering the labour market.
As employment growth slowed  from
1990  or, the increase  in unemploy-
ment for men was greater than for
women so that  the  difference
between  the two rates  has  narrowed
again.  This, however,  is not so  much
due  to more  women  than men losing
their jobs, but to the fact that much
of the rise in  unemployment
occurred in  the  UK  where unem-
ployment for women is much lower
than for men. A greater proportion
of men than  women than  is nor-
mally  the  case were therefore
recorded  as becoming  unemployed.
Unemployment  of
young  people
The rate of unemployment among
young people under  25 is  much
higher  than  for  older  age groups
throughout  the  Community.  On
average,  over L87o  of under 25 year
olds were unemployed  in May L992
more than  double the  rate  for
those aged  25 and over (Graph 7).
This  means that  around 30Vo  of
those unemployed were under  25
(Graph  8). Apart  from  Germätry,
relatively  high  youth  unemploy-
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ment  is  a feature  of  all  Member
States, but  particularly  of Spain
and Italy, where the unemployment
rate is around 307o  -  in Italy some
three times higher than the average
rate.
In  Germany  alone in  the  Com-
munity  the unemployment rate for
young people  is less  than among  the
rest of the population. This results
entirely from young women having
a lower rate than  older women,
whereas for men the reverse  is the
case.  It  is also a recent phenome-
non. In  the early  1980s,  youth
unemployment in  Germany was
around twice the average rate just
as in  most other countries. From
1983  onwards,  however,  it declined
progressively both in  absolute
terms and more particularly
relative  to  the  rate  for  older  age
groups  -  especially  in 1986  -  until
in  1989 it  fell  below the  average
rate.
In the other Member States, there
was also  a tendency  in the 1980s  for
youth unemployment to decline by
more than the rate for the rest of  the
population,  following a period  when
those under 25 had been particu-
larly  affected by the  rise in
unemployment (Graph 9). As GDP
and employment growth slowed at
the end of the 1970s  and unemploy-
ment  increased, the  rate  of
joblessness  among young people
rose sharply,  so that  in  the  early
1980s, over 457o  of all the unem-
ployed in  the  Community  were
under 25.
Partly through special measures  in
Member States targeted at the
young, especially school-leavers,
this figure was reduced to just over
40Vo  by the end of 1983.  During the
period of high employment growth
from 1985 to 1990, the proportion
declined further  to 347o.  This, how-
ever, was also a period when fewer
young people  were coming of work-
ing  age and  entering  the  labour
market for the first  time. Between
1985  and 1990,  the population aged
L5-24in the Community fell by just
under 57o.  Thus even if the rate of
creation ofjobs for young people  had
only  remained  constant  over this
period, their rate of unemployment
could have been expected  to fall by
some 4-5 percentage  points on this
account  alone.
The relative fall in the rate of youth
unemployment  over this  period is
also attributable  to the high rate of
creation of new jobs and the
increased willingRess of employers
to take on young people  at atime of
sustained economic  growbh.  Never-
theless, although the difference in
rates narrowed, youth  unemploY-
ment remained significantly higher
than  for  other  age groups throug-
hout  the  rest  of the  CommunitY.
Moreover, since  the rate of emPloy-
ment growbh began to slow down,
the difference has stopped narrow-
ing and started to widen again as
the  rate  of new job  creation and,
more especially,  employment open-
ings for  young people have been
sharply reduced in  many parts of
the Community.
There is also a tendency  in Mem-
ber States  other than Germany for
the  differences between unem-
ployment rates for young men and
women to reflect the  differences
for the workforce as a whole. The
main exceptions  are Ireland and
the UK,  where youth  unemploY-




Almost  half  of atl  those unem-
ployed  in the Community in 1990
had been out of work for one year
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Although  young people under  25
account for  a large share of long-
term  unemployment  -  307o  of the
long-tenn unemployed  in 1990  were
under 25 years old -  their share is
proportionately lower than for older
age groups (Graph 11). In  1990,
people  over 25 accounted  for 70Vo  of
Iong-term unemployment  as
opposed  to 627o  of the numbers who
had been unemployed  for less than
a year. Indeed, in  the  Northern
Member States, there is a general
tendency for the incidence of long-
term  unemployment to increase
with age  -  the older the person,  the
more likely  they  are to be out  of
work for a long time.
For the Southern countries, how-
ever, the  incidence of long-term
unemployment is less for those
aged 50 and over than for those
between 25 and  49. This may
reflect the fact that in these coun-
tries a greater proportion of older




people tend  to  leave the  labour
force  if they cannot find a  job than
is the case in  other parts of the
Community.
However,  it is also  the case  in both
the Southern and Northern Mem-
ber  State  s  that  long-term
unemployment is more prevalent
among the  25-49 age group than
among those younger. The excep-
tion  is Italy,  where the young
unemployed are marginally  more
likely  to be out of work for a long
time than is the case  for older age
groups. In  1990, those under 25
accounted  for half of all those  who
had been  out of work for at least a
year. Some 70Vo  of the young
unemployed in  Italy  had, there-
fore, been unemployed for a year
or more -  much higher than any-
where else in  the Community
giving a long-term unemployment
rate for those under 25 of almost
20Vo  (Graph 12).
Partly because  of the large repre-
sentation  of young People  , a
significant  proportion of the long-
term unemployed  have never been
in employment and are looking for
their first job. In 1990  , 35Vo  of all
those  who had been  out of work for
a year or more in the CommunitY
had  never  worke  d@IVo  in the case
of women), while  a further  L97o
(23Vo  in the case  of women) were
looking for work after a period of
inactivity  (i.e.  when they were not
actively seeking  a  job) (Graph 13).
Under half of the long-term unem-
ployed had, therefore, become
unemployed after losing or leav-
ing a  job (in the case  of  womer, the
figure was under 35Vo).
There  are, however, marked  dif-
ferences  in this between countries.
In  Italy,  the great majority  of the
long-term unemployed have never
worked  at all. In 1990,78Vo  of  those
who had been out of work for a Year
or more were looking for their  first
job, while  a further  ITVo  had Pre-
viously been inactive. Only around
57o  had, therefore, become unem-
ployed after losing a job. Similarly
in  Greece, 657o  of the  long-term
unemployed had never worked,
while LSVo  had previously been in-
active, and in Portugal the figures
were 3L7o  and 457o  respectively.  In
Germäry,  on the other hand, onlY
57o of the  long-terrn unemployed-
had never worked -  although 28Vo
had  previously been inactive. In
France and the UK the proportion
of the long-term unemployed who
were first-time  job-seekers was
below L07o  In Denmark none at all
were  recorded.
These major  differences clearly
reflect  the  fact  that  the  nature
of long-term unemployment is
different  in  the  two  groups of
countries -  broadly between the
North and the South of the Com-
munity.
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The proportion of the unemployed
looking for  self-employment was
lowest in  Spain, Portugal and
Belgium,  where  the  figure  was
under 27o  in  1990. fn  Spain and
Portugal,  however, the  relative
numbers  of self-employed were
comparable to  Italy  and  signifi-
cantly greater than in the IJK.
Whereas only a small number of
the men out of work were looking
for  part-time  rather  than  full-
time  employment (under 1Vo),  a
significant  proportion  of unem-
ployed women were seeking this
kind of work (over 22Vo).  Although
the  proportion  varies between
Member States,  it broadly reflects
the  relative  importance  of part-
time  working  in  each of the
economies,  and therefore  the kind
of jobs likely  to be on offer. Thus
it  is highest in  the Netherlands
and the UK (67Vo  and 43Vo),  where
part-time  employment is of grea-
test importance,  and  it is lowest  in
Greece and Portugal,  where the
incidence of part-time  working is
lowest.
Therä ate, however, exceptions.  In
Denmark,  where  the  number  of
part-time  jobs  is  relatively  high,
comparatively  few women were
seeking this  kind  of work  in  1990
(only LSVo).  By contrast in lreland,
where there are relatively few part-
time jobs even for  women, the
proportion  of women looking for
part-time  employment  was much




There is little  systematic informa-
tion  on the  characteristics of the
unemployed in  terms  of qualifica-
tions and skill  levels and virtually
no data  which  are comparable
across the  Community.  Studies
which  have been carried  out  for
individual  countries, however, süg-
gest that  the  unemployed tend to
have, on average, a lower level of
skills and qualifications than people
in  work  and that  a much  higher
proportion are unskilled or manual
workers.
Details on the former occupation of
the unemployed in the Community
Labour Force Sunrey are limited to
the sector  of activity in which people
who lose their  jobs for, what  is
termed, *economic reasons" (i.e.
because the  companies concerned
cut back on their labour force),  were
previously employed.
However, as noted above,  a signifi-
cant proportion of the unemployed
have never previously worked (just
under  25Vo  of the  total  in  1990),
while  a further  sizable proportion
were previously inactive (over 20Vo
in total, although for how long is not
known).  Of  those who  were pre-
viously in work, around two-thirds
left  or lost their jobs for economic
reasons  which means around a
third  of the  total  numbers unem-
ployed (407o  of men and under 30Vo
of women).
As might  be expected, industry
accounted  for a substantial number
of the lost jobs in  1990.  However,
the  majority  of those becoming
unemployed for  economic reasons
were formerly employed  in senrices
-  despite the significant growth of
this sector  during 1990 and earlier
years.
Moreover  a high proportion of these
were employed  in basic  senrice  acti-
vities.  Around  237o  of the  total
number of unemployed falling  into
this  category had previously
worked in  the  distributive  trades,
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hotels  or  catering  a slightly
higher proportion than the share of
these trades in  total  employment
(Graph 16).  A further LSVo  or so  had
previously been employed in "other
senrices"  (which includes activities
ranging from personal  and domestic
services  to entertainment) - again a
much  higher  proportion  than  the
share of employment accounted  for
by these activities. By  contrast,
under  LUVo  had previously worked
in finance and insurance and public
administratioo,  health  and educa-
tion  two  sectors which  were
responsible for  over 20Vo  of total
employment in 1990.
Of those who had formerly worked
in industry before  losing their jobs,
around  two-thirds  were employed
in construction and other manufac-
turing,  where job losses  were
predominantly  in  traditional,
labour-intensive industries, such  as
textiles, clothing and footwear.
While these  figures seem  to indicate
that a high proportion of the unem-
ployed had  previously worked  in
relatively  basic industries and ser-
vices, the data are not sufficiently
detailed to identify  the  precise
areas of activity  where they were
employed.  It is even  less  possible  to
know  from  the  data  available
whether the people  concerned  pos-
sessed similarly  basic skills  and
qualifications.
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Chapter  2 Short-term  Economic  and Employment  Outlook
While the expected  fall  in employment in 1gg2 should.  be
reuersed  next year; the unemployrnent  outlook is for a further;
albeit smallet; increase  in 1gg3.
The slowdown in  employment
growth  and the  rising  trend  in
unemployment reflects the current
economic outlook. In  effect, the
Community  economy seems to be
settling into a protracted period of
relatively  slow growth.  Although
the downturn  in  activity  since the
beginning  of 1990  is not on  the same
scale in  most countries as the
recessions  of I974-75 and 1g8I-82
-  partly because  of the unification-
related boom in  Germany  the
prospects  for any rapid return to the
high growth rates witnessed  in the
second  half of the 1980s  do not look
good. The present forecast is for
only a modest upturn  in economic
growth from mid-L992. As a result,
employment is likely to be lower in
1992 than in  1991 and unemploy-
ment will continue to increase.
Modest  recovery  in  GDP
growth  after  mild  but
protracted  downturn
The low level of economic activity
experienced  in  1991 in  the Com-
munity  seems to  have continued
into the first half of 1992.  Partly as
a result of this, growth in real GDP
in  1992, although expected to be
higher than in 1991,  is nevertheless
likely  to be modest, at under 2Vo
(Graph L7).A gradual strengthen-
ing of demand,  however,  is expected
to occur during the course of Lgg2,
fuelled  largely  by  a pick-up in
consumers'  expenditure, stemming
mainly  from  pent-up  demand for
consumer durables. This boost
to economic activity  could be
supported by  an upturn  in  resi-
dential  construction and a mild
recovery  in business  investment.
Unlike previous  phases  of recovery,
however, the anticipated upturn  is
likely to depend  almost entirely on
internal  forces. Whereas in  both
L976 and 1982-83, the Community
benefited from considerable  expan-
sion in  the  US economy and in
export markets, the world economy
is  expected to  remain  sluggish in
L992. No significant  impetus from
net export growth is therefore anti-
cipated  in L992,any  upturn in world
trade  being largely  offset by  the
disappearance  of the demand-pull
effects of German unification.
Moreover, mone  taty  and fiscal
policy in  Member  States remain
oriented towards price stability and
restraint of budget deficits. Against
this  background, the  recovery in
consumers' expenditure, which  is
the  main  impetus  to  growth,  is
expected  to be  modest.  Indeed  there
is a risk  that  recovery in expendi-
ture  could be delayed by a lack of
consumer confidence in  an upturn
in the economy  -  in effect, a rise in
economic activity  might  need to
be seen to  have occurred before
consumers  increase  their  spending
on durables.  If this were to happ€r,
growth  of GDP in  1992 could be
even  lower than forecast.
With  the  UK  recession bottoming
out  and  high  growth  in  Germany
slowing down, the  divergences
between member States in  the
growth  rates of GDP, which  were
particularly  pronounced in  1991,
are likely  to narrow  significantly.
No  country,  apart  from  Luxem-
bourg, is forecast to  experience
growth  of  more  than  2l/27o,  with
Spain and Denmark  expected to
have rates  of around  this  level;
seven  countries are forecast  to have
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growth rates of 27o  or less.  Only the
UK and the Netherlands are expec-
ted to have rates of under tL/27o.
In 1993,  almost all Member States
are forecast to register higher rates
of GDP  growth  as the  recovery
strengthens  as increased con-
sumption  spreads to  investment,
and as world  trade recovers.
Growth averagrng  just under ZVzVo
is expected  across  the CommunitY.
Apart  from Luxembourg, however,
only  Portugal  is  forecast to  show
growth of more than 37o  (and then
only marginally),  and seven coun-
tries  are expected to have growth
rates of between L.7 and 2.57o.  As
noted already, these rates are well
below those which  have occurred
during upturns in the past.
On the other hand, there is some
possibility  that  growth  could turn
out to be stronger than the central
forecast. At  the  moment, onlY a
gradual recovery in the world econ-
omy is assumed but  it  is possible
that  once  the economic  climate im-
proves, the upturn  in activity  in the
US, Japan  and other  developed
countries  could be more vigorous
and the  expansion of export mar-
kets more substantial. That would
boost growth, not only in the Com-
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munity  but  also in  the rest of the
world.
Weak recovery  in
investment  in  1993
after  low  growth  in  L992
The  rate  of gro\nrbh  of investment
has fallen sharply from an annual
average of 67o  in  the Period 1986
to  1990 to virtually  zero in  1991.
Expenditure  on equiPment has
been particularly  hard  hit,  falling
by]./z%oin  1991  after average  growth
of 8Vo  a year over the preceding  four
years.
For  L992, the forecast is for some
recovery in  both  investment  in
equipment  and  construction, but
only tor/z-L%o  overall,  as  some  ofthe
factors which caused  the reduction
in growth in 1991  -  the weakness
in  internal  demand, low  company
profits and tight monetary PolicY  -
continue to  dampen investment
growth (GraPh 18).
A stronger recovery in investment
to  an  average growth  tate  of
2Vz7o  -  is forecast  for 1993  as con-
sumers' expenditure picks üP, as
world trade improves, and as  profits
benefit  from  the  expected moder-
ation in unit  labour costs. Against
this, unutilised productive capacity
which now exists in many Parts of
the  Community  will  tend  to limit
the  positive  effect on investment
of an upturn  in  dematrd, while
stability-oriented  monetary  policy
and the -  albeit often insufficient
budgetary  consolidation efforts
are likely  both to damPen Private
investment  and reduce the  Possi-
bility  of  growth  in  Public
investment.




Consumers' expenditure is forecast
to  grow  by  slightly  more  in  1992
than in 1991  -  bY  just undet 27o  as
opposed  to just over IVz%o.  Whereas
the  growth  in  real  disposable
income  is likely to fall in 1992tojust
under  LL/zVo  because of lower
wage increases, higher  unemploY-
ment  and higher  taxes in  some
countries -  this  is exPected  to be
more than compensated  bY  a reduc-
tion  in  the  savings ratio.  In  other
words, households are forecast
to  spend a higher  Proportion of
their  income on durable  goods as
the economic  climate imProves and
their  confidence in  the  future
increases.
In  1993, consumers'  exPenditure
is projected to rise further  to just
over 27o  as real income grows bY
more than  in  1992 and  as the
household savings ratio falls fur-
ther  (Graph  19). Government
current expenditure is expected  to
rise by LVz-2%o  in both  L992 and
1993,  with rates  of  change  varYing
from  a growth  of 37o  in  the UK,
according to  the  latest  Govern-
ment plans, to a decline of about
VzVo  in  the  Netherlands  and
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Greece.  In  most countries, less
expansive  fiscal policy -  pursued
both  to  curb  inflation  and to
reduce budget deficits to sustain-
able levels mainly in preparation
for  monet ary union  limit  the
use of government spending as a
means  of stimulating demand.
Inflation  set
to fall  slightly  but
to remain  a concern
The  outlook for  inflation  in  the
Community is a cause  of concern.
The rate of increase  in consumer
prices is forecast to fall from just
over 57o  in 1991  to just over 4L/z7o
in  L992 (Graph  20). A  further
small  fall  to 47o  is projected for
1993. This reduction, however,
is less than  might  have been
expected given the  stabilisation
efforts of monet  ary and fiscal pol-
icy, the slow growth of output, low
import prices and high unemploy-
ment.
This  fall  in  inflation  reflects a
number  of factors. The rise in
labour costs (wages and salaries
plus non-wage  costs)  are expected
to decline sharply in  L992 (from
77o  to 5rtz%o)  and less markedly in
1993 (to just  over 57o).  This
decline  is likely to be  reinforced  by
a cyclical increase in  Iabour
productivity  as the  recovery in
output  gets under way. Unit
labour cost increases are, there-
fore, expected  to be reduced from
just under 67o  in 1991  to  just over
3L/zVo  in 1992, and  to slightly over
37o  in 1993.
On the other hand, the rise in im-
port  prices should edge up
although to only I7o  in 1992,frorn
under  VzTo  in  1991. The rise in
1993 is forecast to be higher, at
around 3t/2Vo,  leading to a slight
deterioration  in  the  terms  of
trade. Possible  increases  in indi-
rect tax  rates in  some countries
could also add to inflation.
Budget  deficits
to increase  before
stabilising  in  1993
Budget deficits, as measured by
general government borrowing,
are projected to increase from an
average  of 4.37o  of GDP in 1gg1  to
4.87o  in  1992 in  the  Community
(here including  the  five  new
German Länder). This  is almost
entirely  due to increases in  two
countries, the UK  and Germany.
In  the  former,  government
borrowing is forecast to rise from
only 27o  in  1991 to almost 57o  in
L992, largely  as a result  of the
impact of the recession  on public
sector finances. In the latter,  the
deficit is expected  to increase  from
just under 37o  in 1991  to around
3r/z7o  in  1992  because  of the high
costs  of unification.
Although  the  budget  deficit  is
projected to rise slightly  further
in  the  UK,  no change in  the
average level of government
borrowing  relative  to GDP is
expected in  the  Community  in
1993, since some reduction is
forecast in Italy, Greece,  Belgium
and Portugal.
External  balances  to
remain  in  small  defrcit
The balance of trade  of the
Community (including the five new
German Länder) with the rest ofthe
world is forecast  to fall very slightly
from 0.5Vo  of  GDP  in 1991  to 0.37o  in
L992,  and to remain at this level in
1993  (Graph  21).
This aggregate picture, however,
conceals  wide differences  between
Member States.  The deterioration
in the German balance following
unification  which  resulted  in
the  trade  surplus  falling  from
4.97o  of GDP in  1990 (for the
former  West Germany) to  L%o
of GDP in  1991 (for the whole of
Germany)  seems to  have come
to an end, and some increase in
the surplus is anticipated in 1992
and 1993.  freland's surplus is also
projected to rise further  to ISVo  of
GDP by 1993.  On the other hand,
both  Greece and Portugal  are
expected  to have trade deficits in
excess  of I07o  of GDP in both L992
and 1993.
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The Community's deficit on current
account (including  the  five  new
German Länder) is forecast to
remain at just under L%o  of GDP in
both  L992 and  1993, with  little
change expected for  any  country.
Spain is likely  to continue to run
the largest deficit (3.47o  of GDP),
Ireland  (apart  from  Luxembourg)
the largest surplus (5.87o  of GDP -
a deficit on visible trade of L37o  of
GDP being more than  offset bY a
surplus on invisibles of L97o  of
GDP).
T[orld  trade  to show
a moderate  upturn
Output  in  the world  economy out-
side the Community  is forecast to
grow only slowly in 1992, although
at a slightly faster rate (iust under
LLtzTo)  than  in  1991 (under  VzVo).
This is expected  to result in world
trade growth  of just  over AVzVo  in
L992  as opposed  to only around 2Vo
in 1991.
External  developments, however,
are expected to become Progres-
sively  more  favourable  to
Community growth prospects  in the
course of  L992. Both the US and
Japan eased  monetary PolicY  very
significantly during 1991  and intro-
duced  a range of expansionary  fiscal
measures which  should helP to
restore  business  and consumer  con-
fidence. Some recovery is also
expected  in EFTA countries as well
as in Canada and Australia,  where
growth  of 2-2Vz7o  is  anticiPated.
Primary  commodity prices, includ-
ing oil, are projected to remain low
in  L992, which should also be con-
ducive to growth  in  importing
countries.
If  these favourable develoPments
materialise,  then  the  growth  of
world  output  outside the  Com-
munity  is likely  to increase to over
2Vz7o  in  1993. This  would  imPlY
world  trade  growth  of almost 67o,
much  closer to  the  rates  exPeri-
enced in  the  second  half  of the
1980s.
Employment  growth
insufficient  to bring
down  unemployment
The slowdown in economic gSowth,
which was accompanied  bY a sharP
fall in the rate of growth of employ-
ment to only around a L/+Vo  in 1991,
means that  employment may well
fall  slightly  in  L992 (Graph  22) -
for  the  first  time  since the  earlY
1980s. Growth  in  emPloYment of
just under r/z7o  is forecast  for 1993
in response  to the recoverY  in out-
put  growth.  This  figure,  however'
needs  to be compared  with the aver-
age gfowth  of  LVzVo  a Year which
occurred  in the period 1987  to 1990.
The wide  divergences in  emPloY-
ment  growth  between Member
States which were evident in 1991
are  tikely  to  narrow  significantlY
as the slowdown in the rate of job
creation  becomes  more generalised.
In the former Federal RePublic,  the
increase  in employment is expected
to fall from 2VzVo  in  1991 to LVo  in
L992 and to only just  over VzVo  in
1993. At the opposite extreme, the
decline in employment in the UK is
forecast to  moderate from  TVo  in
1991  to und  er 2Vz7o  in L992  and to
only V+Vo  in 1993.
In 1992,halfthe Member States  are
expected to show a fall  in  emploY-
ment, and none of them, aPart from
Germany  and  Luxembourg,  is
expected  to show a rise of more than
VzVo.  In  1993, although  some
general recovery in emPloYment  is
anticipated, only Spain (with a rate
of just under IVo)  and Luxembourg
are forecast to experience  growth of
much above VzVo  -  which in most
countries is less than  the  normal
growth in the labour force (forecast
to be aroundl%o  for the CommunitY
as a whole in 1993).  In the Nether-
lands and Portugal, as  well as  in the
UK,  a further  decline in  emPloY-
ment is projected  for 1993.
In  the  face of this  decline in  the
rate ofjob creatior, unemPloYment
is likely  to increase markedly. The
rise is forecast  to be especially  pro-
nounced  in  L992,  when the tate of
unemployment is projected to aver-
age  9.57oas  opposed  to8.97oin  1991.
In 1993,  the rate is exPected  to sta-
bilise at around 9.7Vo  (Graph 23).
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The rate of unemployment is pro-
jected to rise in all Member States,
apart, from  Luxembourg,  over the
forecasting period. fn  L992, the
increase is  expected to be most
marked  in  the  UK  and Ireland,
where increases  of around LVzTo  in
unemployment are anticipated, and
in Greece,  where a rise of almost IVo
in unemployment is predicted.
In 1993,  the increase  in unemploy-
ment is forecast to moderate
throughout  the  Community,  with
only  Ireland  expected to  show an
increase  of more than L/2percentage
point and five countries  -  including
the UK, despite an expected  decline
in employment  -  projected  to show
little  change.
If  realised, these forecasts mean
that in 1993 unemploSrment  will  be
LUVo  or above  in halfthe Community
countries  -  Ireland, Spain,  the UK,
Italy,  France and Greece  as
opposed  to three countries  in 1991.
It  also means that  unemployment
will be below 97o  in only four coun-
tries -  Germany, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands  and Portugal  as
opposed  to seven  countries  in 1991.
In half the Member States -  Italy,
France, Greece,  Ireland, Denmark
and  Germany  including  the  five
new Länder  the rate of unem-
ployment in  1993 will  be above its
1985 level, when the  rate for the
Community was at its peak.
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Chapter  3 The Communityts  Labour  Force  : Recent
Growth  and Future  Prospects
While  populatiorl in the Community is likely to grow only
slowly,  if at all, ouer  the ruext  10-20  yea,rs,  the labour force
may contirlue  to  grow at a similar rate as ouer  the  past 30
years owing to the increased  participation  of wornetl.
fnfuoduction
In  a world  where population has
grown by over 75 million  a year in
the  last  three  decades,  the  Com-
munity  has been an  area of low
population  growth. Over  the past 30
years, growth  of population in the
Community  has progressively
slowed  from over 2 million a year in
the 1960s  to only around 1  million a
year in  the  1980s. Employment
growth has followed a different pat-
tern. Between 1965 and 1985,  the
number in employment  in the Com-
munity  was virtually  stable
increasing only from I23 million  to
L25 million. In the five years 1g8b
to 1990,  the number rose  by almost
10  million.
As the Community moves  into the
1990s, evidence of falling  birth
rates in most Member States has
led to concern that, over coming
decades,  the Community could  be
faced with  a declining and ageing
working  population  with  serious
consequences  for  the  Communi-
ty's productive potential  and
economic growth.  Ap art from
the  labour  market  implications,
attention  has been drawn to the
wider  social repercussiors, and
costs, of a declining number of
people of working age supporting
a growing number  of retired
people.
Concern about Community popula-
tion trends has been put into relief
by the population changes  that  are
forecast in  neighbouring  regions.
There is  the  likelihood of rapid
population growth in neighbouring
countries to the South of the Com-
munity  -  in North  Africa  and the
Middle East. At the same  time there
is the possibility of  migratory press-
ures from  there  and from  the
countries to the East of the Com-
munity  in  Central  and Eastern
Europe.
This  chapter demonstrates that,
while  concerns about increased
inter-generational dependency  as
a higher proportiotr ol people live
into  old  age may  be valid,  con-
cerns about the ageing effect on
the  Community's  labour  force
appear to be exaggerated.  The
facts are that:  the  Community's
labour force  is as  young as  in most
other developed  economies;  it has
grown younger rather  than older
over the past 20 years; and there
is unlikely  to be a significant
change  over the next L5-20 years.
Fears of overall labour  shortage
also seem to be misplaced. Even
without  a change in  the  rate  of
immi gration,  the  current  low
levels of labour market participa-
tion  together with  the  prospect
of continued increases in  the
participation  of women (particu-
larly  in  Southern  parts  of the
Community) imply that the Com-
munity  could need to  generate
over 25 million  additional jobs
over the next 20 years  i..e.
double the  number  created over
the past 25 years -  if it were to
offer the same prospects for par-
ticip  ation  throughout  the
Community  as currently  exist in
the most'active' regions.
The  fact  that  the  ageing of  the
Community's  labour  force may
be much less than  that  of the
population  of working  age from
which it is drawn also moderates
concerns  about the adaptability of
the labour force and its ability  to
absorb  new skills. While dynamic-
economies  have often been those
with  young  and  growing  work-
forces,  the evidence  suggests  that
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this  is not an essential pre-




Demographic trends  and labour
force prospects  in the Community
over the next L5-20 years are ana-
lysed here in the light of what has
happened in  Europe, and other
developed  parts of the world, Pär-
ticularly since 1970.  The analysis
is based on estimates of popula-
tion  and participation  in  the
labour force  -  or activity rates -
for men and women separately by
age, derived from population cen-
suses and labour  force surveys.
The labour  force projections, in
particular,  should be regarded as
very much a first  attempt  to set
out the  implications  of present
trends  in  labour  force participa-
tion continuing.
Long-run predictions of population
changes are notoriously  difficult  to
make because of the  unpre-
dictability  of birth  rates. However,
forecasts  of working-age population
in developed  countries  over a L5-20
year period ought to be reasonablY
precise because  the  majoritY of
those who will  come  of working age
by, säy, the year 2010 are alreadY
born and, in the absence  of war or
mass  disease,  the proportions  of  the
population who will survive year by
year are also fairly  predictable.
The main  uncertainties  regarding
forecasts  of working-age population
concern migration.  Pressures to
migrate  into  the  CommunitY  will
depend, to  some extent, on the
migratory  pressures in  labour
exporting countries which, in turn,
depend  on  their economic  and  politi-
cal situations.  Much  more signifi-
cant, however, will  be the Policies
adopted  by potential recipient coun-
tries  and  the  effectiveness with
which  those policies can be im-
plemented. This  chaPter does not
attempt to,  speculate on such future
policy developments. What  it  does
do, however, is to look at  likelY
working-age population changes  in
the  Community's  near neighbours
-  to the South and East -  in order
to  assess  the  potential  Pressure
which may come  from those  sources.
Demographic  change
in the  Community
and elsewher€r
1960-1990
The  Community's  population  has
grown very slowly over the Past 20'
30 years, at much less than t/z%o  a
year, and with  some countries
Germätry,  Italy  and  Denmark  in
particular  showing  hardlY  any
increase at all. There is, however,
littte  sign of any slowdown in  this
rate of growth -  the rate ofincrease
in  the five years 1985-1990 was
much the  same as in  1975-1980.
Germany did experience an abso-
lute decline in population from the
mid-1970s  to the mid-1980s,  but its
population has now risen both with
unification  and  immigration  from
Central and Eastern Europe.
Population projections for the next
15-20 years suggest that  PoPula-
tion growth will continue at more or
less  its recent rate,  with projections
ranging from'at most  low growth'to
'no change at  all'.  What  actuallY
happens will  depend not  onlY on
future birth  and death rates, but on
any change  in the scale  of migration
into, and out of, the CommunitY.
The  evidence does suggest, how-
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20L0, there may be stagnation or
decline in  Community  population
relative to other major regions of
the world and that  present trends
are merely a foretaste of  that future.
A slowdown in the rate of popula-
tion increase, as birth  and fertility
rates decline,  is already evident in
the  Southern Member States
Portugal and Spain in particular -
which had been the fastest growing
areas  in the past.
Population  of
working  age
The population of working-age -
those  aged  15  and over,  but under
65  is affected by a fall  in  the
birth rate bUt with a 15-year  lag.
The future change  in the working
population  is thus much more  pre-
dictable than  total  population
over the next 15-20 years.
Over the past 20 years,  the 15-64
year old age group increased by
much more than total population
-  by around I77o  over the period
as a whole -  reflecting the effects
of the post-war  baby  bulge (Graph
24). Over the next ten years, oD
the other hand, the working-age
population (so defined) is pro-
jected to increase by only 3-5Vo
and, over the following ten years,
to  remain  virtually  constant or
even  to decline.
Population movements in  the
Community can  be  compared  with
what is happening in other major
areas of the world. The position
among European countries out-
side the Community  is that,
population growth in recent  years
has been  low, with the number of
people of working age increasing
at a slower rate than in the Com-
munity (by only LUVo  over  the past
20 years).  Moreover,  little further
growth, and perhaps even some
decline, is projected for the next
15-20 years.
In Japäil, the growth of total popu-
lation has fallen from L%o  a year in
the  1960s and 1970s  to a rate of
under 0.57o  a year at the present
time. Because  oftime lags,  however,
its working-age population has, up
to  now, continued to  increase by
around t%o  a year -  although it is
now set  to show  a significant decline
over the next two decades  as  the fall
in  the  birth  rate  works  its  way
through into the working-age popu-
lation.
The US, by contrast, is one of the
few developed  countries experien-
cing a continuing  growth  of
working-age population on a signi-
ficant scale  -  at over L%o  ayear. On
the  latest  projections, growth  is
likely  to be somewhat slower over





The past 30 years have seen  the
proportion in  the  Community
population aged between 25 and
49 -  those often termed of 'prime
working age'  -  decline  somewhat,
from 447o  of the population of 15
and over in  1960 to 42Vo  in  1990
(Graph 25).  Over the same  period,
those of 60 and over increased
from 2L7o  to 25Vo.  These  trends are
set  to continue.  By the year 2010,
28Vo  of the Community's present
population of 15 and over will  be
at least 60.
This  increase in  the numbers of
people in  the older age brackets
will  be accompanied  by declining
numbers  in  the younger age
groups. In  consequence,  fewer
ü
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young people  will  be entering the
labour force each year, the aver-
age age of the  potential  labour
force will  be increasing and the
balance of the costs  of social and
communal services  will  shift from
providing for the young (through,
for  example, ensuring  adequate
schoolirg) to taking care  of the old
(through  making  available  suit-
able  health and welfare facilities).
A similar  ageing of the population
has been  evident in other developed
regions of the world, although it is
less  pronounced  in the US and has,
so far, had a different effect on the
working-age population in the rest
of Western Europe. In  the latter,
while the proportion of people  aged
60 and over out of the total popula-
tion  aged over 15 increased from
2L.57o  in 1960  to 267o  in 1990,  the
proportion aged  betwe  en 25 and 49
also rose between 1960 and 1990,
although it is projected to fall back
from 447o  to 427o  over the next 20
years.
In  the US, the proportion of 60
year olds and over has risen more
slowly -  to 2L7o  of the population
aged  over 15 in 1990  -  while the
proportion aged between 25 and
49 is at present around 497o.  In
2010, these proportions are pro-
jected to rise to 24Vo  and to fall to
only 427o  respectively.
The ageing phenomenon is most
pronounced  in Japär, where  those
aged 60 and over increased from
only LBVo  of the population over 15
in 1960  to 2I7o  in 1990.  They are
projected to  rise  significantly  to
33Vo  in 2010. At  the same time,
those  aged  between  20 and 49 fell
from 49Vo  in 1970  to 447o  in 1990.
On current projections, it  will  be
only 39Vo  in 2010.
In  both the US and Japan, there-
fore, the ageing  effect  is projected  to
be more  significant  than  in  the
Community over the next 20 years,




The next  step in  the investigation
involves analysing the relationship
between  changes  in the labour force
(defined as those in employment, or
actively  seeking work)  and the
population of working age (defined
as  those  aged  15  to 64)  -  the 'poten-
tial  labour force' (see  Box P.73 on
concepts).  The labour force has in-
creased in  the  Community  at  a
slightly  faster  rate  than  working-
age population  over the  past 20
years (Graph 24). This is also true
of other  Western European coun-
tries taken as a group. In the US,
labour  force growth  was  signifi-
cantly higher than potential labour
force  growth. In Japan, oD  the other
hand, the active population rose  by
slightly  less than  the  potential
labour  force between I97  0 and
1990.
Although there is a broad relation-
ship  within  the  Community  as a
whole between the  growth  of the
active population and the growth of
population aged  between  15  and 64,
in  the  sense that  countries with
relatively  high rates of the former
also  had relatively high rates of the
latter, the association  is not close,
and does  not hold true for all coun-
tries. For example,  in Denmark, the
rate of potential labour force  growth
between  1970  and 1990  was  more  or
less the same as that of the UK or
Belgium, but its actual labour force
grew at over twice the rate in each
of these countries. Similarly,  the
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had high rates of growth of popula-
tion aged between 15 and 64 over
the same  period,  but the increase  in
active population was over twice as
high in the Netherlands as  it was  in
Ireland and over half as high again
as  in Greece  (Graph 26).
Differences  between the pattern of
change shown by the  'potential'
labour force  and  the recorded  labour
force extends also to the age struc-
ture.  Far  from  ageing, äs is
commonly supposed,  the active
population in  the Community has
become  younger over the past 30
years -  the proportion of the work
force  aged  50 and over  fell from 277o
in  1960  to 2L7o  in  1990,  while the
proportion aged  betwe  en 25 and 49
increased from  5L7o  to  627o
(Graph.  27).
Moreover,  while the Community ap-
pears to have an older working-age
population at present than the US
and Japan, this does  not appear to
be the  case as regards the  active
population. Indeed, in  1990, the
Community had a similar age dis-
tribution  of its labour force as other
Western European countries and
the US, while in Japan, a signifi-
cantly  higher  proportion of the
labour force was in  the older age
groups  30Vo  of the  work  force
being aged 50 or over. Unlike  in
other developed  countries,  in Japan
these older age groups became  sig-
nificantly  more important  in  the
work force  between  1960  and 1990.
Rates of activity  :
past and present
The overall rate of labour force par-
ticipation among  those  aged  15 and
over (here defined as the activity
rate) was virtually  the same  in the
Community in 1990 as it had been
30 years earlier. At 55Vo,  however,
it  is  significantly  lower  than  in
w,
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other parts of Western Europe, the
US or Japär, where  the rate in each
case is  above 627o.  (The rate  is
expressed  here in relation to popu-
lation aged 15 and over in order to
include those working over the age
of 64 who were an important part of
the labour force  in the past;  express-
ing the rate in relation to those  aged
L5-64 does  not alter the comparison
greatly.)
The main reason for the relatively
low overall rate of labour force par-
ticipation  in the Community is not
hard to find. The rate of labour force
participation  among men in  the
Community -  at around 697o  -  is
only  slightly  below that  in  other
Western European countries,
although  somewhat further  below
the rate in the US and, more mar-
kedly, in  Japan (Graph  28).
However, the rate of participation
among  women in the Community is
substantially below that elsewhere
in  mo  st of the  e  conomically
developed  world.
For men, the difference  between  the
Community  and both  the  rest  of
Western Europe and the US arises
largely because  the Community has
lower rates of participation  among
young people under 25 and, more
especially,  under 20 (Graph 29).  To
the extent that this reflects a higher
proportion  of this  age group in
higher education in the Community
(whether or not it  does  remains to
be  verified), the relatively low figure
can be regarded as a positive fea-
ture  since it  may  be a means of
improving the 'quality'  of the work
force.
The  US  also has higher  activity
than the Community among  men in
the older age groups -  those of 60
and over  but it is in Japan where
activity  rates for  older men  are
especially  high, with almost 507o  of
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labour  force. This  is  over three
times  higher  than  for  the  Com-
munity, where the rate has fallen to
a very low level.
For women,  the relatively low activ-
ity  rate  in  the  Community  is  a
common  feature of most age  groups.
While  the rate  in  the Community
for 'prime age'  25-49 group, is simi-
lar to that in Japan,  at  just over  637o
-  it  is considerably  lower than in
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Japan,  in  contrast,  although  the
activity rate among men fell, there
was very little  change  in the overall
rate  for  women,  which  has
remained at around 507o.
For men, the decline in the activity
rate  in  the  Community  stems
largely  from  falls  in  participation
among the under 20 year olds and
among  those  of  55  and over,  the rate
for the  25-54 age group declining
only  slightly.  This  is  also true  of
other European countries, the US
and Japan, although in most cases
the falls are less  marked, especially
among the young in the US and the
older age groups in  Japan, where
the decline  has really been concen-
trated among those of 65 and over
(Graphs 31 and 32).
For women,  the increase  in activity
in  the  Community,  as noted, has
been concentrated in  the  20-49
age group  with  much  of the  rise
occurring in the 1970s.  This period
was marked  by relatively  slow
employment  growth  and rising
unemployment,  but  it  was also a
period when  there  were marked
changes  in social  attitudes towards
women working  in  many Member
States, and the  development and
implementation  of legislation  on
equality. The rise of activity among
women in the Community between
1970  and 1990  was similar to that
in both other parts of Europe and
the US (Graph 33).
Activity  rates  in
Member  States
The variation  in  activity  rates
across the  Community  is much
more marked  for women than  for
men. For both men and women,
rates tend in general  to be  lowest  in
the  Southern  countries  with
Spain, Greece and Italy  having
rates of only around 657o  for men
F  EURIz  NL
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and 357o  for women -  and highest
for  the  Northern  countries
Denmark, the UK, the Netherlands
and Germany (excluding the new
German Länder in the East) having
rates of over 707o  for men and over
437o  for women (with  the rate in
Denmark  reaching 627o,  only
slightly  below the rate for men in
Greece  and Italy) (Graph 34).
There are, however, many  excep-
tions  to  the  general North-South
differences. For  both  France and
Belgium, the activity rate for men is
as low as in thö Southern countries
listed above  while, for Portugal, the
activity  rates  for  both  men  and
women are above the  Community
average.  Moreover Ireland, a
Northern  country but with  some  of
the economic  characteristics of the
Southern Member States, has the
lowest activity rate of all for women
at only 3I7o, but an above  average
rate for men.
The broad pattern of higher activ-
ity rates in the economically  more
developed  North  of the Com-
munity  than  in  the  South is
confirmed at a regional level, with
a number  of Southern regions
having rates for women of less
than  307o  and a few of the more
prosperous parts of the UK  (the
South East) and France (around
Paris) having rates not far below
those  in Denmark (Map 2).
The difference  in activity rates for
men arises  largely in the younger
and older age brackets, the rates
among those between  25 and 54,
being broadly similar in all coun-
tries. For men under 20,  however,
the rate varied in 1990  from L07o
in  Belgium,  L47o  in  France and
less  than 257o  in Greece  and Italy
to 5  L%o  in Portugal, 657o  in the UK
and 727o  in Denmark. Similar dif-
ferences are evident for women,
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in  this  age group, äs for  other
ages  , are  uniformly lower than for
men.
While  there  are differences in  the
scale  of participation in higher edu-
cation between  Member States,  this
is only part of the reason  for these
variations. Equally important
would seem  to be differences  in the
way  employment and unemploy-
ment among young people is
recorded  and the way their partici-
p  ation in  various training  or
vocational  schemes  is treated at the
national level.
In  the  older age brackets  for
men of 60 and over -  the rate of
activity  in  1990 varied from I07o
or less in Belgium, Luxembourg,
France and the Netherlands to
aroun  d 307o  in Ireland and Portu-
gal. For those of 65 and over,
which is beyond  the official retire-
ment  age in  most parts  of the
Community,  the  rate  of activitY
for men is over IUVo  in only four
Member States  Denmark  and
Greece  as  well as  Ireland and Por-
tugal. In the same countries it is
only 57o  or less for women of 65
and over,  except  in Portugal (87o).
For  women, there  are major  dif-
ferences  between  Member States  in
the rate of labour force  participation
across all  age groups. For those
aged  between2l  and 49,  the rate in
1990 was 4I7o in Ireland and only
around 507o  in Spain and Luxem-
bourg (Graph 35). By contrast, the
rate  was above 707o  in  the  UK,
France and Portugal and as  high as
897o  in  Denmark. Even among
women in the  50-54 age category,
which in most cases  is past the age
when mothers  may choose  to stay at
home to  look after  children, the
activity rate was under 307o  in Ire-
land,  Luxembourg  and  Spain, äs
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The  substantial  differences in
activity  rates for  women between
different  parts  of the  Community
suggest that  there  is  substantial
scope  for increases  in the Communi-
ty's  workforce  from  among the
present population of 'prime' work-
ing age. The present differences in
rates reflect variations in a range of
social, economic and cultural  fac-
tors which both condition attitudes
towards women working, and affect
the  practical  opportunities  and
incentives to take up employment
(these are discussed further  in
Chapter 5). Differences in  rates,
however,  may also  reflect  variations
in  employment regulations, which
ffiäy, for example, inhibit  part-time
working  by women. These factors
can change very quickly over time
and, as shown below, activity rates
among women have been increas-
irg,  in  many  cases significantly,
throughout  the  Community  espe-
cially  over the  past 20 years, in
areas -  rural  areas particularly  -
where female participation  in  the
labour  force was historically  very
low as  well as where it was already
relatively high.
Thends in
activity  rates  in
the Member  States
In broad terffis, the changes  which
have occurred in  activity  rates for
the Community as a whole over the
past  30 years have affected most
Member  States. With  few  excep-
tions, there has been  a general and
fairly  continuous decline in activity
among the under 20s and the over
60s, both for men and women
(Graphs 36 and 37).
In  the  UK,  Denmark  and the
Netherlands, however, participa-
tion among  the under 20s  increased
markedly during the 1980s,  reflect-
ing measures  -  training  and other
schemes  for  bringing  young
people into  the work  force, rather
than  a  decline in  the  extent  of
higher education.
Moreover, at the other end of the
scale, in  the  Southern Member
States  -  Greece,  Portugal and Italy
-  activity rates for women  of 60 and
over  have also  increased  since  1980,
reflecting  the  increasing tendency
for  women in  general to join  the
labour force.
This tendency has been most
marked  in  the  25-49  age group,
which  for women is also the  age
when they are most likely to have
children. For Italy  and Portugal,
the  most  significant  increase in
the activity rate for the women in
this  age group occurred in  the
1970s. In  the  former  it  rose by
more than  a half  (from  3I7o to
477o)  and in  the  latter  it  more
than doubled  (from2iVo  to 5I7o)  in
that decade,  although it continued
to  rise  significantly  during  the
1980s.  For Spain and Greece,  the
major increase took place in the
1980s,  doubling in the former and
rising  by more than  50Vo  in  the
latter (Graph 35,  Map 3).
In  all  four  cases, a major factor
underlytng the increase has been
the  shift  from  a rural-based
society  -  and economy  -  in many
regions (in  Italy  in  the South of
the  country,  in  the  others more
generally) towards a developed
industrial  one. This has brought
with  it  a radical  change in  the
operation and importance of the
labour  market,  from  a situation
where  the  prevailing  tendency
was for women to work on the fam-
ily  farm  or holding  to one where
women have the  opportunity  to
find salaried work in industry  or
services.
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In  the  Northern  Member  States,
women's  participation in the labour
force began to increase strongly in
the 1970s,  although in the UK the
largest rise occurred  in the 1960s.
In  all cases  apafr,  from the UK
and Germätry, where the increase
was more modest  the  activity
rate  for  women in  the  25-49  age
group rose  by 507o  or more between
1970 and  1980. fn  all  countries
without  exception the activity  rate
continued to  rise throughout  the
1980s,  dt a slower rate than pre-
viously but  evenly throughout  the
decade  -  even in Denmark where
the activity  rate for this age group
had already reached over 857o  by
1985.
Evidence from  recent history  im-
plies that  the  scope for  further
increases in  activity  rates among
women in most Member States
Denmark  clearly  is  the  primary
exception  is no less significant
than over the past ten years.  In the
Southern Member States, in  par-
ticular,  where low growth in
working-age population might have
had serious economic  implications,
the scope  for substantial increases
in  the  labour  force through  more
female activity is, in fact, consider-
able. The same is also true,
moreover,  in a number of Northern
countrie  s  in  Belgium, the
Netherlands, Luxembourg and, to a
slightly  lesser extent, Germätry,
where the activity rates for women
aged between 20 and 60 are well
below  those  in Denmark or the uK.
In the case  of  men, apart from in the
youngest and oldest age groups,
there  have generally been only
small changes  in rates of activity in
Member States. Thus the  possi-
bility of major changes  over  the next
20 years is largely confined to the
youngest and oldest groups. It  is
possible, for example, that  the
bringing forward of the effective  age
of retirement  which  has signifi-
cantly  reduced the  activity  rate
since 1980  for those of 60 and over,
in  Northern  countries especially,
could continue and spread to Italy
and Portugal, where there has  been
little change.
As noted above, however, the
incentive to push for earlier
retirement  is affected by prevail-
ing economic  circumstances,  and
is less  likely to arise if demand  for
labour is high.
Effects  of changes in
the age composition
of the population
Changes  in the age composition  of
the population have potentially im-
portant effects  on the overall rate of
participation in the labour force  and
therefore on the growth of the work
force. If the population on average
gets older  and the  proportion  of
people  in retirement increases,  then
the  overall  activity  rate  naturally
tends to fall  and the  labour  force
tends to be reduced. Observed
changes  in overall activity rates can
be misleading if this compositional
effect is not taken into account.
The scale of the ageing effect in
the past can  be  estimated  by hold-
ing total population aged  over 15
and activity  rates within  age
groups constant over time,  and
then calculating the overall  rate
of activity  and the rmmbers in the
labour  force given the  changing
age  distribution  of the population.
This  tells  us, in  effect, how the
actiVe population would have
changed over time  if  everything
but the age  distribution of popula-
tion had remained unchanged.  In
this wäy, it  is possible to disen-
tangle the effects  on the size  of the
non****t
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labour  force of changes in  the
population  aged over 15 from
which  it  needs to  be drawn;  of
changes in  the  age structure  of
that population; and of changes  in
activity  rates per se.
Over the period between 1960 and
1990, the  effect of the  ageing of
population was to reduce  the Com-
munity potential labour force by an
estimated 4 million  people, with
much  of this  effect occurring
between  1960  and 1970.  This was  in
practice  partially  offset by  an
increase  in activity rates within  age
groups which  in  total  added just
under 3 million  to the labour force
over this  period. (The observed
activity  rate,  calculated without
allowing for changes  in the age  com-
position of population, actually
declined  over this period.) The rise
in activity was particularly  marked
in the 1980s,  when it added  over 4
million  to  the  Community's  work
force,  resulting in the active popula-
tion  growing  at  a significantly
higher rate than the population of
working-age.
During  the  1980s, therefore, the
increase in  participation  among
women was sufficientlyr  pronounced
to offset the decline among men by
a sizable  margin.
The sex composition
of the labour  force
The  effect of increased activity
among women, coupled with  the
declining  activity  of  men,
obviously had the effect of raising
the  proportion of women in  the
Community  labour force. Thus,
between 1960  and 1990,  the pro-
portion of women increased from
30Vo  to 407o  (Graph 38). This pro-
portion, however, as would be
expected  from the relative rates of
activity  among women, is sub-
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stantially  below the  figures in
non-EC Europe and the US which
were  both aroun  d 45Vo  in 1990  and
which  had, moreover, increased
by much more over the preceding
30  years.
Of the  increase in  the  recorded
labour force  ofjust under 29 million
in  the Community  which occurred
over the period 1960 to 1990,
women accounted  for over 20 mil-
lion.
The  rise  in the importance  ofwomen
in  the  labour  force has been a
general  feature  throughout  the
Community over the past 20 years.
Nevertheless,  in  1990,  the propor-
tion  of  working  population
represented  by women varied mar-
kedly between  Member States,  from
46Vo  in  Denmark  down to 357o  in
Spain and  Luxembourg and only
just over  30Vo  in Ireland (Graph  39).
Employment  and
unemployment
In  the  1960s and early  L97  0s,
unemployment rates in the Com-
munity  were  low  and  relatively
stable, and almost all  of the
recorded labour force was in
employment. Since then, unem-
ployment has increased and
although it fell during the second
half of the 1980s,  it remains at a
high level.  In 1990,  over  8Vo  of  the
active population in  the  Com-
munity was unemployed.
The  Community's  utilised  labour
force, therefore, amounted to only
around 507o  of the population of 15
and over  about the same as in
1980  and less  than in 1970  (54Vo).
This  compares with  a utilised
labour force  rate (or an employment
rate) of around60To  or more  in other
parts of Western Europe, the US
and Japan (Graph  40). In  effect it
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means that, if the employment rate
in the Community were the same  as
in  these other countries, some L2
million  more people would  be in
work.  The problem of under-
employment is particularly  acute  in
the less  developed  parts of  the Com-
munity,  in  Spain, Irelatrd, Greece
and the South of Italy,  where the
employment  or  utilised  labour
force  -  rate was aroun  d 45Vo  or less
in 1990,  although it was also  at this
level  in Belgrum  (Graph  41).  In Den-
mark  and  the  UK,  on the  other
hand, the utilised labour force rate
was aroun  d 60Vo,  similar to that in
other parts of Western Europe.
Even though a proportion of those
not at present in work may be dif-
ficult to employ in practice for one
reason or another -  because,  for
example,  they do  not possess,  and
would find it  difficult  to acquire,
the requisite skills and attitude -
the  evidence of recent history
iiirrituitiol  il
strongly  sugge  sts that  the
majority  of  them  could  be
absorbed into  the labour force if
sufficient  jobs could  be created.
This view is reinforced by the fact
that  significant  numbers  of the
unemployed throughout  the  Com-
munity  are young people  under the
age of 25. In most Member States,
the  rate  of unemployment  among
the 20-24 age group, both for men
and women, is at least double the
rate for those  over  25 (Graph 42).In
Italy and Spain,  the unemployment
rate for this age group is as high as
25-30Vo.
This  is  clearly  another  important
factor to be taken into account  when
assessing  the prospects for labour
force growth  in  the coming years.
Concerns about an ageing  and
possibly shrinking  work  force
need  to be  juxtaposed  with the Com-




years to employ many of the Young
people  potentially available for em-
ployment. The prospect  of declining
numbers of young people coming
onto the labour market  each Year
would be more serious if  more of
those  at present becoming  available
for work could actually find employ-
ment.
The dependency  ratio
The dependency  ratio, which seeks
to indicate the dependence  of child-
ren and the elderly on the rest of the
population, is conventionallY
measured by  the  ratio  of those
either too young or too old to work
to the number of people of working
age. Defined in  these terms,  the
dependency  ratio in the CommunitY
in 1990  was aroundhgVo,  ifworking-
age population is  taken  as those
aged between 15 and  64. This  is
slightly less  than in non-EC  Europe
(507o)  or the US (527o),  though more
than in Jap  an (447o)  (Graph 43,  in
which  working-age  dependency is
defined as total  population less
population  of  L5-64  as a ratio  of
population  15-64,  and  emPloyed
dependency  as  total population less
those in  employment as a ratio  of
those  in employment).
The dependency  ratio  defined in
such  statistical terms, however,  is a
potentially misleading indicator of
dependency from  an economic
standpoint. The burden of economic
support falls not on the working-age
population as such but on those in
employment, who have not onlY to
generate income to  suPPort the
young and the old, but also to Pro-
vide for the unemployed and
inactive.  A  more meaningful
measure of dependency  from  an
economic standpoint is, therefore,
the ratio  of the population not in
work  to those who are in  Paid
emploSrment.
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In the Community, the dePendencY
ratio  defined in  these terms  was
around 1.5 in  1990, imPtYing that
for every 10 people  in paid emPloy-
ment another 15 people were not
working  (or more correctly, not
drawing  a salary). This  is signifi-
cantly higher than in other parts of
Western  Europe,  Japan (both 1.0)  or
the US (1.1).  It is, however,  about
the same  as  it has  been  over  the Past
30 years.  Both the US and Western
European countries outside the
Community,  or  the  other hand,
have seen  a significant reduction in
this  ratio  over the  past 20 Years
which,  other  things  being equal,
should have boosted their  average
income per head relative to that  of
the Community.
Labour  market
prospects  for  the
next 20 years
As noted at the outset, the latest
demographic projections show that
the population  of working  age will
grow only very slowly if at all in the
Community  over the  period uP to
20L0, and that  this  trend  will  be
particularly  marked after the year
2000 on. If  there is  a significant
slowdown in  the  current  rate  of
inward  migration  then  there  is  a
real possibility  of an absolute fall
from this point. This contrasts with
continuous growth over the Past 20
years ofjust under L%o  a Year.
As  a result  of the  decline in  the
number of young people coming of
working age,  a significant ageing of
the population of 15  and over  is also
in  prospect. Taking  a medium
projection (i.e. midway between
the  high  and the  low  projections
produced by Eurostat  see Box,
p.63),  those under 25 will fall from
LSVo  of population  above working
age in  1990 to LAVo  in  20L0, while
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the proportion of those of 50 and
over will  rise from  397o  to  437o
(Graph  44). This  will  reverse the
trend  over the past 20 years
towards a slight increase  in the pro-
portion of those in  the  L5-24 age
group and a corresponding  decrease
in the older age  group.
This ageing  effect  is also  evident in
other countries of Western Europe,
the US and Japan. fn other parts of
Western Europe, the proportion of
50  year olds  and over  in the popula-
tion of 15 and over is projected to
increase  from 387o  to 447o  between
1990  and 2010  and in the US, even
more  significantly,  from  32Vo  to
427o.In  Japär, the effect  is yet more
pronounced.  The numbers of young
people under 25 is projected to
decline from LgVo  of all those of 15
and over  to L37o  between  1990  and
2010,  reflecting  the sharp slowdown
in population growth over the past
30 years,  while those  of 50 and over
will rise from 377o  to 477o.  Non-EC
Europe and especially  the US and
Japan therefore  have a similar task
to the Community in coping with  a
population which is becoming  older.
However, Japäfl, in  particular,
has had to cope  with an even more
pronounced ageing since 1960
(admittedly  from  a younger
starting-point) and seems  to have
succeeded  in  preventing it  from
adversely affecting its competitive-
NESS.
Within  the Community, the ageing
effect,  on the average  of the projec-
tiors,  will  vary  significantly
between Member States. By  the
year 20L0, those aged 50 and over
are forecast  to account  for over 457o
of the  population of  15 and over
in Italy  and Germäoy, whereas in
Ireland and Portugal the proportion
will  still be below 40Vo  (Graph 45).
At the same  time, the relative num-
bers in the prime age  group of 25-49
are projected  to increase  in all the
Southern Community countries, as
well as in Ireland, and to decline  in
all the Northern Member States.  fn
Portugal and Spain the rise is par-
ticularly  pronounced, with  the
share of those aged 25-49  in  the
population of 15  and  over  increasing
in both cases  from around 40Vo  in
1990  to 467o  in 2010.  By contrast,  in
the Netherlands, the share of this
prime age group is projected to fall
from 477o  to 42Vo  and in  Belgium
and France from 447o  to 4L7o.
To a large degree,  therefore,  it is the
more developed,  more prosperous
parts of the Community which will
have to cope  with  the implications
of an ageing potential  work  force
over  the next 20 years.  On the other
hand, it is in the Southern  countries
where  the  decline in  the  relative
numbers of young people aged
under 25 is most pronounced,  and
therefore where the potential num-
bers of young people  joining the la-
bour force  will fall by most over this
period. In  Spain, the share of this
age group is  projected to  decline
from 2L7o  in  1990 to L37o  in  20L0
and in  the  other  three  countries
from 18-207o  to L2-L47o.
Concern  about  both these  prospects,
however,  needs  to be  tempered  with
the recognition that, as  noted above,
the  age structure  of working-age
population does not necessarily
coincide with  the age structure  of
the work force,  still less  with that of
the employed  work force.  Spain and
Italy  r  where the  decline in  the
numbers of young people  coming of
working  age will  be particularly
pronounced -  both currently  have
a large proportion of their potential
labour force of young people in un-
employment.
As has been shown, although over-
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working age  in the labour force has
not changed greatly in  the recent
past, the trends of men and women
have been in  opposite directions;
these,  in combinatior, have signifi-
cant implications for both the
growth and age composition of the
Community's labour force over the
next 20 years.
The effeet of ageing
on future  activity
The potential effect of the chang-
ing  age distribution  of the
working-age  population on labour
force participation  can be esti-
mated, äs above, by  calculating
what  the overall rate  of activity
would be  in future years  if activity
rates within  broad age groups
were to remain unchanged.  Such
an  exercise indicates  that
between  1990  and the year 2000,
the effect  of the changes  in the age
distribution of population on over-
all  activity  is  negligible, with  a
decline in the relative numbers of
young people  under 25 (who have
comparatively low rates of activ-
ity)  being offset by  a relative
increase in the older age groups,
who have similarly  low rates
(Graph 46).
In the following ten years,  however,
a significant acceleration of ageing
stands to have a substantial effect
on the Community's labour force.  ff
rates of activity  within  age groups
were to remain unchanged,  this of
itselfwould reduce  the overall activ-
ity  rate between 2000 and 2010
from 557o  to just over 53.5Vo  on the
low population projectior,  so
decreasing the total  work force by
some  3.7  million. On the high popu-
lation projection, the effect is even
more  pronounced,  because  the num-
bers of both  young and old are
proportionally greater. Given
unchanged  activity rates, the Com-
munity's  labour force would be re-
duced  by just under 27o,  or by over
5 million people,  over the lO-year
period  2000-2010.
Potential  changes in
active  population
These mechanical calculations are,
however,  misleading.  On the experi-
ence of the  recent past, rates of
activity in the Community are most
unlikely  to  remain  unchanged in
the future. For women  in particular,
rates  in  the  future  are almost
certain to be higher than prevailing
rates given the increase which has
occurred  over the past 20 years,  and
given also the still  substantial dif-
ferences in  activity  rates, both
within the Community andbetween
the  Community  and  many  other
developed  countries.
To grve a broad indication  of how
the Community's labour force over
the  next  20 years  might  change,
illustrative  projections have been
made on the basis  of two alternative
sets  of  assumptions  about  the move-
ment of activity  rates for men and
women by age  group. These  projec-
tions are not based on any attempt
to explain past changes  in activity
rates in terms of changes  in econ-
omic and other variables (which in
any event has proved unreliable).
Rather, the  exercise simply
assumes  that  past and present
trends continue into the future.
The first projection, labelled 'high',
makes 3 main assumptions.  Firstly,
it  assumes that  activity  rates  for
women in  the  main  working-age
groups increase in each country by
the same amount over each future
lO-year period as they did between
1980 and 1990. (The change over
the 1980  to 1990  period ought to be
reasonably representative insofar
as it covers  more or less a complete
economic  cycle  -  five years of slow
growth  or  decline in  employment
followed  by five years  of expansion.)
Secondly,  it  assumes  that  activity
rates for  the  very  youngest and
oldest age groups, which in  some
Member States have shown some
tendency  to fall, remain unchanged.
For men, it  assumes that  activity
rates in  each age group remain
unchanged at  their  1990 level,
instead of falling  -  slightly  in the
prime  working-age groups and
more markedly  in  the  oldest and
youngest age brackets  as has
been the  tendency in  the  recent
past.
Finally,  for Denmark, where rates
for  each age group  are already
higher,  often  much  higher,  than
elsewhere in the Community, it  is
assumed  that rates do not increase
further.  The Danish rate  for each
age  group is used  to define an upper
limit  to  the  level to  which  rates
could  rise elsewhere.
Although  this is labelled the 'high'
projection,  it should  not be  regarded
as the maximum  to which  activity
rates might  rise over the next  20
years. It  is perfectly feasible that
rates could increase  by more, espe-
cially  in  parts  of the  Community
where the rates for women are well
below  those  elsewhere.
The second projection, labelled
'low', assumes  that  activity rates
for men change  in each  future 10-
year period by the same amount
as  over  the period  1980  to 1990.  In
virtually  all cases,  and especially
for  the  youngest and oldest age
groups, this  means a continuing
fall. Lower limits  are imposed to
prevent  rates  declining  to  what
would appear unrealistically low
levels  (L07o  in the 60-64 age  group
and 27o  in the 65 and over group,
in particular).
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For women, activity  rates are
assumed to change over the next
and subsequent ten years by half
the amount they did over the past
10  years.  fn most  cases,  this implies
a rise  except in  the oldest age
group -  although, again, the rates
in Denmark are held at their  1990
level and no rate is allowed to in-
crease  above  these.
As in the case  of the 'high' projec-
tion,  the  overall  activity  rate
generated  by this set  of  assumption-
s does  not necessarily  represent  the
minimum  level to which they could
fatl over the next 20 years. In par-
ticular, if  action to encourage  and
make it easier  for women  to  join the
labour force were put  into  reverse
and/or  if there were  to be  little econ-
omic growth  and  a reduction in
employment rather  than  an
increase, participation  might  turn
out to be even  less  than this. With-
out major developments of this
kind, however,  it is hard to imagine
the activity  rate falling  below this
projection.
Ap  plying  the  activity  rate  s
generated by these two  sets of
assumptions to the high  and low
population projections indicates
that the overall rate of participation
among  those  of 15  and over  could,  in
one  case,  rise from just over 557o  in
1990  to just under 59Vo  in the year
2000, or fall  slightly  in  the other
case.  Over the subsequent  10 years
(2000  -2010), the overall rate is
unlikely  to increase much even on
favourable assumptions  because  of
the unfavourable change  in age  dis-
tribution  noted  above.  On
unfavourable assumptions,  it could
decline to  around  527o  by  20L0
(Grap}r 47).
This means that the Community
labour force  could,  under a combi-
nation of relatively  favourable -
but by no means  unrealistic -  cir-
cumstances,  increase  by over  LIVo,
or by some  L7.5  million, between
1990 and the year 2000. This is
more than  occurred over the  10
years to 1990.  If things continued
to be  favourable over  the following
10  years,  then by 20L0,  the labour
force could have grown by a fur-
ther 10  million, or by another 67o.
This would imply a net addition of
almost 28 million  to the  labour
force over this 20 year period as a
whole  more than  the  current
total  working  population of, säy,
France or Italy.
Even if the population were to grow
over the next 20 years according to
the low growth projection -  which
would imply the population of work-
ing age  (I5-6D  increasing by under
I7o  -  a relatively favourable devel-
opment of rates of activity could still
result  in  the  Community  labour
force  expanding significantly. Thus,
on the high activity rate projection,
the  total  work  force would  still
be over L2Vo  larger  in  2010 than
in  1990, giving  an additional
19 million  people  available for em-
ployment.
Most  significant,  at  least for  the
next 20 years, is the fact that  the
assumptions which are made about
movements in activity rates have a
much greater effect on the size of
the future labour force than do the
assumptions about population
growth.  For  example, even if  the
population were to increase up to
20L0 according to the high popula-
tion  projection, unfavourable
movements in  activity  rates could
result  in  very little  growth  of the
Community's  work  force over this
period.
If  circumstances turned  out to be
relatively  unfavourable,  both  in
respect of popul4tion  growth  and
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force could remain more or less
unchanged over the next 10 years
and then decline  over the following
decade.  How  far this  should be a
cause for  concern depends, to  an
important  extent, or  the economic
situation  prevailing  over this
period. If  economic  growth turned
out  to  be relatively  low  and the
demand for employment relatively
depressed,  then  a decline in  the
labour force  would be unlikely to be
seen  as creating serious  problems.
If,  in  contrast, economic develop-
ments are more favourable and
demand for  labour grows, then
there will increased  pressure  on  the
Community  to make more produc-
tive  use of the numbers presently
unemployed, äs well  as to ensure
that more  women are able  to partici-
pate in  the  labour  force. As  an
indication, if  half  of those now
unemployed were brought  into
employment, this  would be suffi-
cient to enable  the numbers in work
the  utilised  labour force  to
increase over the  next  20 years,
even under the most unfavourable
assumptions about population
growth and activity rates.
Projected  changes
in the labour  force
in Member  States
Most of the prospective growth in
the  labour  force over the  next  20
years in terms of absolute  numbers
is likely to occur  in the North of the
Community.  On the high  activity,
high  population  projection, the
work force in Germätry, France and
the UKwouldexpandby  +5  million
people in  each case  between 1990
and  20L0, with  Italy  showing an
increase of around 3 million.  In
these four countries, growth of the
labour force over this period would
range between 13 and I77o, in  all
cases  slightly lower than the growth
over  the past 20 years  (Graph 48).
In  percentage terms, the  highest
increases  would be in the Southern
Member States  plus Ireland, where
rates  of growth  of  30407o  could
occur.  In the case  of Spain and Por-
tugal,  such high  growth  would  in
fact be less than  the  rate  experi-
enced over the 1980s.  For Greece,
it  would be slightly  more, but  for
Ireland,  it  would  be significantly
higher (although much more
because  of a high projected  growth
in  working-age population than  of
an assumed  increase  in activity).
For all four countries, but especially
for  Greece and Ireland,  the  key
question is  whether  the  economy
would be able to absorb  such a large
expansion  in labour supply without
it  leading to  much higher  unem-
ployment.  The problem  in each  case,
therefore  particularly  in  Spain,
Ireland and Greece  -  where open
or concealed  unemployment is
already very high, is not likely to be
one of inadequate growth  of the
labour  force holding  back produc-
tion,  but  one of trying  to  sustain
sufficient growth of output to create
enough jobs to employ those who
might be looking for work. In prac-
tice, if this problem is not resolved
then it is likely that activity rates,
especially  among  women,  will prob-
ably remain relatively low.
By contrast, if both population and
activity  trends  turned  out  to be
unfavourable (i.e. if they accorded
with  the low population, low activ-
ity  projection), then  7 of the  12
countrie  s would experience  a
decline  in the labour force  between
1990  and 20L0,  of as  much as 87o  in
the  case of Germany (Graph 48).
Even Ireland and Greece  -  where
the work force is projected  to grow
rapidly on favourable assumptions,
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and where an increase in  popula-
tion of working age  is forecast  even
under the low population projection
-  especially  in the case  of Ireland
(I37o) there would be little  growth
or even  a decline  in the labour force
under these assumptions. Since,
however, such a scenario is more
likely to be fulfilled in the event of
low economic  growth and employ-
ment  creation, it  does not  follow
that it would necessarily  be associ-
ated with  problems of inadequate
labour supply.
The changing  age
structure  of the
labour  force
As noted above  ) a pronounced
ageing of the population of 15 and
over is in prospect  over the next 20
years in the Community, as people
live  longer and as the  fall  in  the
birth  rate reduces  the numbers in
the younger age groups. This has
led to concern  being expressed
about the  possible detrimental
effect on the  Community's work
force and, in particular, on its pro-
ductivity and capacity  to learn new
skills.  However, in  making  this
assessment,  account must also be
taken of the upward trend among
women,  especially  in their 20s and
30s,  to want to work.
It  is undoubtedly the case that,
under  any  plausible  set of
assumptions,  there will be a pro-
portionate decline  in the numbers
of young people entering the
labour market  for the first  time
over the next two decades
though not necessarily an abso-
lute  decline. Nevertheless,
because  of increasing participa-
tion  of women, the numbers of
people  of  prime working age  in the
work force  -  those age  d 25-49 -
stand to increase significantly in
both relative and absolute  terms.
On both the high and low activity
rate projection, the proportion of
the labour force  in this age group
stands  to increase  from under 627o
in 1990  to over  647o  in 2010.  While
much of the rise is accounted  for
by those over 40, the numbers
aged between 25 and 39 are pro-
jected  to be  more  or less  the same
in  relative terms in  2010 as in
1990.
All  and more of this  relative
increase, however, will  occur over
the next ten years. There  after, the
proportion of the labour force  in the
25-49  age group will  fall  and the
relative numbers in their  50s will
rise as the people  born in the baby
boom immediately  following the
last world war grow older.  The pros-
pect of an ageing  labour force  in the
Community  is, therefore, much
more a problem to be faced in the
early years of the 21st century than
in the remainder of the 1990s.  Even
then, it  is likely  to take some time
for the proportion of the work force
aged  between2S  and 49 in the Com-
munity  to fall below its  1990 level
and much longer for  it  to  decline
back  to what it was in 1970  (547o).
The same tendency for members
of the work force aged  betwe  en 25
and 49 to increase  in relative im-
portance over the next ten years
and to represent  a higher share  of
the total in  2010 than in  1990 is
true  for most Member States.
Indeed in the Southern countries
of Spain, Greece  and Italy as  well
as  in Ireland (where  activity rates
of women are relatively  low) the
share of this age group stands to
be significantly  higher  by  2010,
largely because  of the growth  in
participation of prime age  women
(Graph  49). Only  in  the  case of
Denmark,  France and Luxem-
bourg would the share be slightly
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lower in 2010 than in 1990  -  in
Denmark  because particiPation
among women in  the  25-49  age
group is  already very  high  (and
assumed not  to rise further),  in
the latter  two countries because
this group already accounts  for a
higher  proportion  of the  work
force (687o)  than anywhere else  in
the Community except Belgium.
The sex composition
of the labour  force
Most of any projected growth of the
labour force over the next 20 years
is likely to come  from more women
entering the labour market.
Although  the numbers of men and
women in the working-age popula-
tion  are naturally  expected to
change  by similar amounts between
1990 and 2010, a continuing
increase  in women's  participation in
the labour force, coupled with  the
possibility  of continuing  decline in
the  case of men, will  result  in
women becoming progressively
more important  in the work Place.
In  the  high  activity  scenario, the
proportion of women in the labour
force  would rise from around 407o  in
1990  to 457o  in 2010  (Graph  50).  Of
the total  increase in  the numbers
coming onto the labour market over
this  period, some 737o  would be
women.
Under this scenario,  the most signi-
ficant  changes would  be in  the
Southern Member States
although  less in  Portugal  than  in
Spain or Greece  where activity
among women is much lower than
elsewhere in  the Community. For
example, in  Spain, the  share of
women  in the work force  is projected
to rise from 357o  in 1990  to 45Vo  in
2010 and in  Greece from  377o to
467o.  Although these increases are
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lower rate of increase  than over the
past ten  years. F,lsewhere  in  the
Community,  apart  from  in  Italy,
Ireland, Belgium and Luxembourg
where activity  rates of women
are relatively low and/or have risen
relatively slowly over the past ten
years -  the share of women in the
labour force  is projected  under these
assumptions to  reach 46-477o by
20L0.
On the low activity low population
projectior,  the importance of
women  would still increase  over  the
next 20 years  but the rise would be
much less.  Over the Community as
a whole, the share of women would
increase  from 407o  to around 427o  in
20 years  time, with tittle or no rise
in  a number of countries, such as
Belgium, Luxembourg and France,
and with Italy even  showing a fall.
Population  growth
in surrounding  areas
The relatively low growth in popu-
lation  of working  age (defined as
15-64) projected  for the Community
over  the next 20 years  is common  to
most developed  parts of the world.
For non-EC Western European
countries as a whole, the change
in  working-age  population,
according  to the latest projections,
is  likely  to  be less than  in  the
Community and only  just positive
over the next two decades  (a I7o
rise over  the period  as opposed  to
37o  for the Community, taking the
average of the high and low pro-
jections). fndeed, in Austria and
Switzerland, population of work-
ing age  may well decline  over  this
period  (Graph  51).
In  Central and Eastern Europe,
although working-age population is
projected  to grow up to 2010 at a
faster rate than in the Community,
the  differential  is relatively  small
(0.57o  a year as against 0.27o)  even
in  the  absence  of significant out-
ward migration. Moreover a large
part of the increase  is accounted  for
by just one country, Poland, which
alone  is responsible  for almost 457o
of the increased number of people
in this age group. In Hungary and
Bulgaria, working-age  population  is
forecast  to decline  over the next 20
years.
In  the  CIS (the former Soviet
Union),  growth  in  the  next two
decades  is projected to be slightly
higher  than  in  countries on its
Western  border (0.77o  a year),  with
the  less developed  states in  the
South and East of the region likely
to show the largest increases.
Again, however, the future  rate of
growth is forecast  to be less  than in
the past and not  so much higher
than in the Community.
It is in the countries to the South of
Europe, in  the  Arab  countries in
North Africa and the Middte East,
where population growth is likely to
be most rapid in the period up to
2010.  This is particularly the case
for the population aged  15  to 64,the
growth in which is only marginally
affected  by a possible  reduction in
the  birth  rate.  Over the  next  20
years,  population of working-age  in
the region as a whole, according  to
the  latest UN  projections, will
increase by some 37o  a year,
implying almost a doubling of num-
bers by the end of the period.
This means  that working-age  popu-
lation  in  the Arab  countries, from
being only around half that in the
Community in 1990,  is projected  to
be only slightly  less by 2010 and
marginally higher than in the CIS.
Within  the region, the highest rates
of growth are likely  to occur in the
countries  in the Arabian peninsular
in  Saudi Arabia, in  particular,
where working-age population is
forecast to more than  double over
the period  and in  the Horn  of
Africa. The rate of increase in the
Maghreb and Machrek countries in
North  Africa,  however, at  around
757o,  is projected  to be only slightly
lower.
The  most  pronounced difference
in  demographic developments
between  the Community and neigh-
bouring  regions concerns young
people  in the L5-24 age group, i.e.
those who are new entrants to the
labour market. For this age group,
a marked  decline in  numbers is
expected  to occur  in the Community
over the next 20 years. Taking the
average of the high and low projec-
tions,  the numbers  will be  some  L87o
less  in 2010  than in 1990.  The  num-
bers in  this  age group  are also
projected  to decline  in other parts of
Western Europe  and in Central and
Eastern Europe, though by less  (by
L37o  and 47o,  respectively),  whereas
in  the CIS, a rise of over LSVo  is
expected.
Although the growth of L5-24 year
olds in Arab countries to the South
of the Community is projected  to be
slightly  lower than  for total
working-age population, it will  still
be substantial  (just  under  37o a
year). If the projections  are correct,
it will  mean that by 2010 the num-
bers of young people  of working-age
in North Africa and the Middle East
will be  some707o  greater  than in the
Community,  whereas they  were
around 20Vo  smaller in 1990.
It  is  hard  to imagine  that  the
projected rate of working-age popu-
lation  growth  in  countries to  the
South of Europe and the  large
expansion in the numbers of young
people imply  any kind  of competi-
tive  thre  at  to  C  ommunity
producers. They are, however,
likely  to  have profound political,
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economic  and social  implications in
the region.
Unless there is a radical accelera-
tion  in  the pace of economic
development in the Arab countries,
population growth on the scale  pro-
jected is likely  to lead to further
impoverishment  and continued
social and political unrest in many
places.  ft  will  also mean that  sub-
stantial,  and probably increasing,
numbers of people of working age
will  be unable to find employment
of any kind  in the countries where
they live.
Although  demographic pressure
is likely  to be much less acute in
Central  and Eastern  Europe and
the CIS, problems of achieving an
acceptable  rate of  economic  develop-
ment could  well be  only slightly less
serious  (see  Chapter 5).
The real challenge facing the Com-
munity  is how to respond to these
problems and how it  can assist
neighbouring countries to the South
and East to  overcome them. The
alternative  would  seem to be to
accept the  prospect of greatly
increased  migratory pressure from
these countries, which, although it
might add to labour force growth in
the Community, is likely  to create
problems  of its own.
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Chapter  4 Employment  in Seryices : More Growth  to Come
There is little  sign of seruices  employment  growth ending.
Whether the  jobs will  be  created where they are most needed
is less  certain.
fntroduction
Over the 1980s,  the number
of people  employed  in the service
sector  in  the  Community
expanded by almost L2 million,
a rise of just under IVo  a yeaL At
the  same time, the number em-
ployed  in agriculture and industry
declined  by around 8 million. The
growth ofjobs in services  over  the
Community  as a whole was not
sufficient,  however, to provide
enough  employment  oppor-
tunities not only for those losing
their jobs  in other sectors,  but also
for the additional  number of
people  joining  the work force for
the  first  time.  IJnemployment
was, therefore, over 4 million
higher at the end of the decade
than at the beginning.
The creation of the additional ser-
vice jobs was unevenly distributed
across the Community. It  did not
always occur in  areas where the
decline of employment in  agricul-
ture  and industry  was greatest.
Moreover,  the nature of the service
jobs created varied  significantly
from one part of the Community to
another. fn some  cases,  they tended
to  involve relatively  basic skills,
such  as  in retailiog, hotels or clean-
irg;  in  others, much higher  skill
levels, such as in  finance or com-
puter programming.
Furthermore, in some  areas,  a sig-
nificant proportion of the additional
jobs were part-time  whereas the
jobs lost in others sectors  were pre-
dominantly full-time. Thus the net
gain in the volume ofwork available
was less than the figures for num-
bers employed  would imply.
Key issues
This chapter  examines  both the pat-
tern  of service sector activities
across the  Community  and the
growth  in  services which  occurred
over the 1980s.  fn the light  of the
evidence available, it  considers
a number of related issues which
are important for the process  ofjob
creation  and the  future  prospects
for employment in different parts of
the  Community.  In  particular,  it
considers:
.  the  scope for  future  employ-
ment  growth  in  the  different
parts  of the  service sector, in
line  with  developments in  the
US and Japan as well as those
in the Community;
o  how  far  the  growth  of  senrice
sector  emplo5rment  is the result
of a shift of  jobs out of manufac-
turing  or agriculture  as part  of
the progressive  specialisation  of
activities in  pursuit  of greater
productive efficiency;
.  the  importance  of  population
growth,  on  the  one  hand,  and
real  income  growth,  on  the
other,  in  determining  the
growth  of  demand  for  senrices
and  the  distribution  of jobs  in
the  sector  across  the  Com-
munity;
o  how  far  the  creation  of  jobs
in  services is  dependent  on the
expansion  of  manufacturing  or
agricultural  production  or  how
far,  on the  other  hand,  employ-
ment  in  services  can  increase
independently  of  what  is  hap-
pening  in  other  parts  of  the
economy  regional,  national
or Community;
o  how  far  the  jobs  created  have
been part-time  rather  than  full-
time.
There  is  a further  issue  running
through  previous  economic  ana-
lyses  of  the  sector  namely,
whether  the  relative  growth  of
employment  in  services, which  is
a  general  feature  of  developed
economies,  is  predominantly  a
consequence  of  the  demand  for
services increasing  more than  the
demand  for  physical  goods  as
people become wealthier  -  i.e. as
real income per head increases -
or whether  it  reflects  a tendency
for labour  productivity  in the pro-
vision  of services  to  grow  by  less
-77Chapter 4  Employment in Services  : More Growth to Come
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than  that  in  manufacturing  or
agriculture.
In  support of the latter  view, it  is
argued that  for many  service acti-
vities,  the  scope for  increasing
output  relative  to  the  peoPle em-
ployed is limited  because  they
involve personal contact or require
physical presence  äs, for
example, with  teachers, nurses,
business advisers or shop assis-
tants.  Indeed, in  many  cases the
level or quality  of service provided
may be directly related to the num-
ber of people involved  as
in health  care,  personal services  or
hotels.
This  argument  cannot be pushed
too fat, however. Most services
involve a range of functions which
do not require  direct contact with
the  client  administration  and
record-keepitg, for  example
where the scope  for automation is
no less than  in  manufacturing.
Even for  those senrices which  do
involve  contact, modern advances
in  technology have  opened
the  possibility  for  considerable
increases  in output per person.
Such contact as is  necess  ary  can
these days often happen remotely
via,  for  example, telecommunica-
tions  links,  although  the  growth
of such services,  the  realisation
of economies  of scale  and improve-
ments in efficiency are in a number
of cases  hampered by barriers
to  trade, which  in  some areas
remain important  even within  the
Community. These  barriers, rather
than  the  nature  of the  services
being provided, may be the main
factor  requiring  the  physical
presence  of the producer  in the mar-
ket concerned.
The  difficulty  of  assessing what
has actually  happened in  practice
is that,  for many senrices,  outputs
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cannot easily be measured inde-
pendently of inputs, which makes
the  identification  of productivity
gains problematic. This is the case
for most public and social senrices
as  well as  for retailing, banking and
the range of business  services.
The analysis below shows that
value-added  i.e. the financial
compensation to  employees  plus
profits -  in most service  activities
has tended to increase relative to.
GDP across the  Community  and
that  real  value-added per person
has  also  tended  to increase,  again  in
most activities, although this may
partly  reflect relative price as well
as  volume  increases  (the price  defla-
tor used to convert to real terms is
often the  GDP or consumer price
index). There are, however, pro-
nounced differences between
Member States  and  between  service
activities,  which  in  some degree
may arise from measurement  prob-
lems.
A  major  aspect of the  analysis
is an  attempt  to distinguish
between different kinds of service
activity -  between  consumer  and
business  services,  basic  and more
advanced services,  public and
market services  -  since  the deter-
minants  of growth,  the  factors
influencing  their  location and,
therefore, the future  prospects
for job  creation  across the
Community, are likely to vary sig-
nificantly  from  one activity  to
another. The availability  of data,
however,  limits what it is possible
to do,  especially  as regards separ-
ating  business services from
consumer  services  (see  Box,  p.78).
Service  employment
in the Community
The service sector accounted
for  62Vo  of the  total  numbers




employed in  the  CommunitY in
1989,  äs against 3  L%o  emPloYed  in
industry  and  77o  in  agriculture.
The share of employment in
services  is higher than in JaPär,
where the figure for the same  year
was 587o  (with  347o  emPloyed  in
industty),  but significantly  lower
than in the US, where the share
was over 70Vo  (with 277o  employed
in industry and only \Vo  in agricul-
ture).
Within  the Community, the share
of services in  total  emPloYment
varies significantly  between
Member States,  the main division
being  between  the more  developed
and more prosperous North  and
the less developed  South. In
Belgium, the  share is  on a Par
with the US, at 707o,  while in the
UK it is aroun  d 697o  (although, as
indicated below, the share in
terms  of the volume of emPloY-
ment rather than numbers is, in
the latter  case especially, much
lower). In contrast,  in Greece,  the
share was only around SLVo  and
in  Portugal, äs low  as 46Vo.  In
both these countries, the numbers
employed in  agriculture  remain
large  , dt over 2OVo  of the total  in
work in 1989  (Graph 52).
The major exception to this  divi-
sion is Germäily, where services
accounted for  under  57Vo  of the
numbers employed in  1989,
around the same proportion as in
Spain. This is a reflection, as is
well known, of the high share of
employment in industry, which in
this year amounted to some 39Vo
of the total -  well above  any other
country  in  the  CommunitY, and
higher even than in Japall.
At the regional level, employment
in  services is particularly  high
in  and around capital citie  s.
Over 707o  of the  total  numbers
employed in  the  Paris  basin, in
Yo''t 'ern$ls,ymeni
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the South-East  of England in and
around London, in  the  Brussels
region, in the Amsterdam-Rotter-
dam area  of the Netherlands and
in the Rome region of Italy  work
in services  (Map 4). The position
is similar in the tourist region of
the  Cöte d'Azur  in  the  South of
France.
On the other hand, services
account  for under 507o  of  the num-
bers employed  in most of Greece,
much  of Northern  and Central
Spain and the North  of Portugal
-  where a significant proportion
ofjobs are in agriculture -  and in
parts  of Southern Germany and
Eastern France  where manu-
facturing  is responsible for  over
40Vo  of employment.
Part-time
working
Because  of  the importance  of part-
time  working  in  services in  a
number of Member States, the
figures for the numbers employed
can give a misleading impression
of the relative contribution of ser-
vices  to the volume  of  employment
across  the Community. On aver-
age  , L87o  of those employed in
services worked part-time  in
1989. The proportion, however,
was over 38Vo  in the Netherlands
and around 28Vo  in both the UK
and Denmark  all three coun-
tries in which the relative number
employed in  services  is high. By
contrast, the proportion was only
aroun  d 57o  in Greece  and Italy and
under LIVo  in Spain and Portugal
-  all countries with relatively low
numbers employed  in services
as well  as  in  Luxembourg
(Graph  53).
If  the  figures  for  numbers  em-
ployed  are  adjusted  for
part-timers  and converted to  a
volume-of-work basis, the vari-
ation between Member States in
the share of services  in total em-
ployment  narrows  significantly.
Whereas for the  Southern Mem-
ber States,  the adjustment makes
little  difference to the share, for
Belgium and the Netherlands the
share of services  is reduced from
just  under 70Vo  to just  over 60Vo
and, for the UK, from 69Vo  to 597o
-  less than in all other Northern
Member States, apart from Ger-
many and Ireland, and only
slightty higher than in Italy.
In  the  analysis below, except
where otherwise stated, the
figures  for  employment  are
adjusted to a full-time  equivalent
basis, in terms of average hours
worked, in  order to give a more
meaningful  indication  of dif-
ferences and trends in  the jobs






A  potential  explanation of the
variation  in  service employment
across the  Community  is that,
unlike  industry  and  agriculture
where  there  is  an  international
market  for  the  goods produced,
the  market  for  services tends
largely  to be domestic. This
reflects the nature of a high pro-
portion  of services in  that,  as
note  d  above, they  involve
personal contact between sup-
pliers and consurpers  which limits
the extent to which  they  can be
traded.  On this  argument,  the
extent of employment in services
might  tend to be related more to
population and/or real income
within  the  country  or  region in
question rather than to, say,  natu-
"
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ral  resource endowment, or the
international  competitiveness of
production.
This  argument, however, cannot
be  applied  to all services.  As noted
above, even where contact be-
tween produ'cer and consumer is
necess  ary, this  can often be
achieved remotely and the devel-
opment of an international
market  may be,'largely restricted
by artificial  rather than inherent
obstacles.  Moreover2  the growth of
particular kinds of service  activity
in certain areas  may be  dependent
as  much on supply-side  factors,  on
the availability of particular skills
in the labour force,  äs  on demand.
Since these may be more likely to
be present the larger the size of
the  labour  force to  draw  upon,
their availability  may also  tend to
be  related in some  degree  to popu-
lation.
Expressing service employment
in  relation  to population, how-
ever, reveals more variation
between Member States than
when expressed  relative to total
employment. Thus in  1989 the
volume of employment in services
(measured in  terms  of full-time
equivalents) relative to the size  of
the population, ranged from over
307o  in  Denmark,  Luxembourg
and the UK  to under  207o  in
PortugäI, Ireland  and Sp  ain
(Graph  54). Only  in  the  case of
the Netherlands, where the ratio
of employment to  population  is
relatively  low  reflecting  low
participation  among women
does this  measure give a signifi-
cantly  different  impression  than
employment in services  relative to
total employment.
In  broad terms, some tendency
is evident for employment in
services relative  to population
to vary between countries accord-
ing  to  differences in  income Per
head. Denmark and Luxembourg
(where average income per head
is  amongst the highest  in  the
Community)  have the  highest
ratios, Portugal and Ireland (with
relatively  low  levels  of income
per head) have the lowest ratios.
Nevertheless,  there are imPortant
exceptions  to this general pattern
-  Germany and the Netherlands
with  high  income per  head and
low  service ratios,  the  UK  with
income per head around the
Community average  and a service
ratio well above  the average.  It is
clear that  other  factors are at
work.
One of these factors is the imPort-
ance of trade  in  services. While
many  service  s  may  not  be
tradeable, tourism  and financial
service  s repre  sent significant
sources of export earnings for
some  Member States,  and neither
is inherently related to population
or real  income in  the localitY
in  which  the employment is
located. The interrelationshiP
between employment, PoPulation
and real income is examined fur-
ther  below for  more  narrowly
defined service activities  where
trade  does not complicate the
issue.
Anoth  er factor is the intensity  of
industrial  production which
might be  expected  to be  an imPort-
ant  deteTminant of the  scale of
demand for businesS services.
This, however,  is difficult to verifY
given the  data  available largelY
because  business services  can-
not easily be separated from
consumer service  s. Moreover,
both  agriculture  and consumer
services  as  well as  industry might
equally give rise to a demand for
business  services.
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Value-added
in services
The  relative  contribution  of the
service sector to value-added in
the Community is greater than its
contribution  to  the  volume
of employment. This holds true for
all  Member States, apart  from
Luxembourg  where  there  is  little
difference  between  the two. For the
Comrnunity as  a whole,  the share  of
services  in total value-added  aver-
aged  around 637o  in 1989.  Only in
Portugal and Greece  was the share
less  than 607o,  and even  here it was
only slightly  less at  57  -587o
around I07o higher than the share
of services  in employment.
Changes in the
share of services
in total  employment
The importance of services  in terms
of employment has increased
almost continuously over the past
20 years in  the Community, from
around  44Vo  in 1970  to 537o  in 1980
and 6L7o  in  1989 (Graph 5b).
Although  there has been some
growth  in  the  extent  of part=time
working in services  relative to other
sectors,  the increase  in the share of
services is  not  much less if  it  is
measured  in terms of the volume of
employment rather than the num-
bers  employed.
There is little  sign of any long-term
slowdown in this relative growth in
services.  While the rise in the share
in the second  half of the 1980s  was
slightly less  than over  the preceding
five years, this can be attributed to
the  additional jobs in  industry
which  were created during  this
period of relatively  high economic
growth. A similar upward trend in
the share  of services  in employment
is also evident in  other developed
parts of  the world. fn other Western
European countries, the rise in
share was almost precisely the
s  ame as in  the  C  ommunity.
Although the increase was less in
the US and Japan -  in the former,
because  of a much smaller decline
in  agriculture,  which  already
employed  far fewer people  in 1965,
and in the latter  because  of conti-
nuing  growth  of employment in
industry -  it was still substantial,
with  an increase  from 587o  to TLVo
in the US, and from 44Vo  to 58Vo  in
Japan. fn both countries,  the rise in
share was much the same over the
1980s  as  over  the 1970s.
The experience  of other countries,
especially the  US  where  services
have been more important  than
in  the  Community  for  some time,
suggests,  therefore, that the growth
of service employment is  far from
exhausted.  As seen  below,  however,
the composition of employment in
terms of the activities undertaken
has changed  over time aqd is likely
to continue to change  in the future.
Growth  in service
employment  relative
to agriculture  and
industry  in Member
States in the 1980s
In all Member States,  employment
in  services increased during  the
1980s  and declined  in industry and
agriculture  taken  together. The
share of seryices in  total  employ-
ment, therefore, rose significantly.
The rate  of growth  of service
employment in  terms  of full-time
equivalents (i.e. adjusting for the
changing importance  of part-time
working),  was  far  from  uniform
across the  Community, however.
Although there was some  tendency
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for growth tohave been  higher over
this period in the Southern Member
States,  where the share of services
in total employment was relatively
trow, this  was not  invariably  the
case.
Thus the growth of seryice employ-
ment between  1980  and 1989  varied
from around \Vo a year in Luxem-
bourg, Greece and Spain to under
I7o a year in Belgtum, Ireland and
the  Netherlands.  (In  the  Nether-
lands, however, there  is  a major
difference between the  national
accounts figures  for  employment
and the LFS figures  the latter
show a substantial  growth  in  em-
ployment between 1983 and 1990,
over 3Vo  a year in full-time  equival-
ent terms, the former under  L%o  a
year. Since average GDP  growth
during  the  1980s, dt under 2Vo  a
ye  ar, was relatively  low, the
national  accounts figures  in  this
case  may be a better indicator of the
actual change  in employment.)
In  terms  of their  contribution
to overall job  creatioo, services
were responsible for  increasing
total  employment by  over I87o in
Luxembourg between 1980 and
1989, and by over IUVo  in  Greece,
Spain and Italy  (Graph 56). In all
four  of these countries, the  net
addition to jobs accounted  for by the
expansion of services more than
offset the  decline in  employment
caused  by the loss  ofjobs in agricul-
ture  and  industry.  This  was also
the case in  Denmark, the UK  and
Germany. Except for Luxembourg,
however,  the overall net gain in jobs
failed  to  match  the  increase in
labour supply, äs increasing num-
bers came of working  age and as a
higher proportion of women joined
the  work  force. In  consequence
unemployment rose.
In the five other Member States -
Ireland, the Netherlands, Portu gal,
France and Belgium -  the gain in
service employment was less than
the reduction in other sectors over
this period. (In the case  of Portugal
and the  Netherlands, the  LFS
shows a much higher  level of em-
ployment in all sectors  in 1989  -  in
this case  more in line with economic
gpowth performance).
In  terms of the competing views
on the causes  of the growth of ser-
vice employment -  as outlined at
the  beginning  of the  chaPter
the  evidence for  the  1980s sug-
gests, if  anything, a Positive
rather than a negative association
between the  change in  emPloy-
ment in services  and that in other
sectors, at  least at  the  national
level. Although the relationship is
weak, there is some tendency for
those countries which  experi-
enced a below average  decline in
employment  in  agriculture  and
industry between 1980 and 1989
to have shown an above average
increase  in service  employment.
Growth  in  service
employment  by
regron  in the  1980s
The increase in  employment in
services  during the 1980s  varied
even more markedly  between
regions in  the  Community  than
between  countries.  In,  for
example,  the East and the South-
West of England,  BrittanY,
Southern Portugal,  Madrid  and
the Southern tip of Italy as  well as
Luxembourg, the  growth  of ser-
vices added over I47o  to the total
numbers employed  between 1980
and 1990.  (There  are  no  consistent
data before 1986 to enable the
volume of employment to be esti-
mated). On the other hand, there
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are several parts  of France and
Northern  Italy  where the  num-
bers  employed  in services  actually
fell over this period (Map 5).
A key issue at regional as well as
national level is whether there is
any tendency for growth in service
employment to have occurred
predominantly in areas where jobs
in  agriculture  and  industry
declined, or whether, in  contrast,
the  highest rates of job  creation
in  services occurred typically  in
different regions to those  where em-
ployment in  other sectors showed
the biggest  falls.
The evidence  for the 1980s  is mixed
and supports neither view conclu-
sively, although  on balance there
seem to  be slightly  more regions
where employment in  serrrice  and
non-service activities changed in
similar  ways than  regions where
the changes  were in opposing  direc-
tions.
Many of the regions which experi-
enced  large  reductions  of
employment in  industry  and agri-
culture, in  Italy,  Northern  Spain,
the mid-West and Centre of France
where the loss of jobs in  these
sectors reduced total  employment
by more  than L07o  over  the 1980s  -
enjo-yed  relatively  low  growth  of
jobs in services  (Maps 5 and 6).  At
the same  time, a number of reglons
wheie  employment in  non-service
sectors increased  the East and
South-West  of  England,  Madrid and
the  Murcia  region of Spain and
parts. of tt",  Netherlands  also
experienced large gains in  service
employment.
On the other hand, there are also a
few  regions  notably  Southern
Portugal  and the  Southern  tip  of
Italy -  which suffered large reduc-
tions  in jobs in  agriculture  and
industry,  but  experienced  large
M5 Change in  employrnent in services. 1980-90
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sub-sectors  is non-market services,
comprising  public  administratior,
health, education and various other
social and  communal  services. In
1989, these accounted for over
a third  of total  employment in
services  (Graph 60). The next
largest sector,  retailing and whole-
saling, was responsible for just
under a quarter of senrice employ-
ment, while  other market  services
consisting of activities  ranging
from  entertainment  to  personal
senrices  such as cleaning and hair-
dressing  accounted for  around
L77o.  The other three  sectors
transport  and communications,
finance and insurance, and hotels
and catering -  were each respon-
sible  for  less  than  L07o of
employment in services.
In  terms of value-added,  the
relative  importance of these
sectors is  somewhat different.
Both  other  market  services and
finance and insurance contribute
much more to value-added in the
Community  than  they  do to em-
ployment  indeed the former
was responsible  for some 307o  of
total  value-added in  services
in  1989  whereas hotels and
cateritrg, distribution  and, in par-
ticular,  non-market services
account for  significantly  less -
the last for only just  over 207o  of
the total for services  in 1989.
This difference reflects differences
in average  levels of wages,  salaries
and profits as between sectors,  as
well as measurement conventions.
Because non-market services by
definition generate no profits, the
value-added which  the  sector is
estimated to produce  is correspond-
ingly  reduced relative  to  other
sectors.  For this and other reasons,
it  is  questionable how  far  value-
added is a suitable measure of the
output  of these various groups of
activity.
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in Member  States
For purposes  of  analysis,  the six ser-
vice  sectors  distinguished  above  can
be  divided into two groups.  The first
group comprises distributior,
hotels and catering, and transport
and communications -  which can
broadly be described  as basic
senrices  -  which tend to grow rela-
tively slowly over time. The second
group consists  of finance and insur-
ance, other  market  services and
non-market  services. In  terms  of
employment,  the  relative  import-
ance of the  first  group varies
comparatively little  between  Mem-
ber States; the importance of the
second  group  varies considerably.  It
is the variation in size of this latter
group which is mainly responsible
for differences in the share of ser-
vices  in total employment  across  the
Community.
Thus the share of total employment
in distribution in Member States  in
1989,  apart from in two countries  -
Denmark where  it was  low and Italy
where  it was  high -  varied between
I47o and L7Vo,  while in  transport
and communications, it  varied
betwe  en \Vo  and 7Vo,  apart from in
Portugal, where it was only around
47o,  reflecting perhaps the  less
developed  nature of the Portuguese
economy  (Graph 61).
Stightly  more variation  between
countries  is apparent for hotels and
cateritrg, although  the  volume of
employment in  this  sector was
generally  comparatively  small  in
all  Member States. The sector,
therefore,  accounted for  over 67o
of employment in  Spain but  for
only around 27o  in  Denmark  and
the Netherlands.  Contr  ary to
what  might  have been expected,
however, differences in the propor-
tion working  in the services sector
do not seem  to be closely  related to
differences in  the  importance of
tourism. Both Italy and France,  for
example,  had proportionately fewer
people employed in  hotels and
catering in  1989 than  the UK  or
Luxembourg.
It is in the remaining three sectors
where  differences in  employment
are most pronounced. The share
of finance  and insurance  in  total
employment in  1989 ranged from
over L07o  in the UK and over 87o  in
Luxembourg to under 37o  in  Italy,
Portugal and Spain (Grap}r 62).  For
both former countries, high employ-
ment  in  this  sector is largely
attributable  to  their  comparative
specialisation in  international
finance.  Despite  the apparent tend-
ency for this sector  to become  more
important  over time  as countries
develop and become  wealthier, its
share of employment  across the
Community  does not  vary  very
closely  with income per head, even
if  the  UK  and  Luxembourg  are
excluded  as special  cases.  Thus the
proportion employed  in finance and
insurance  in Spain  in 1989  was  only
marglnally less  than in Germany or
France.
In  other  market  services, which
includes widely different activities,
the variation in employment shares
is even greater. In the Netherlands
and Belgium, this sector accounted
for I7-I87o  of the total volume of
employment in  1989, whereas in
Germäry, Denmark and the UK as
well  as in  Spain, the  figure  was
under  IUVo  and in  Portugal under
57o.  Unfortunately,  with  the  data
available,  it is not possible  to ident-
ify the precise  activities within  this
sector which  could be responsible
for these  differences.
fl;+oin+;*pby*eti
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Employment  in service  activities  relative  to
total  employment  and population
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For  non-market  services, inter-
country  differences in  relative
. employment are equally  marked.
While in Denmark this sector was
responsible for  over 307o  of total
employment  in 1989,  and in France
for just  under 257o,  in  Spain and
Portugal  it  accounted for  under
L87o,  in the Netherlands for around
L67o  and in Luxembourg for under
I47o.  Again, any association
between  the share  of employment in
this sector and income per head is
not very close. Since, however, it
includes such a wide range of acti-
vities  public  administration  as
well  as healthcare and education,
refuse disposal as well as cultural
activities  this  may  not  be too
surprising. The pattern  of employ-
ment  at  a  finer  level  of




aetivities  by region
There are more pronounced vari-
ations in  the  pattern  of service
employment between regions
across the  Community  than
between countries. This is true not
only of the second  broad group of
activities  distinguished  above but
also of the  more basic services
included in the first group.
Distributiorr
hotels  and catering
Although  there  is  comparatively
little  variation  over much of
Germätry, the  UK,  Denmark,  the
Benelux countries and Northern
France in the share of employment
in distribution, hotels and catering
(at the regional level, it  is not
possible  to separate  these sectors),
there are major regional differences
in  the  South of the  Community
(Map  7). This  clearly reflects the
influence of tourism  which results
in  concentrations of employment
around the Mediterranean coast  of
Spain, France and Italy  and in the
Greek  islands. fn a number of these
places, this  sector accounted for
over 25Vo  of total  employment
(measured in  terms  of average
hours worked)  in 1990.
There  ate, however, a number  of
regions with  high  employment in
this sector where tourism  does  not
seem  to be an important factor. This
is true of most of Central and North-
ern  Spain, parts  of Central  and
Eastern France and the South-East
of Italy. The explanation lies largely
in  the size of population in  these
localities relative to the total num-
bers in employment.
The number of people living  in  a
particular area, as  well as the scale
of tourism, is an important determi-
nant of, in particular, the size  of the
retail  sector. However, because  of
major variations  in  activity  rates,
this is not necessarily reflected in
total  employment. Areas where
employment is low relative to popu-
lation will, therefore,  tend to have a
relatively high share  of employment
in  this  sector. This is confirmed if
employment in distribution,  hotels
and catering is measured as a pro-
portion of population (Map 8). The
variation  in this is much less wide
than for the employment share and
most of the regions where the share
of employment in  this  sector is
unexpectedly  high have a relatively




Employment  in  transport  and
communications services would be
expected to  vary  between regions
according  to two main factors -  the
scale of economic  (especially
industrial)  activity  and the size of
the  population.  The pattern  of
employment in this  sector broadly
conforms with  this  expectation,
with the share of total employment
relatively  high  in  the  densely
populated areas in  the  Benelux
countries, the Ruhr valley, Bavaria,
the Paris basin, the South-East of
Englatrd, Madrid  and the  North-
East of Spain. These areas are, in
many cases,  also important  indus-
trial areas  (Map 9).
The  share is  also high,  however,
over much of Southern France and
Southern  Italy  and in  Scotlatrd,
which have neither large concentra-
tions  of population  nor  industry.
In  this  case relating  employment
in  this  sector to  population  does
not  provide  an  explanation
of variations.  The proportion  also
remains high in Denmark and parts
of Northern  Germany, where
industry  is also not unusually  im-
portant (Map 10).
Finance  and insurance
The regional distribution ofemploy-
ment  in  finance and insurance
conforms more closely to  expecta-
tions. The share of employment in
this  sector in  1990 was high  in
financial centres -  London, Paris,
Frankfurt  . accounting  for over 57o
of employment in  the  areas
concerned, and was also higher
than  average in regions with  rela-
tively high levels of income  per head
-  Denmark and parts of Southern
Germäny,  for example  (Map 11).  By
contrast, over much of Greece and
Portugal, where income per head is
well below the Community average
and which are less developed  econ-
omically, the  share was less than
IVo (no regional data are available
for Italy).
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Employment  in service  activities  relative  to
total  employment  and population
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Relating employment to population
reinforces this  picture, although a
few apparent anomalies are
revealed  Corsica, the Basque
region of Spain, and Scotlaod, all
have relatively  high  ratios  of
employment in financial senrices  to
population (Map I2).
Other  market  services
The regional  pattern  of employ-
ment in other market  services  -
which comprise a variety  of
activities  ranging  from  business
services to recreational and
personal services  broadly
follows a similar pattern to finan-
cial  services. Since the  relative
importance of this  sector is also
likely to be  influenced by the same
factors  population and income
per head  this  is only to be
expected.  However,  it is also  likely
to be affected by tourism and the
scale  of economic  activity.
The influence of all these factors
is evident in the variation  in the
share of employment in this sector
across  the Community (Map 13).
The share was relatively  high in
1990 in  many of the more pros-
perous  parts of Northern Member
States and low over much of the
less prosperous,  less developed
South, with the exception of capi-
tal  cities  Madrid,  Lisbon and
Athens -  and tourist  areas  -  the
South of France in  particular
(again no regional data are avail-
able for  Italy).  This  pattern  is
again reinforced if employment in
the sector  is related to population
rather  than  to total  employment
in the region (Map L4).
The main exception  to the general
pattern  seems  to be Ireland,
which has a relatively high share
of employment in  other  market
services  but below average  income
per head,  a less  developed  tourist
industry  than, say, Spain or
Greece,  and a less  developed  econ-
omy than many parts of the North
with  similarly  high shares.
Healthcare
and. education
Employment  in  health  services
and education in any given region
can be expected to be largely
influenced by two factors  the
number of people living  there
(especially the number of young
and older people)  and real income
levels (  since the demand for
both kinds  of service is likely  to
increase  with income).
As  a share of total  employment,
employment  in this sector  was rela-
tively high in 1990  -  over L07o  -
over much  of Southern  Italy  and
Southern  Portugal  and  Spain  as
well  as in  Northern  France and
p  arts  of  Northern  Germany
(Map 15).  In terms of shares  of em-
ployment, there  seems to be no
significant  difference between the
North and South ofthe Community.
Both  have regions with  high  and
low shares.
When employment in this sector is
related to  pfpulation,  however, a
somewhat  different  pattern
emerges.  In most parts of the less
developed  South of the Community,
the ratio of employment to popula-
tion was below average  in 1990,  the
only exceptions being Southern
Portugal,  the  Campania region of
Southern Italy,  Sardinia and
Corsica  (Map 16).  By contrast,  em-
ployment  in  healthcare  and
education tends to be high relative
to  population  in  areas with  rela-
tively high levels of income  per head
in  Northern  Italy,  Southern
Germäily,  Denmark,  Paris, the
Netherlands and England. Against
this  general  pattern,  the  ratio  is
also high in Brittany  and Northern
Ireland.
The analysis of employment vari-
ations in  this  sector can be taken
one step further.  By adjusting the
employment/population ratio expli-
citly  for  inter-regional  differences
in  income per head (as measured
in  terms  of purchasing power
standards (PPS) relative  to the
Community average), some indica-
tion can be obtained of the extent of
the  variation  in  employment  in
healthcare and education once
population  and real  income levels
have been allowed for. If  employ-
ment in this sector rises more than
in  proportion to income per head,
then this  adjusted measure would
show a simil dt, although  less
pronounced, variation  between
different parts of the Community as
the  unadjusted  employmenUpopu-
lation ratio (as  shown  in Map 16).  If,
on the contrary, eilrployment tends
to rise by less  than in proportion to
income  per head,  then the adjusted
measure should show the  reverse
pattern.
In  practice, the adjusted measure
shows no clear pattern at all (Map
19). Employment in  1990 was
higher than expected,  given popula-
tion  and relative  income levels, in
the  North  of the  Community,  in
Denmark,  the  North  of the  UK,
Wales,  parts ofthe Netherlands and
Belgium,  Brittany  and parts  of
Southern France and, in the South,
in much of Portugal, Southern Italy
and parts  of Greece. Similarly,
employment was lower than
expected  in many parts of Germany,
Luxembourg, Paris and North-East
Italy, as well as over much of Spain
and Greece.
Public  administration
Employment  in  public  adminis-
tration  in  different  localities
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Employment  in service  activities  relative  to
total  employment  and population
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might  also be expected to reflect
population levels. In  practice,
it  varie  s significantly  across
the  Community  in  relation  to
both  total  employment  and
population (Maps L7 and 18),
although  relative  to  population
there  is  some tendency for
employment to be lower in  the
South than  in  the  North  of the
Community.
There  is  some  indication,
however, that employment in this
sector,  äs well as being relatively
high  in  regions where capital
cities are located  -  London being
a significant  exception  also
tends  to  be  above average
in  a number  of areas where
unemployment  is  a problem
in  Northern  Ireland,  Brittatry,
parts  of Northern  France and
of Northern  Germany  sugges-
ting  that  the  sector may  form
part  of  government  policy
towards addressing  this problem.
As in  the  case of employment
in healthcare and education, any
tendency for  employment in
public administration to increase
as regions become wealthier  can
be examined by adjusting the em-
ployment/population  ratio  for
variations in income  per head.  On
balance, the  differences in  this
adjusted measure  tend to suggest
that  employment  in  public
administration varies less  than in
proportion  to income per head,
being low in relation to income in
some  of the most prosperous'parts
of the Community  -  in Nofthern
Italy, parts of Southern Germätry,
South-East  England,  Paris
and over much of the  Nether-
lands.  At  the  same  time,
employment seems to be high in
relation to both population and  in-
come in Portugal, Southern Italy
and  many  parts  of  Greece
(Map 20).
M19 Share  of population
education  relative  to
employed  in  health  and
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activities  in the  1980s
Over the 1980s,  the different senrice
activities in the Community showed
very different rates of growth in em-
ployment. While  employment
in other market services  and in fin-
ance  and insurance increased  by an
average of over 37o  a year between
1980 and  1989, effiployment in
transport and communications and
distribution  grew  by  under  I7o a
year  (Graph 63).
These  relative rates of employment
gpowth  were broadly in line with the
growth in value-added  in real terms
in  the  six sectors.  For hotels and
cateritrg, however, employment
grew by less in  relation  to value-
added than  in  the  other  sectors
(implying  that the growth of labour
productivity  was higher)  and for
both other market services  and non-
market  senrices, it  grew by  more
(implying  that  labour productivity
growth was lower than in other ser-
vice activities).
Of the total addition to senrice  sec-
tor  employment over the  1980s,
other market services  were respon-
sible for 35Vo  of the additional jobs
created (in  full-time  equivalent
terms)  while  non-market  services
accounted  for almost 307o,  despite
its  relatively  low growth  rate
(Graph 64). On the other hand, fin-
ance and insurance, which grew by
as much as other market  services
because  of its small size,  was only
responsible  for L37o  of the increased
emplo5rment.
This  variation  in  growth  rates  is
broadly  repeated at  the  national
level. In most Member States, the
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area of growth  was other  market
services, and to  a more limited
extent, fi.nance  and insurance,  both
of which  expanded comparatively




other  sectors as
an explanation  of
growth  in  services
It  is  sometimes argued that  the
growth  of employment in  services,
especially in  relation  to  employ-
ment in industry,  partly  reflects a
shift of activities out of industry into
services  as the degree  of specialisa-
tion in the economy  increases.  The
argument  is that,  äs economic
development takes place and the
scale of activity  increases,  it
becomes  more profitable  and
more efficient -  for businesses  to
buy  in  services which  they  pre-
viously performed themselves from
specialist  companies.  Alternatively,
industrial  companies  might hive off
activities into separate divisions or
even separate companies. Either
wäy, the result is that employment
previously  classified to  industry
becomes  classified to senrices.  On
this reasonitg, an observed  gowth
in  service employment relative  to
employment  in  industry  might
occur  without there being any signi-
ficant  change in  the  activities
performed within  the economy.
It is difficult  to distinguish shifts of
this kind  from "genuine" increases
in service employment -  i.e. those
which involve a net addition to jobs
and not simply a transfer. Some  im-
pression of the potential size of this
effect can be gained, however, by
identifiring  those activities  within
services  which could plausibly have
been  previously performed in indus-
try  or, indeed,  asriculture. In
practice, while there are a number
of activities  which  are potentially
transferable,  including  catering
and road haulage, the  great ma-
jority of services  are very unlikely to
have shifted from other sectors in
recent years in an economy as de-
veloped as that of the CommunitY.
The main group of activities  which
could feasibly have involved a shift
of employment are classified to
what is termed "senrices  which are
auxili ary  to  bankirg,  finance and
insuran  ce" (NACE 83), which
includes legal services, account-
ancy, advertising, market research,
management consultancy, com-
puter  services and  various  other
technical and business seryices. It
also, however, includes many acti-
vities, such as those connected  with
real  estate, which  are unlikely  to
have shifted from non-service sec-
tors.
For  the  seven Member  States for
which relevant data exist, this sec-
tor accounted,  on average,  for just
under  87o of total  emploYment in
services in  1988, although  for
aroun  d 9Vo  in the Netherlands and
the UK and for around |Vo  in SPain
and Belgium. Although  these
figures are small, implying perhaps
that  only  around 347o  of service
emplo;rment  is in potentially trans-
ferable activities, the rate of growth
of employment in  this  sector was
generally very high  in  the  1980s.
Indeed, between 1980 and 1988,
it  accounted for  some 207o of
all  the  additional  employment
generated  in services  in these  seven
Member States  and for over 357o  in
the UK (although for less  than L57o
in Spain and only around 8Vo  in the
Netherlands)  (Graph 67).
These figures clearly represent the
absolute  maximum estimates of the
Yo  tctd  chanse,in  serviie'$"  ernpl0yment .dff
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proportion ofjobs which might have
shifted between sectors over this
period. More plausibly, the actual
shift  is  likely  to  have been only
a  fraction  of the  additional
employment arising  in  the  sector
identified. In practice, therefore, it
seems  likely  that  most of the
increase in  employment which
occurred in  services in  the  1980s
was the result of a net addition to
jobs in the Community economy.
In  any event, even if  a number of
jobs have effectively been trans-
ferred  from other sectors  to serwices,
this does  not necessarily  mean that
there has been no gain in employ-
ment in the economy  as a whole.  To
the extent that  such a transfer has
been accompanied  by an improve-
ment in the efficiency of the overall
production process  and a corre-
sponding growth  of output,  total
employment  in  the  economy may
have been boosted  rather than de-
pressed.
Regional  growth
of employment  in
different  service
activities
Unfortunately, grven  the data avail-
able, it is only possible  to examine
the  growth  of emplo5rment  in  the
different  service sectors at  the
regional level for the period 1986  to
1990.  Although this was a period of
relatively  high growth, it is clearly
too short  to  be able to  draw  any
conclusions  about  long-term trends.
What the data do show,  however,  is
that  the change in  employment in
most service sectors  varied consid-
erably from one region to another,
much more so than  the  variation
between  Member States.  They also
seem to indicate, in  most cases,
little tendency  towards convergence
M21 E-ployment  growth  in  distribution,  hotels
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in  the  pattern  of serwice emPloY-
ment across  the CommunitY.
In distribution, hotels and cateritrg,
a few regions, mainly  in  SPain,
parts  of Southern France and
Northern  Italy  and  South-West
England -  in many cases  where the
share of employment in this sector
was  already  high  experienced
growth in employment of over 1Vo  a
year between 1986 and 1990,
although most regions experienced
little increase  or a decline (Map 2L).
In  transport  and communications,
while  a large  number  of regions
scattered across the  CommunitY
showed a fall  in  emploYmetrt,
in  many  parts  of Spain, the Brit-
ish Midlands, Wales, Ireland  and
Denmark,  employment  increased
significantly  (by over 4Vo  a Year)
(Map 22). In  a number of cases  -
Alsace in  France, South-West
Germätry, the East Midlands in the
UK  and Catalufla  in  Spain -  the
regions concerned  also experienced
relatively  high  growth  in  emPloy-
ment in industry,  while in Parts of
Central France, Central ItalY and
Southern Portugal, where emPloY-
ment  in  this  sector declined,
industrial  employment also fell.
In  fi.nance and insurance, desPite
the overall growbh,  many regions in
Spain, France and Germany
experienced a decline in  emPloY-
ment  over this  period  (Map  23).
Significant  growth  was concen-
trated  in  comparatively few areas
outside the UK  where most of the
country  showed an above average
increase  in employment in this sec-
tor.
High  employment growth in  other
market  services was much  more
widely distributed  across  the Com-
munity  (Map 24). In  all regions of
Spain, the UK and Southern France
and  in  most  regions of Northern
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Germätry,  employment  increased
by  over  57o a  year.  On  the  other
hand,  some  areas  of  Northern
France  and  Southern  Germany
experienced  a  decline  in  employ-
ment.
For  non-market  services,  the  pic-
ture  is  more  varied,  with  many
regions  of the UK  and Portugal  and
some areas of Northern  Spain  and
France  showing  employment
growth  of  over  57o a  year,  many
other  parts  of  France  as  well  as
Germätry,  the  Netherlands,  Bel-
grum  and Denmark  experiencing  a
fall  in  employment  and  most  re-
gions of Italy  showing  a substantial
decline -  over 57o  a year (Map  25).
Conclusions
The above analysis suggests
that there is little  indication of the
significant  growth  in  service em-
ployment coming to an end in  the
coming years. In  terms of relative
job numbers,  the Community is stitt
well below the level reached  in the
US, where there was no sign of any
slowdown in the rate of expansion
during the 1980s.  While there may
be scope for  further  employment
creatior, however, whether this is
realised  will depend  on a number of
factors,  not least on  the rate of econ-
omic growth  achieved and the
growth of real incomes.
The composition  of  the service  sec-
tor  has changed markedly  over
time and this is likely to continue
in  the  future,  with  a shift  from
basic services,  such as transport
and distribution,  towards more
sophisticated activities, such as
business  services.  This has impli-
cations  for  the  nature  of
employment, for the educational
and  skill  levels required  of the
labour  force and, therefore, for
training.
It is by no means  certain that the
growth of service  employment will
occur in  the  parts  of the  Com-
munity  where the  need for job
creation is most acute. The evi-
dence  of the 1980s  suggests  that
services have often expanded by
most in regions where the loss of
jobs in  industry  and agriculture
has been relatively small, rather
than in those areas where there
has been  a considerable  reduction
in employment  in non-service  sec-
tors.
The evidence also suggests  that
the more advanced and dSrnamic
service activities  finance and
insurance and those included in
the other services  group -  are far
from  being evenly distributed
across the  Community.  Growth
has occurred  more in the North of
the Community than in  the less
developed  South, where the more
basic  services  -  hotels and cater-
ing and other activities associated




-  a case study
Because  of its high rate of employ-
ment growth, the financial services
sector  was responsible  for a signifi-
cant proportion of the expansion in
employment in  the Community  in
the  1980s, even though it  is rela-
tively  small  in  terms  of the  total
numbers employed. It  is  open to
question, however, whether  this
sector  is likely to play a similar role
in  the  1990s and beyond. The
spread of automation coupled with
rationalisation,  stimulated  by
increasing competition within  the
industry,  could leld  to reduced
manpower  needs  and even  a decline
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in employment in future years. On
the  other hand, the  effects of the
increasing demand for  financial
services  which seems  to accompany
economic growth,  and which  was
very evident  in the 1980s,  could  out-
weigh these  tendencies.
The change in employment in com-
mercial banks over the 1980s  does
not show any close relationshiP to
the  change in  employment  in  the
financial services  sector  as a whole.
While the overriding trend in finan-
cial services has been for some
reduction in the rate of employment
growth over  the 1980s  in most  Parts
of the Community, there is no dis-
cernible uniform  trend  in  bank
branch employment (Graph 68). In
Portugal,  France and  Italy,  some
trend towards a decline in numbers
employed in  commercial banks is
apparent, while in the Netherlands,
Belgium and Luxembourg, emPloY-
ment  growth  accelerated in  the
latter half of the 1980s.
Numbers  of branches
and their  average  size
The number  of bank  branches in
relation to population  varies consid-
erably  across the  CommunitY.
While  in  Luxembourg, there were
over  Tsbranches  per 100  000  PeoPle
in  1989, and almost 50 in  the
Netherlands, there was an average
of  only 10  branches  in Germany and
less  than 10 in Greece  (Graph 69).
There ate  no obvious  reasons,  other
than  differences in  banking  Prac-
tice, which  explain  such wide
variations.
While  the  number  of branches
increased significantly  over the
1980s  in Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands and Spain  the three
countries which currently have the
highest number of  branches  relative
to population  it  fell in  the UK,
rtiti
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delivering  services to  customers
made possible by computerisation
may enable,  or even  require, branch
numbers to be reduced.
New technology
The  role  of  advanced technology,
particularly with regard to the auto-
mation of many banking services  to
the consumer, has been significant
in reducing the numbers employed
in  the  banking  sector. This  is,
however, by  no means a recent
phenomenon,  having begun as  early
as  the 1960s.  It has  been  estimated,
for  example, that  if  all  banking
services in  the  UK  were to be
performed by  human  hand, the
entire  working  population  of the
country would be employed in the
sector.
As against this  negative effect on
employment, advances  in  technol-
ogy  have made possible  an increase
in the range and diversity of servi-
ces available as well  as reducing
costs  and prices.  The indications are
that  these factors go a long way
towards offsetting the negative ef-
fects on employment.
Employment  in major
European  banks
In an attempt to examine more uP-
to-date developments, data on
domestic employment have been
collected from  a number  of
major European banks in the UK,
Germäoy,  France  and Italy. Domes-
tic emploSrment  in all of these banks
increased steadily over the 1980s,
more or less  in line with the gSowth
in the banking industry  as a whole.
There are some  signs, however, not
just  of a slowdown in  the  rate  of
emPloYment growth  in  1990 and
1991,  but in some  cases  of an abso-
lute fall in the numbers emPloYed,
especially  in the latter year. This is
true  of all  three banks covered in
the UK, of two of the banks covered
in France and of one of the banks in
Italy. Whether this is the beginning
of a downward trend in emPloYment
in  banking  or merely  reflects the
downturn  in  economic activitY  in
1991  remains to be seen.
Mergers  and  acquisitions
Mergers  and  acquisitions  are  one
means either of facilitating  ration-
alisation,  especially if  they  occur
between  banks in the same  country,
or of enabling banks to extend their
sphere of operations, especially if
they are between  banks from differ-
ent  countries. In  the  latter  case,
they  may well  lead to  increased
competition  for  domestic banks
which  might  previouslY have
enjoyed a measure of Protection.
Motivated in parb by the deregula-
tion  associated with  the  Single
Market  Programme, transnational
merger  activity  between banks
from different  Member States has
increased in  importance in  recent
years, the  predominant direction
being from North to South, as  banks
in the North of the CommunitY have
sought to position themselves
to take advantage of the Potential
opportunities  offered  bY
underdeveloped financial  sYstems
coupled  with the possible  scope  for
higher  economic  growth. Between
1987-88 and 1990-91, there were
large  numbers  of mergers in  the
Community between banks and an
increasing proportion of these  were
transnational  in  character (Graph
72). In  1990-91, 287o  of all deals
were between banks from different
Member States.  Nevertheless,  over
half of all mergers and acquisitions
were between domestic banks,
opening the way for Possible
rationalisation of  operations  and in-
creased  unification of activities.
H ttattonat
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Prospective
developments
Although  increased competition
will bring with it increased  pressure
for  improvements  in  efficiency
which will  almost certainly lead to
reductions in employment per unit
of  value-added  -  it does  not necess-
arily  follow  that  the  numbers
employed in the sector are likely to
increase less rapidly  than  in  the
past, still less to decline. This will
depend on whether  the growth  in
demand for financial services  which
was strong in the 1980s  continues,
which in turn is likely to depend  on
the overall rate of economic  growth.
There  are grounds for  believirg,
however, that  the  rationalisation
process  which seems  to be under-
way will  continu€, possibly at  an
increasing  pace,  in the 1990s,  äs  the
protection in local markets afforded
by the legal and institutional
arrangements is reduced and,
ultimately, eliminated.
At the same  time, as  restrictions are
removed, semi- and non-bank
institutions  (such as building
societies,  Iife insurance companies
and  other  financial  institutions)
are increasingly expanding into
banking in some parts of the Com-
munity.  Similarly,  and partly  as a
competitive response,  banks in
these places are diversifying  their
product range to include insurance,
mortgages  and asset  management.
The  same kinds  of tendency  are
likely  to  occur in  the  rest  of the
Community as liberalisation  of fin-
ancial activities takes place.
As a result of this increased  compe-
tition,  the price of services  and the
rate  of return  on deposits can be
expected to become increasingly
important factors in attracting new
business,  rather than the range  and
quality of services  which in the past
have tended to be dominant, and
which in some countries may have
resulted in  an overexpansion of
bank branches.
Forecasting employment trends in
sectors is fraught  with  uncertain-
ties. At the beginning of the 1980s,
there were  ostensibly  sound  reasons
for  believing  that  employment  in
financial senrices  would increase,  at
most, by very little  during  the
decade.  Those  reasons  are much the
same  as  those  being  adduced  to sup-
port a similar view at present.  Now,
as  then, there is a danger  of leaving
the potential growth of demand out
of account.
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Chapter  5 Employment  Developments in Central  and
Eastern  Europe
There is no turning  bach on market reform. The current, and
expected  effects  on ernploynlent,  houteue4  are traumatic.
fnfuoduction
Political  and economic reform is
proceeding  at a rapid pace  in most
p  arts  of C  entral  and E  astern
Europe.  In a short space  of time, old
systems of central  planning  have
been dismantled and the legal and
institutional  foundations  laid  for
the  development of market  econ-
omies.
It was  inevitable that these  changes
would  have damaging effects on
output and employment in the short
term -  the complete  replacement  of
one  economic  systeffi,  however  inef-
ficient,  by another could not
possibly  be  achieved  without transi-
tional costs.  The scale  of the fall in
output and employment which has
occurred  throughout the region has
been greater, however, than  most
people in  the countries concerned
expected, or were led to expect.
Moreover, the effects  have resulted
mostly from reductions in internal
and external  demand rather  than
major shifts in activity.
Establishing viable systems  of pro-
duction and distribution  capable of
achieving sustained economic
development  and high levels of em-
ployment will  take  some time.
Major  economic restructuring  still
largely remains to be done -  with
the need  to shift resources  from old,
declining sectors  into new areas to
meet  consumer  demand;  to abandon
polluting activities and clean  up the
environment; and to create enter-
prises which  are profitable  and
which  can compete on world  mar-
kets.
Poliey responses
The scale  of  the recession  in Central
and Eastern Europe  poses  problems
for  governments in  the  region. ft
has weakened popular support for
reform programmes which the gov-
ernments are endeavouring  to catry
through, making it more difficult to
create a viable market structure; it
has increased poverty  and  social
deprivation; and it has reduced  the
finance available to fund both econ-
omic and social  programmes.
Governments are attempting  to
strike a delicate balance betweer,
on the  one hand, pressing ahead
with the reform process  -  removing
controls and  giving  freer  rein  to
market forces  -  and, on the other,
avoiding unacceptable rises in
unemployment and extensive social
deprivation.  The privatisation  of
state enterprises  poses  a particular
dilemma. Establishing  a competi-
tive  market  environment  where
unprofitable firms are driven out of
business is  a key element in  the
transition, yet the corollary is ine-
vitably  large-scale job  losses and
higher  unemployment,  given the
high level of company  indebtedness
and widespread over-manning
which exists.
These  problems  have repercussions
on neighbouring regions, including
the Community. Economic  and pol-
itical  stability  in  Central  and
Eastern Europe is important for the
long-run  development of Western
Europe as well as for the East.
Outline
This  chapter  examines develop-
ments in  Central  and Eastern
Europe since the process  of reform
began, but  focuses on changes in
employment, unemployment and
real incomes  in 1991  -  the first full
year of reform in a number of coun-
tries. It  outlines the factors which
have combined to cause  recession,
reviews the  transition  process so
far, describes  labour market devel-
opments and the measures  taken to
combat rising  unemployment  and
increasing poverty, and considers
the  prospects for  output  and em-
ployment during L992.
The focus of the analysis is on the
five Central and Eastern European
countries for which it is at present
possible to collect reasonably
reliable data -  Bulgafra, Czechos-
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fixed by criteria  which were as
much  social or  administrative
as  economic and  which  bore
little  relationship to the under-
lyrng  patterns  of  supply  and
demand; as a result, except  for
Hungary  where  price  controls
were less extensive, they were
characterised  by  repressed
inflation  which  manifested  it-
self in  shortages and  queues,
and  by  an  inefficient  deploy-
ment  of  labour  including  the
misuse and under-development
of specialist  skills;
all, with  the exception of Hun-
gary  and  to  some  extent
Poland, had virtually  no market
sector, formal  or informal,  and
therefore  had  limited  experi-
ence of  how  markets  and
competition  -  work;
all were locked into the COME-
CON trade system, dominated
by the former Soviet Union; as
a result, export production was
geared towards  satisfying this
largely unsophisticated  market'
after sustaining  relatively  high
growth  during  the  1970s, all
experienced  low growth during
the  1980s, especially in  the
years immediately  prior  to the
start of the reform process;  this
helped to  create the  economic
conditions  for  reform,  it  also
meant that  there was relatively
little  to fall back on in the event
of a decline in  economic  activ-
itv;
partly  because of  low  output
growth,  all  had  accumulated
high  levels  of  external  debt
which,  in  a  number  of  cases,
continue to pose  acute servicing
problems; for all the countries,
gaining  access to  additional
foreign credit has meant agree-
ing  internal  economic policy
with  the  World  Bank  and  in
some  cases  the IMF.
All  Central and Eastern European
economies  are relatively  under-
developed  in  terms of economic
structure.  Most  still  have large
agricultural  sectors  and, in terms of
the income  per head,  even  the most
prosperous parts  are more com-
parable with  the poorer regions of
the Community than with the Com-
munity as a whole.
Nevertheless, there are important
differences  between  the countries of
Central  and Eastern Europe in
terms of their  economic  base and
their  productive  efficiency which
have affected the  extent to which
they are able to secure  finance from
external sources  (Bulgaria  and
Romania have been much less suc-
cessful  in this aspect  than the other
three countries).
These characteristics have affected
what  the different  countries could
have  been  expected  to achieve  in the
initial  stages of transition.  They
also indicate that the achievement
of a sustainable  pattern of economic
development and employment cre-
ation has to be considered very
much as a long-term process.  In
the  event, external  events have
conspired to lower expectations
even further  and have added




The beginning of the reform process
coincided  with  the breakdown both
of the COMECON system of man-
aged trade which governed a major
proportion of each  country's exports
and of the Warsaw Pact which sus-
tained  a high  level of military
expenditure and production. It also
coincided with  the  collapse of the
former  Soviet Union  and the
shrinkage of its market  which, for
all  countries  (especially Bulgaria
and Romania) was the  principal
source  of export earnings.
The reduction in  trade between
Central  and Eastern European
countries  has greatly  affected
export industries,  and reduced
what  each country  could afford
to import.  It  has accelerated
the  search for  alternative  export
markets and has intensified compe-
tition  for those markets. Although
all countries have expanded  exports
to countries in the West, especially
Hungary and Poland,  none  has suc-
ceeded in  compensating for  the
enormous  loss of export earnings -
or import  credits  from COME-
C  ON  trade  and  most  have
experienced  a worsening of already
severe foreign debt problems. In
1991,  the reduction  in exports  to the
former centrally-planned economies
amounted  to over  40Vo  in the case  of
Poland, for example, and over 207o
in the case  of Czechoslovakia,  while
for Bulgaria, the level of exports to
these countries was around 60Vo
lower than had been  expected  at the
beginning of the year.
After years of selling into protected
markets,  all  Central  and Eastern
European countries face the prob-
lem of trying  to produce goods  and
services  which are both competitive
on world markets and not subject  to
import  quotas (agricultural  pro-
duce, textiles  and clothing, which
tend to feature prominently in their
exports, tend also to be limited  by
quota arrangements). At  the same
time, growth in the Community as
well as in the rest of the world has
slowed, depressing the  potential
size  of export markets open  to thetn.
The  countries in  the  region have
also had to contend with  the Gulf
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War  and its  repercussions  on the
energy market.  For  Bulgaria  and
Romania, which had special  agree-
ments on energy supply with  Iraq,
this has been  especially  damaging.
These developments would have
been sufficient  in  themselves
to  depress economic activity  in
Central  and Eastern Europe. In
practice, they  have reinforced the
deflationary  impetus of restrictive
fiscal and monetary policies  and the
dislocation of the established sys-
tem of production which the reforms
have entailed. Through  the  close
trade  linkages  between the  coun-
tries, they have both deepened  and
helped  to spread  the recession.
Economic  policy
Economic policy in all of the coun-
tries  has been dictated largely  by
the reform process  and the worsen-
ing  external  situation.  Fiscal and
monetary policy emphasis  has been
on restraining demand in order to
contain the  increase in  prices as
controls were removed and to limit
the  deterioration  in  the  external
balance  as exports  have declined  -
or ideally to achieve  a trade surplus
in order to senrice  foreign debt.
On the monetary side,  interest rates
were increased  in 1991  throughout
the region and maintained  at rela-
tively high levels in nominal terms
so as to  restrict  the  expansion
of credit,  to  as high  as 54Vo  in
Bulgada,  although they remained
negative in real terms. Even where
there was some  easing  of policy dur-
ing the year, it was not sufficient to
counter the recessionary impetus.
In  Czechoslovakia, for  example,
although  interest  rates were
reduced from 24Vo  to ITVo  after the
first  quarter  of  1991 and credit
controls were eased,  the knock-on
effects  of the initial  restriction led to
an  accelerating decline in  output
during the year.
On  the  fiscal  side, the  common
aim has been  to reduce  the budget
deficit  and government borrow-
itg,  or at least to prevent them
increasing significantly. This has
been combined with  the  addi-
tional aim of reducing the burden
of taxation  (around  35-45Vo  of
GDP overall -  low by Community
standards) especially  on profits -
in order to improve incentives. As
a result, the burden of adjustment
has been  thrown largely onto pub-
lic  expenditure,  reinforcing  the
case for  reducing subsidies on
prices  and assistance  to non-profit
making enterprises.
At the same time, the fall  in real
income and the rise in unemploy-
ment has reduced  tax receipts and
increased the pressure on public
spending.  This has affected  public
sector  pay as well as programmes
of income  support and the relief of
poverty  essential not  only  to
minimise  social deprivation  but
also to maintain  support for the
reform process  itself. The finance
available for measures aimed at
strengthening  the  economy and
increasing the rate of  job creation
-  such as support for investment,
the creation of new enterprises or
training  and retraining  schemes
has, therefore, been severely
limited.
Output  developments
GDP has declined considerably in
all Central and Eastern European
countries. Throughout  the  region,
the fall in GDP between 1989 and
1991 was around.  207o  or more.
Moreover in all countries, with  the
partial  exception of Poland, where
the decline in  both years was
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broadly the same,  GDP fell by signi-
ficantly more in 1991  than in 1990.
In none of the countries was the fall
in  1991 less than  L|Vo  and in
Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria,  it
reached I6-LTVo  in this year alone
(Graph  73). There  are) however,
signs  in some  sectors  of a slowdown
in the rate of output decline  in 1992.
Within  GDP, the largest falls have
been in  industrial  production. In
1990, the fall was LTVo  or more in
three countries -  Poland (where it
reached 24Vo),  Romania and
Bulgaria  -  87o  in  Hungary  and a
modest 47o in  Czechoslovakia.  In
1991,  apart from Poland  (where  the
fall  was reduced to only  L2Vo)  all
countries experienced an even
larger reduction, of around 20Vo  or
more.
The decline in  output  has been
largely  concentrated in  manufac-
turing  throughout the region, with,
for example, electrical engineering,
non-ferrous  metals  and  clothing
showing  falls of aroun  d 407o  in 1991
alone in  Czechoslovakia and with
steel as well as electrical engineer-
ing showing falls of a similar size  in
Bulgaria.
Although less  hit by recession  than
industry,  agricultural  production
has also tended to decline in most
countries, by, for  example, 27o  in
Poland in 1991,  IUVo  in  Czechoslo-
vakia  and  ISVo  in  Bulgaria
(although some  of this decline  is the
result  of transfers of activity  from
this sector  to others).
The decline  in output, as  noted ear-
lier, has been  partly due  to external
factors. Recent movements in  the
value of trade flows tend to be mis-
leading, however, because  of the
large shift  from  essentially barter
to hard  currency trade within  the
region itself, and between  the coun-
tries  in  the  region  and the  new
republics of the  former  Soviet
Union.  Nevertheless the  figures
indicate that  in  two countries,
Czechoslovakia  and Romania,
the  dollar  value  of exports either
fell  in  1991 or  remained roughly
unchanged,  while Poland and Hun-
gary experienced  growth of exports
and an even bigger increase in im-
ports, despite  the large reduction in
internal demand.
Indeed in  all  countries, although
much less  inCzechoslovakia  (where
imports were kept down by a very
low exchange rate, taxes and
quotas) than  elsewhere, imports
have grown considerably as a share
of domestic  expenditure.  This, how-
ever, has added to the pressure on
exporters and  could create much
greater  financing  problems when
output in these countries begins to
recover.
Large  and smatt
enterprises
The fall  in  GDP has been concen-
trated  in  the  state enterprises
which,  in  all  countries, are still
predominantly  responsible for
industrial  output. Although the pri-
vate  sector has expanded rapidly
since the reforms began, in none of
the countries (not even in Hungary
and Poland where it  has grown by
most) has its growth been sufficient
to compensate  by more than a rela-
tively small amount for the decline
in the output of state  enterprises.  In
HungdW, for  example, where the
number of private (limited liability
and joint-stock)  companies in-
creased  to around 53 000 in  1991
from only 15 000 in 1989,  it is esti-
mated that  private  sector growth
moderated the decline  in output in
1991  which  amounted to some
LSVo  -  by only about  2-BVo.In  Cze-
choslovakia,  where expansion  of  the
private  sector was even more dra-
matic in 1991,  estimates of its con-
tribution to growth are very similar.
The limited  contribution  of small
firms  to  output  reflects  the  fact
that, in all countries, the private
firms  which  have been estab-
lished are mostly very  small. fn
Hung dty, 7  37o  of all enterprises in
1991  employed  less  than 20  people
and in  addition  there were
another half  million  businesses,
with  probably  no or few em-
ployees,  with  no legal status. fn
Czechoslovakia, there were
1.3 million  small  private  firms
registered  by the end of 1991,  yet
only 900 000 of these were really
trading  and half  of the  owners
involved  worked  only  part-time
(even so a million  new full-time
jobs  were  created  in just one  year).
In  Romania, there  were  around
900 000 employed in  the private
sector, under  LUVo  of the total
work force at this time, while in
Bulgaria there were 199 000  firms
which  employed just  280  000
people in total and which for the
most part  had not yet  started
trading.
While some  of the finance for crea-
ting private firms came  from abroad
in all countries, the influx of foreign
capital in most areas of the region,
partly depressed  by recession  in the
West, has been relatively small so
far  especially in  Bulgaria  and
Romania -  even though there are
a number  of examples of high-
profile  j  oint  venture  s in  all
countries.
Neither the creation of private com-
panies  nor the inflow of capital from
abroad has succeeded,  however, in
preventing fixed investment, which
is of critical importance for restruc-
turing, from declining by more than
GDP (and by more than consump-
tion).  In  Hungdty,  the  decline
between 1989 and 1991 was over
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25Vo, in  Czechoslovakia  over  307o,
and in Romania  almost  607o.
Employment
Assessing employment develop-
ments  involve  s an  element
of uncertainty  in  all  Central
and Eastern European countries.
Although  there is complete data
on employment  activity  in  the
state sector  -  which is, however,
contracting -  this is not the case
for the expanding private  sector,
where collecting details of the
numbers employed is much less
straight-forward.  All  countries
have established sample surveys
to deal with  the problem and are
in  the  process of implementing
labour  force surveys. Until  the
results of these come available,
however, the  figures  inevitably
involve  a variable,  and largely
unknown,  margin  of  error
(although  this  affects the  quar-
terly more than the annual data).
Sample surveys,  however,  will not
pick  up  people working  in  the
informal economies  of these  coun-
tries, who in most cases  seem  to
have  become  much  more
numerous since the transition
began.
Whatever  the  estimation  difficul-
ties that exist, it is clear that the fall
in output has reduced employment
significantly throughout the region.
Moreover, with  the possible  excep-
tion  of Poland, where the  rate  of
decline has been relatively  stable,
the  reduction  seems to  have in-
creased as the transition  has
progressed.  Thus, in  Poland and
Czechoslovakia  the numbers in em-
ployment fell by some 87o  between
1989 and 1991, in  Hungary bY
around LUVo  and in Bulgaria bY as
much as 20Vo.  In  Romania, where
there was a small rise in  employ-
ment in  1990, employment fell  bY
just over LVo  in 1991  (Graph7[).
Virtually  all  of the  reduction  in
employment has been the result of
job losses in  state enterprises. In
Hungä|Y, for example,  employment
in  firms  with  more  than  50 em-
ployees  -  which are predominantly
state-owned  -  fell by 167o  in 1991.
In Czechoslovakia,  employment fell
by  LSVo  in  state and  co-operative
concerns employing over 100
workers. Although  there has been
an expansion of employment in the
private sector  -  and although prob-
ably understated  in  the  official
statistics -  it has not been nearlY
enough to offset the decline in the
rest of the economy,  even  in the two
countries where the private  sector
is most important.  In  Poland, for
example, the numbers employed in
private  companies rose by around
563 000 during 1991  -  an increase
of some 30Vo  -  but this  compares
with  an  overall  reduction  of  over
one and a half  million  in  state
and other organisations. SimilarlY,
in Hungary, the additional jobs cre-
ated in the private sector  amounted
at most to 20-257o  of the reduction
elsewhere  in the economy.
Manufacturing
employment
As would  be expected  from  the  fall
in output,  the major  loss ofjobs  has
been in  manufacturing,  where  em-
ployment  in  1991 declined  by
aroundL|To  in Hungdry,  Czechoslo-
vakia  and  Bulgaria  and  by  only
slightly  less (7-87o) in  Poland  and
Romania  (Graph  75).  Moreover
these  figures  probably  understate
the  real  decline  since  manufactur-
ing  is  defined  to include  a number
of service  activities,  such  as repair
and  maintenance,  which  are
increasingly  carried  out  by  small
private  firms  and  which  are  likely
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to have shown an increase in em-
ployment.
Nevertheless the fall  in  employ-
ment in manufacturing in 1991  as
in  1990,  though substantial, was
significantly  less than  the  fall
in  output  in  all  the  countries.
The clear implication is that the
reduction in jobs was the result of
falling  production and not  of an
improvement in  the efficiency of
employing labour. fndications
are, therefore, that  the consider-
able over-manning which  is a
feature of  most of these  economies
has not been greatly reduced.
Since, however, employment
always tends to lag behind output
changes, which  have been sub-
stantial throughout the region, it
may be that  a major part of the
adjustment  of employment to
lower output is still to occrrr.
Agricultural  employment
In  Czechoslovakia  and Hung  &ty,
the  reduction in  employment in
percentage  terms seems  to have
been even greater in  agriculture
in 1991  (207o  in the first, L37o  in
the second)  while, in  Bulgaria,
although lower, it  was still  sub-
stantial  (  13  7o).  However, these
figures -  especially  in the former
two  cases  significantly  over-
state  the  fall  which  has
undoubtedty occurred because
part of the reduction results from
the  statistical  reclassification of
manufacturing  and  service acti-
vities  (especially repairs) from
agriculture to these  other sectors.
In  Poland, employment declined
by  slightly  less than  the  fall  in
manufacturing  in  both  1990 and
1991  while in Romania  (where  the
policy of returning  land to former
owners,  combined  with fewer  jobs
in industry, seems  to have had an
effect) it  remained more or less
unchanged.
Senrice  employment
The loss of jobs in industry  and
agriculture  does not  appear to
have  been  compensated  by  job cre-
ation in services  -  a sector  which,
under  the  former  economic
regime, was significantly  under-
developed.  While employment in
this  sector either rose slightly  or
remained broadly unchanged in
19  9  0 throughout  the regioo,
according to the official statistics
it fell in all countries  in 1991  -  by
LLTo  in  Bulgaria, \Vo in  Poland
and 2.5-3.57o  in  Romania, Cze-
choslovakia and Hung ary. These
figures, however, should be
treated with  a good deal of cau-
tion. Since private sector activity
tends to be concentrated in  this
area, data problems are most
acute in  that  an unknowo,  but
possibly  significant, proportion of
employment  in unregistered  busi-
nesses as well  as the  informal
economy  goes  unrecorded.  Never-
theless  the figures may be at least
indicative of no great upsurge in
service  employment.
There are, however, apparent dif-
ferences  in trends within the service
sector, äs well  as some differences
in  experience between countries.
Thus financial  senrices,  which  are
under-developed throughout  the
region,  show  increased  employment
in  all  countries  where  data  are
available, and transport,  distribu-
tion and catering show a decrease
(although the reliability  of the data
is probably at its worst in this  area
given the comparative ease of set-
ting  up  business). In  health  and
education, the experience  is mixed
-  with Poland and Romania show-
ing an increase in  employment in
both 1990  and 1991,  with the other
three  countries showing a small
decline (2-37o between 1989 and
1gg1).
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Differences exist as regards public
administration.  Bulgaria  in  par-
ticular  is  showing a considerable
reduction (almost 207o  between
1989 and 1991)  while Czechoslova-
kia,  Poland and Romania are
showing  some  increase  (aroundL2%o
between 1989 and 1991).  The
figures, however, except  for Bulga-
ria,  include  armed forces which
have declined everywhere, but not
by enough in the latter three coun-
tries  to  offset the  rise  in  public
administration  proper. While there
might  seem to be some scope  for
employment reductions in this area
as a result of the dismantling of the
apparatus and bureaucracy  of a con-
trol economy,  there has at the same
time been  a significant development
of regional  authorities  as paft  of
decentralisation, and an increased
need for the administration  of new
systems of taxation,  social welfare




The share of services in  total  em-
ployment increased in all countries
between 1989 and 1991-.  With  the
exception of Poland and Romania,
moreover, the increase was signifi-
cantly  greater  than  the  average
growth  that  had  occurred in  the
1980s, before the  reform  process
started (Graph 76).  As is clear  from
the above,  however,  this increase  in
share is more the result of the fall
in employment in other sectors  than
an acceleration in  the  rate  of job
creation in services.
This fall in industrial  employment
was also largely responsible  for the
share of employment in agriculture
increasing in the three countries in
which  it  was  already  highest
Poland, Bulgaria  and Romania
between 1989  and 1991,  so revers-
ing the trend decline  experienced  in
the 1980s.
Compared with  the Community as
a whole, the share  of employment in
services  remains low in all Central
and Eastern  European countries.
This is especially tnre of Romania,
where senrices  account  for less  than
307o  of employment. If comparison
is made with  two  of the less
developed Community  States
Portugal  and  Greece  the  dif-
ference is less marked. Indeed, in
both Hungary and Czechoslovakia,
the share of employment in serrrices
(at 49Vo  and 47Vo)  was about the
same as Portugal  and only slightly
less  than Greece.
Women in the
labour  market
Women have occupied, and con-
tinue  to occupy, a more importAnt
position in  the workforces of most
Central  and Eastern  European
countries than  is  the  case in  the
Community.  Unadjusted  data  on
activity  rates, however, tend  to
overstate the  difference, partly
because  in  Central  and Eastern
Europe the figures for employment
include  women on maternity  and
childcare leave, irrespective of how
long this lasts (it can  be up to three
or more years in some  countries).  It
is also  because  a significant number
of women over retirement äge,  who
are not  included in  working-age
population  defined as all those
between school-leaving  and retire-
ment age  -  remain in employment.
The second  of these two factors is
difficult  to allow for, though it  also
affects the  Community  figures
defined  in this way. InCzechoslova-
kia,  for  example, around L07o  of
women in the labour force  were over
retirement age  -  55 -  in 1989,  as
compared  with 9Vo  aged  55 and over
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in the Community. Once  account  is
taken  of the  first  factor,  the  dif-
ference between the  Community
and Central and Eastern Europe is
narrowed and, in sorne  cases,  disap-
pears completely.
Thus in the Community, just under
657o  of women of working-age  (here
defined as  those  between 15 and 55
the  same definition  as for  the
Central  and Eastern European
countries) are officially recorded  as
part of  the labour force  (in the sense
of either being in work or seeking
employment). This  is  almost the
same  as  in Poland  and Czechoslova-
kia  (where as noted below the
proportion has recently fallen). In
Romania, Hungary  and Bulgaria,
however, activity  rates  of women
are much higher at around 8L-827o
in the first two countries  an  d7  47o  in
the third (Graph 77).
These higher  rates of participa-
tion  partly  reflect the  situation
under the former regimes, espe-
cially in  Romania and Bulgaria,
where, in  general, all people
capable  of work were expected  to
contribute  to the productive
effort. However, they also reflect
economic  and social systems
geared to facilitating  the employ-
ment of wom€r, not only through
the provision of support services
but also  through providing easier
access  to job opportunities.
Since the reform, a significant  re-
duction in  activity  rates among
women is evident in Bulgarta, Cze-
choslovakia  and HungdW, perhaps
in part  as a result of women over
retirement  age having  more diffi-
culty  in  remaining  employed, but
also because fewer young women
are recorded as active, since they
have no incentive to  register  as
unemployed  (see  below).  In Poland
and Romania, on the other hand,
activity rates have risen slightly.
Men in the
labour  market
For men, activity  rates have fallen
since  1989  in all countries,  although
the falls have been relatively  small
(except  in Bulgafra, where the rate
seems to have fallen  from  837o  to
68Vo).  To some  extent, this general
fall is a consequence  of men disap-
pearing  from  the  employment
statistics as they lose their jobs in
the state sector.  In some  cases,  they
may move into jobs in  the private
sector which  are not recorded
because the  employing firm  con-
cerned  is not registered (which is a
means of avoiding tax  and social
contributions). In other cases,  they
may be genuinely  out  of work
although not  considered as avail-
able for employment, and thus not
counted in  the  unemployment
figures, or recorded  as  being active,
because  they do not register.
In  yet  other cases,  they  may be
working abroad,  legally or illegally,
but again not counted  in any statis-
tics.  In  Czechoslovakia, for
example, of the fall in the recorded
male labour force of 300 000
between 1989 and 199  t,  some
50 000 are estimated to be working
abroad legally, mainly in Germany
and Austria,  while  a further  100-
200 000 are thought to be working
abroad illegally.
Unemployment
unemployment, the inevitable con-
sequence  of the transition to market
economies,  has risen rapidly  and
continuously throughout the region
as employment has declined. For
similar  reasons as in  the Com-
munity,  this rise in unemployment
is not always fully  reflected in the
registered unemployment figures.
Nevertheless, !,h. registration
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figures  do show unemployment
reaching I4Vo  in Bulgaria  and L27o
in  Poland by  March  1992, almost
I\Vo in  Hungary  and  6r/z in
Czechoslovakia (Graph  78).
Although the rate in Romania was
still  under  \Vo at this  time if  only
marginally -  this figure almost cer-
tainly understates the true position.
It leaves  out of account  not only the
substantial numbers thought not to
register, but  also around 1 million
employees,  some LUVo  of the work
force, who were given 2-3 months
leave (termed "technical unemploy-
ment") at 60Vo  of  their wage  in 1991.
IJnemployment in  the  region  as
a whole has, therefore, risen from
virtually  zero at  the beginning  of
1990 in  Poland and at the end of
1990 in  the  other  four  countries
(unemployment in  three  of them,
Czechoslovakia,  Bulgaria  and
Romania, not being officially recog-
nised as such before  then) to levels
which are similar to or above  those
prevailing  in  the  Community  in  a
remarkably  short  space of time.
Moreover, except  in Czechoslovakia
where  unemployment  fell  in  the
first  few  months  of  L992, recent
figures show little  tendency for the
rate of increase  to slow.
The rise in  unemployment is pre-
dominantly the result of a reduction
in  employment and owes little  to
any imbalance between the  skills
offered by the  people out of work
and those  required by employers.  As
the  numbers  of unemployed have
increased dramatically,  the  num-
bers of job vacancies  have declined
at  a similar  rate  and are now at
minimal  levels -  only 2-BVo  of the
number of unemployed  throug-
hout  the  region. Although  the
figures for notified vacancies  are far
from comprehensive,  covering only
a fraction of vacant jobs in the pri-
vate sector, they  are nevertheless
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opened  op between the supply and
demand  for labour.
Although an imbalance in the skills
on offer by those out of work is not
a major cause  of unemployment, it
remains the  case that,  the less
skilled the individual, the more dif-
ficulty  they  have had  in  finding
employment. Thus  the  unemploy-
ment rate for unskilled  workers is
significantly higher than for skilled
workers  or  professionals throug-
hout  the  region, even though in
some countries, such as Hungdty,
there are now inore skilled workers
out of work -  because  of  job losses
-  than unskilled. In  Czechoslova-
kia,  whereas the  unemployment
rate  among university  graduates
was just  under  47o at  the  end of
1991,  it was L67o  for skilled  workers
with  only  a school-leaving certifi-
cate. Similarly,  in  Bulga  ria,
specialist  people  with higher educa-
tion  accounted for  only  7Vo  of the
total unemployed  in March 1992  as
opposed  to L67o  in December  1990.
In all countries in the region, with
the  exception of HungdW, unem-
ployment among women has risen
to a higher rate than for men (par-
alleling  the situation  in  the
Community)  although  the  dif-
ference,  at around L%o,  is smaller
(Graph 7g).It is not clear  whether
this reflects the relative importance
of women in  activities' in  which
employment has declined most, or
whether it reflects a greater willing-





Young people have been most
affected by the  reduction  in
employment  opportunities
throughout Central and Eastern
Europe, especially those joining
the  labour  market  for  the  first
time. As in  the  Community,  the
unemployment  rates for  young
people  under 25 are  in many areas
in the region twice, or more, the
rate for the rest of the workforce.
In  Czechoslovakia,  for  example,
the rate for those under 20 years
old was 3I7o at the last  count
while, for those aged  between 20
and 24, it  averaged IIVo. This
compares  with a rate of around 57o
for the rest of the workforce.
In Poland, the rate for under 25s
at the end of 1991 was well over
double the  rate  for  older age
groups. Moreover, these figures
almost certainly  understate the
true  extent  of unemployment
among the young in a number of
cases.  This is because  they relate
only  to those registering,  and
because  since a lower propor-
tion  of the young are eligible  for
benefits than is the case  for older
age  groups,  because  they have not
previously  worked  the  incen-
tive to register is less.  The reason
for  the  disparity  between youth
and adult unemployment rates is
straight-forward  if  fewer new
jobs are being created,  those  com-
ing onto the labour market for the
first time tend to be hit  hardest.
MZ6  unemployrnent.  rafes  in  Central  and
Eastern Europe, March  1992
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Moreover, the longer  job creation
remains low, the  longer people
will  tend to remain  unemployed
and the  greater, therefore, the
rise in long-term unemployment.
This is beginning to be a feature
of all countries in the region, even
though  the  period since unem-
ployment emerged  as  a problem  is
short.
In Hungary, those  unemployed  for
more than  360 days increased
from  only 7Vo  of the total in July
1991 to  I57o in  March L992. In
Czechoslovakia,where  unemploy-
ment  began to emerge only just
over a year previously, the num-
ber unemployed for more than  a
year stood  at over 57o  in the same
month, while those  out of work for
more than 6 months had reached
over 357o.  Similarly  in Bulgaria,
at the end of January 1992, 24Vo
of the unemployed  had been  out of
iiliäiiiiiiiiri  ."j
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work for more than 6 months and
77o  for over 9 months.
Among the long-term unemployed,
a'hard-core'  has  emerged  consisting
of people  who pose  special  employ-
ment  difficulties,  such as the
handicapped or gypsies, as in  the
Community. It is these  people,  who
were absorbed into  employment
under the former system because  of
acute labour shortages,  who were
among  the first to lose  theirjobs and
who face the  biggest problems in
finding new ones.
Regronal  unemployment
Although  unemployment  is  a
general problem in  most coun-
tries,  some regions have been
much more affected than  others.
These are predominantly  regions
in which agriculture  accounts for
a high  share of activity,  or in
No  ,Rornäffii1,9gq{'s'''liel:ra  1.9$
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which heavy industries  or basic
industries  such as textiles are in
decline.  By contrast,  capital cities
and the  regions surrounding
them,  where  services are rela-
tively  important,  tend  to have
relatively low rates.
In  Poland, unemployment rates
are highest  in  the  North  and
West: in  Polnocno-Wschodni,
which is predominantly agricultu-
ral and which had unemployment
of almost I77o  in March L992,  and
Srodkowy, where traditional  tex-
tile industries are important  and
where the rate was I6Vo  (Map 26).
In  Czechoslovakia, unemploy-
ment  generally  inc  reases the
further East one  goes.  Thus in Slo-
vakia  where the level of
economic development is lower
than  in  the  Czech republic  and
where a high proportion of  produc-
tion  is  in  agriculture  and basic
industries -  unemployment aver-
aged L2-L37o  in  March  1992, äs
compared with  West Bohemia
where  it  was TVo  and Prague
where it was only just over I7o.
In Hung äty, rates are highest at
around L57o  in  the industrial
North-East and lowest,  below  67o,
in the North-West  around Buda-
pest, with  its high concentration
of service  industries.
In Romania, as  in Czechoslovakia,
unemployment  is highest  in  the
East, in  Northern  and Southern
Moldavia,  which  are predomi-
nantly  rural  with  relatively  few
productive activities  offering job
opportunities, where it  was
around TVo  in  March  Lg92 and
where the migration  of labour to
other regions has declined signifi-
cantly. It was  lowest,  at under 47o,
in  Bucharest and the  Central
region,  again  reflecting  the  im-
portance  of services.
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In  Bulgaria,  it  is the  South-West
regions of Plovdiv  and the  Sofia
district  with  rates of L97o  and
L67o  in  March  L992  and  the
North-West  region  of Michailov-
grad (L6Vo),  which have the highest
unemployment.  Sofia,  itself, has  the
lowest  rate (97o).
Certain  areas within  regions are
even  more affected.  In Bulgaria, for
example, there  are municipalities
in  the  South-West of the  country
where  unemployment  was  over  307o
at the beginning of 1992, while in
some  districts of Slovakia, the rate
reache  d 207o.
Real wages and
inflation
The upsurge in inflation  which has
occurred in  all  countries  as price
controls were removed has eroded
real  incomes and created major
problems for governments seeking
to protect those most affected.  The
timing,  pattern  and  scale of the
increase  in inflation, however, has
varied  significantly  between coun-
tries,  depending on the timing  of
price liberalisation,  the  extent to
which  prices  were  already
influenced  by  market  forces and
prevailing economic  conditions.
In Poland, after price controls were
removed, inflation  increased to an
average  of  just under 6007o  in 1990
while, in  Bulgafra, it  rose to over
3007o  in  1991 and in  Romania to
around 2007o  (Graph 80). By con-
trast,  in  Hun gary, where the
liberalisation  process started ear-
lier  and was spread over a longer
period of time, inflation  has
remaine  d below 407o,  and in
Czechoslovakia the  increase has
been limited to below 707o,  despite
liberalisation  taking  place more
quickly.  In  all  countries, inflation
fell after the initial  removal of the
majority  of controls and, at  the
beginning of 1992, was continuing
to decline  towards more acceptable
levels throughout  the  region with
the possible exception of Romania
(where the  data are relatively
uncertain),  although  it  remains
high  everywhere (although  there
are signs of inflation  moving
towards single figures in Czechoslo-
vakia).
Although  all  governments in  the
region attempted to  protect real
wages  from the worst effects  of price
increases by allowing nominal
wages to  rise, they  all  accepted
the  need for  real  wages to  fall.
This was seen  as  necessary  in order
to  reduce excess  demand in  the
economy once goods and  services
became available for  purchase,
and so to contain the inflationary
spiral  and the  growth  of imports.
However, the rise in inflation  was
much greater -  except  possibly in
Hungary  than  was expected.
Moreover, the  fall  in  output  was
also much greater, so reducing the
finance available for protecting real
incomes.
Average real wages, therefore,
declined by  an estimated 277o  in
Poland in 1990  -  though they rose
slightly  in  1991  by 26Vo  in
Czechoslovakia  in 1991,  by around
L2Vo  in Romania  and by over  40%  in
Bulgaria (Graph 81). In Hung&|Y,
on the other hand, where the peak
in inflation  has been less, but had
existed for longer, the fall  in  real
wages  was only aroun  d,  \Vo  in 1991
(though 87o  between  the end  of 1990
and the end of 1991).  This came,
however, after  several years of
little,  or no, growth in average  real
wages.
Certain points can be emphasised.
Firstly, the movement of real wages
over  the recent  period  is not necess-
" üüätä"'"'öieaffi
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arily  a good indicator  of changes in
economic well-being  in Central  and
Eastern  Europe  because of  the
severe shortages  of goods and  ser-
vices  which  existed  in  many
countries  -  Hungary  and Czechos-
lovakia  are  exceptions  which
existed  before the  reforms  started.
People  may  have  suffered  a  sub-
stantial  erosion in the real value  of
their  measured  income  but,  at the
same time,  had  a greater  chance of
spending  what  money  they  had.
(This,  however,  is of little  consola-
tion  to the many  who  cannot  afford
to buy  the  new  goods appearing  in
the shops.)
Secondly,  average figures  conceal
major  variations.  Many  people
will  have  suffered  even  larger
reductions  in real wages than  the
average,  especially  those  em-
ployed in parts of the state sector.
Others  may  have  experienced
much  smaller  falls  or  even
increases, especially those with
income from abroad, those work-
ing  in  the  informal  economy or
those newly employed in the pri-
vate sector,  where average  wages
are estimated, in many cases,  to
be at least double those in other
parts  of the  economy. This  dis-
parity  in experience,  which is in
stark  contrast to the  stable pat-
tern  of wage relativities  in  the
years  before  the  reforms,
threatens to become  more import-
ant in the future.
A third  point, of unknown  import-
ance, is  that  all  the  countries,
although  to  markedly  different
extents, have informal  economies
which potentially  provide an addi-
tional, unmeasur€d, source of
income to a number of people.  This
is particularly  the case  for Hungary
and Poland, but much less tnre  of
Bulgaria and Romania.  It is diffrcult
to judge the extent to which infor-
mal activities have moderated the
decline  in real incomes,  though it is
unlikely  that income from informal
sources  has remained unaffected by
the scale  of reduction in measured
GDP which has occurred.
The  people suffering  the  biggest
falls in real income,  however, are in
the main those who have lost their




AII the countries in the region have
had to modify, and  extend,  their sys-
tems  of social protection to  take
account  of new circumstances.  In all
countries,  the  development of  an
effective social  safety net to prevent
widespread poverty has been seen
as a key element in -  and even a
condition  of  implementing  the
economic  reforms required for tran-
sition.
In  particular,  governments have
set  minimum wage  levels  for those
in  work  and have introduced
entitlement  to  benefit  for  those
affected  by  unemployment
(although  in  Hungdty,  a system
dates back to  1986 when a re-
employment benefit scheme  was
introduced). fn  general, the sys-
tems of unemployment benefit
adopted  have related the amount
of benefit receivable to the  last
monthly  wage earned when in
work, with the rates tending to be
around 50-707o  of this. For those
not previously in work -  because
they have j  ust left  school or
university  benefit has been
linked to the minimum wage.
There has also been a general
tendency  to seek  to reduce  benefit
expenditure as unemployment
increased and as the financial
Homania -noAuse'ühe*pffiua*enr+ottoo2.Or
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positions of governments have
deteriorated.  Eligibitity  criteria
have  been  tightened, the period  of
entitlement to benefit shortened,
and effective rates  of benefit
re  duce  d  in  mo  st  countrie  s
(Graph 82).
In Hungary, for example,  insurance
principles were introduced in
March 1991  to relate benefit entit-
lement  to  previous contributions,
while at the beginning of 1992, the
period of entitlement was reduced
by 257o.  fn Poland,  ä uniform rate of
cash  benefit,  equal  to aroundSÜTo  of
average earnings, was introduced
in March  L992 in place of the pre-
vious range of earnings-related
rates, reducing the average  amount
paid significantly.  In  Czechoslova-
kia,  in  January  1992, apart  from
graduates,  eligibility was restricted
to  those who had genuinely lost
their jobs and were actively seeking
another, and the period of entitle-
ment to benefi.t  was halved. As a
consequence  there has been a sub-
stantial  reduction in  the numbers
registered at labour offices  and the
numbers eligible for benefit.
This tightening, however,  has not
prevented acute financial  prob-
lems emerging as regards the
funding of payments to the grow-
ing  numbers of unemployed. In
three countries  Poland, Hun-
gary  and Bulgaria -  special  funds
financed by levies on employers
and those in  work  or just  on
enterprises in the case  of Bul garia
-  have been established  to meet
the cost  of unemployment.  But, as
the  cost has risen, finance has
proved inadequate necessitating
the  diversion of revenue from
other programmes  especially
active labour market measures
or, in the case of Bulgaria,
increases  in the rate of contribu-
tion required of those pa;ring into
the fund.
As the recession  persists and the
average duration  of unemploy-
ment  increases, governments in
the region are facing a new prob-
lem  how to support people
whose entitlement  to benefit has
ended. fn  Bulgaria, for example,
in  the first  quarter of L992, the
proportion of those registered as
unemployed who were entitled to
benefits fell from around 60Vo  to
397o  simply because  their  period
of entitlement  had  ended. Such
cases could become increasingly
numerous and the scale  of income
support could decline  markedly.
Other measures of social protec-
tion have also come  under closer
scrutiny as the recession  has con-
tinued.  fn  most  countries,
however, governments have tried
hard to contain the rise in poverty
resulting  from  the  decline in
national real income by uprating
minimum  wage levels and pen-
sions  so as to prevent them being
eroded by inflatiorl.  However,
while the minimum  wage level in
relation to the average wage has
been progressively increased in
Poland during the period of tran-
sition, from L2Vo  in 1989  to 367o  in
1991,  and in Hungary it remained
broadly constant in  1990 and
1991,'the  level in Czechoslovakia
was reduced  from 607o  of the aver-
age  wage  at the beginning of 1991
to 44Vo  by the end. In Romania,  it
was reduced  from 637o  to 5  L%o  and
in Bulgaria from 7  57o  to 427o  over
the  same period. In  the  latter
case, it  has resulted in  incomes
well below  basic  subsistence  level.
Partly because  of the higher than
expected inflation,  the minimum
level of pension declined relative
to the average  wage during 1991
in  all  countries  ) except for
Romania where it started off low.
'Given the substantial  fall  in the
real value of average wages dur-
ing  1991 in  all  countries apart
from Poland, it is clear that  pen-
sioners  as  well as  the unemployed
and those on minimum  wages
have been especially hard hit  in




All  governments have  introduced
active labour  market  measures in
response to  rising  unemployment
in  addition to passive payment of
unemployment benefits. The most
common action has been to set up
training  or retraining  programmes.
However, the  problem faced in
every country  is  not  only  that  of
finding sufficient funds and enough
qualified people  to execute  the pro-
grammes, but just  as importantly
determining  what kind  of training
should be giverl. Although it is clear
that  retraining  of many  of the
unemployed  is essential  if they are
to find work, and if the productive
potential  of the  economy is to be
improved,  the  critical  question of
what  kind  of skills  to provide
remains unresolved.
With  only ha,zy,  and general, ideas
about the  skills  which  will  be
required in the future as the transi-
tion  and economic recovery
proceeds,  targeting training  is diffi-
cult. In practice, the tendency is to
provide basic training  courses of
benefit only to those with  very low
skill  levels. A  further  problem  is
that, because  of the acute shortage
ofjobs, there is the probability that
those who  undertake  a  course of
training  may be no more likely  to
find  employment at  the  end of it
than before.
As a result  of these various prob-
lems, only  a small proportion of
the  unemployed have undergone
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retraining.  In  Czechoslovakia,
Bulgaria and Romania, only around
57o of those registering  as unem-
ployed in  1991 went  through  a
training course.
Other measures  which are common
throughout the region are:
o  support  to  help  and  encour-
age  aspiring  entrepreneurs,
especially those who are unem-
ployed,  to set  up businesses;
.  the creation of socially, or pub-
licly, useful  jobs;
o  subsidies to  employers to  en-
courage them  to employ young
people,  especially  graduates (in
Romania,  for  example, 60  or
707o  of their wage is covered  by
the State, although under 8Vo  of
those  graduating  were  helped
by this measure  in 1991);
o  subsidies for the employment of
handicapped  workers;
o  encouragement for  people  to
retire earlier.
Less common measures include;
subsidies to promote part-time
employment (in Hungary
where this  measure will  receive
increased emphasis in  1992);  the
subsidisation of short-time work-
ing  in  enterprises  experiencing
temporary  sales problems (in
Czechoslovakia).
Varied as these  measures are,  they
have helped only a small proportion
of the unemployed, partly because
the scale of expenditure which has
been  possible  is small in relation to
the  scale of the  problem. Because
the  growing numbers out of work
require income support, the funds
which governments  have been able,
or willirg,  to devote to active labour
market measures  are small relative
to  payments  to  the  unemployed.
In  Czechoslovakia, for  example,
income support for the unemployed
amounted  to 0.45Vo  of GDP  in 1991,
compared with  0.L47o  of GDP for
expenditure on active measures.
This  ratio  of spending between
passive and active measures
around 3:1 or 4:L  seems  to be
similar  in  Hungary  and Poland,
while  in  Bulgaria  over 90Vo  of all
expenditure on the labour market
in  1991 was absorbed in  paylng
unemployment benefit.
These figures  are  lower  in  both
cases than  the  averages for  the
Community (see  Chapter 7). Here,
in 1990,  income support for the un-
employed for  all  Member  States,
except Italy,  averaged just  under
LL/z%o  of GDP (as against  around
VzVo  of GDP in Central and Eastern
Europe in 1991).  At the same  time,
a slightly  higher  proportion  of
labour market expenditure goes  on
active measures (around a third  on
average as opposed  to a quarter or
less).  On the other hand, if compari-
son is made with  the lower income
countries of the Community,  with
Portugal  and Greece, the  level of
income  support is more comparable
(it was just  under 0.5Vo  of GDP in
Greece in  1990 when  unemploy-
ment was 77o,  about the same as in
Czeehoslovakia) though  relative
expenditure  on active labour  mar-
ket  measures tends to be much
higher in these two countries.
Although  all  countries seem to be
planning  to  shift  the  balance of
spending more towards active
measures in  1992, their  success
depends  critically on how much fur-
ther  unemployment increases and
how much, therefore, needs to be
paid  for  income support. At  the
same time, it is clear that if output
and  employment  continue  to  fall
as over the  recent  past,  active
measures in  themselves can only
have a very  limited  impact  on
unemployment.
Developments  in  Lggz
Data for the first quarter of 1992,  in
many  cases provisional, indicate
that  output  has continued to
decline, employment to be reduced
and unemployment to rise in most
parts of the region.
Although  for most countries there
are no quarterly  figures  available
for  GDP, estimates of industrial
production  show a  fall  of  around
20-25Vo  in  Czechoslovakia,  Bulga-
ria and Hungary between the first
quarter of 1991  and the first quarter
of 1992, while  in  Romania, the
decline  was L37o  and in Poland 97o.
Only in Poland and Czechoslovakia
is there  any sign of a moderation
in the rate of decline in industrial
output.
Employment  has also continued
to fall. In Bulgaria and Czechoslo-
vakia,  the numbers employed in
the first  quarter of 1992 were 18-
I97o less than  a year earlier.
Although  the figures relate solely
to those  employed  in the state and
cooperative sector, expansion of
employment in the private sector
could not feasibly compensate  for
a fall on this scale.  In  Czechoslo-
vakia, however, there appears to
have been very  little  fall  in  em-
ployment  between the  last
quarter of 1991  and the first quar-
ter  of  1992, which  is  not
necessarily a favourable sign
given the  significant  over-man-
ning which still exists in the state
sector.
In the other three countries, the fall
in employment in the first  quarter
of  1992 as compared with  a year
earlier was less pronounced, &t
around MVo.
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The continuing decline  in employ-
ment  was  accompanied  by a
further  rise in  unemployment in
all countries, apart from Czechos-
lovakia  where  there  was a
marginal reduction in the rate (a
decline in  the  rate  for women
more than offsetting a small rise
in the rate for men). The rise in
the first three months of L992  was
especially  marked in Bulgaria and
Hung ary, dt  over 2 percentage
points, though in the former, this
represented a fall  in  the rate  of
increase.  In Romania, the rate of
increase was much greater than
during  1991, suggesting  perhaps
the  beginning  of convergence  to
levels  of  unemployment  in the rest
of the region.
On the inflation  front, the rate of
increase  in consumer  prices  in the
first quarter of 1992  seems  to have
slowed throughout  the region, in
Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia  con-
siderably (the rate  in  the  latter
falling to just over 167o  on a year
earlier as against a rate of 537o  in
the last quarter of 1991).  This was
accompanied  by a general moder-
ation in the rate of wage  inflation.
At  the  same time,  however, the
fall  in  real wages in  most coun-
tries  Poland is an exception  -
either slowed  or was reversed.  In
Bulgaria  and  Czechoslovakia,
average real  wages in  the  first
quarter  of  L992 were seemingly
higher than a year earlier.
Employment
prospects
In  all countri€  s, the general
expectation is  that  employment
will continue  to decline  and unem-
ployment will continue to increase
in L992.  Even in  Czechoslovakia,
where  the  out-turn  for  the  first
quarter was relatively favourable,
the  expectation is for more job
losses  to occur  in the state sector
as privatisation proceeds.
In all countries, the main thrust  of
policy will remain as  before  with the
emphasis on  the  continued
restraint  of inflation  especially
given the widespread plans to
reduce further  the remaining  sub-
sidies on prices and to loss-making
state enterprises (in Hungary price
controls have already been com-
pletely removed), and on avoiding
increases  in both budget and exter-
nal  deficits. While  governments
express their  intention  of giving
more emphasis  to the stimulation of
output  and employment, efforts in
this  direction  are conditional on
their  success  in maintaining  -  or
achieving -  financial stability  and
on funds being available for action
programmes.
The continuation  of the privatisa-
tion  process, and  even  its
acceleration,  is planned in all coun-
tries. In many cases,  the extension
of sales,  or leasing, of state enter-
prises  from the small to the medium
and larger sized units is foreseen.
The pace at which  such pro-
grammes  are  implemented,
however, will  continue  to  depend
on economic performance and will
be influenced by  movements in
employment and unemployment.  A
major  problem is  that  the  short-
term effect of privatisation  is likely
to be  to increase  job losses  and push
up unemployment even  more as the
enterprises  involved seek  to reduce
over-manning and other inefficien-
cies in pursuit of profitability.
A further problem is that privatisa-
tion, in  itself, does not guarantee
increased production or  even im-
proved efficiency. These depend
ultimately  not on the ownership of
the businesses,  but on how they are
organised and managed.  In agricul-
ture, in particular -  where the sale
and/or restitution  of state holdings
is planned in Hungary  and Bulga-
ria,  and has already occurred in
Romania -  privatisation could  well
lead to smaller units and less pro-
ductive use of land. fn industry, the
break-up of large State enterprises,
although  it  might  improve the use
of labour, might  also make it more
difficult  to  realise economies  of
scale, or achieve effective competi-
tion  on world  markets,  in  some
cases.
There ate, however, some  favour-
able signs for some countries, äs
noted above. Inflation  is coming
down and most, if  not all, price
controls have already been
remov€d, thereby eliminating  the
inflationary  threat  from  this
source. Some countries  Hun-
gary  and Poland especially,  and to
a lesser extent Czechoslovakia
have managed to achieve a signi-
ficant  shift  in  trade  from
COMECON to the West and there
is the possibility of some  recovery
in  world  trade growth in  L992.
Government finances, although
under immense strain, have
largely been kept under control.
Investment  from  abroad,
although small, is increasing.
On the  other hand, over-manning
remains widespread  throughout the
region, and the full repercussions  on
employment of the substantial fall
in  output  are still  to come. More-
over, the official forecasts for GDP
are,  at best,  for little fall in 1992  (in
Hungary and Poland) or for a lower
rate of decline than in  1991  in
Czechoslovakia,  where the  official
estimate is of 3-67o  fallin  GDP, and
in  BulgaÄa, where the fall  is only
expected  to be I07o.  Lfnemployment
is, therefore, likely  to continue to
increase in  all  countries at  least
during  1992, though possibly at a
slower rate than at the beginning of
the reform process.
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The longer-term outlook, however,
depends largely on the success  of
these countries in establishing effi-
cient  enterprise  s which  are
competitive on world  markets.
Investment from abroad is likely to
be an important  factor here -  as is
technical  and  financial  support
from the Community and elsewhere
through  measures such as the
PIIARE  programme. The growth of
inward  investment  and  external
support, however, is linked not only
to economic recovery in  the West,
but even  more to the continuation of
the reform process.  In  a very real
sense,  therefore, though the transi-
tional costs  might be high, there is
no turning back for any of the coun-
tries in the region.
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Chapter  6 Men andWomen
Market
o rn the Community  Labour
Labour market equality is a long way
rlow work, but still in lower-paid  jobs
of sectors.
off.More women
in a limited number
Introduction
Women make up SIVo  of the work-
ing  -age  population  in  the
Community,  but  account for  only
397o  of employment. Men make up
49Vo  of the working-age population
but account  for 617o  of emplo;rment.
This is despite  the fact that over the
past 20 years the  participation
among men in  the  youngest and
oldest age  groups has declined and
women  have  filled the major propor-
tion of new  jobs created.  With a low
or static growth of the working-age
population in  prospect throughout
the Community, however, the posi-
tion of women in the labour market
stands  to become  ever  more import-
ant in the years to come  if present
trends continlte.
This chapter seeks  to describe  the
relative position of men and women
in  the  labour  market  across the
Community from the available data
and to see  how far differences  have
narrowed -  or widened -  over the
recent past, especially over the
1980s.
Various aspects  of employment are
examined.  The first aspect  concerns
the  differences in  activity  rates
between men and women and the
factors -  such as changes  in family
structures, in  attitudes  towards
work  and in  women's education
levels -  which can explain recent
trends. This chapter also explores
the extent of differences in activity
rates between different age groups
in order to identify reasons  for vari-
ations in overall participation.
A second  aspect  concerns  employ-
ment  patterns  in  particular,
the  extent  to which  men and
women work in different areas of
economic  activity  across  the Com-
munity.  One objective is to  see
how far men and women tend to
be employed in  different  indus-
tries  and services, and whether
the tendency over time, with  the
increased  participation of women
in  the labour market  coupled
with  the  growth  of service acti-
vities  and the  decline of heavy
industry  has brought  about
convergence  or divergence  in em-
ployment patterns.
A related issue concerns  the
relative  importance of part-time
working  by men and women. In
several Member States in  the
North of the Community this is a
major feature of women's employ-
ment  and has a bearing  on the
quality of  jobs occupied  by women
and the terms  and conditions of
employment attached to them.
There are a number of questions
to be explored in  this  regard
how far increased  part-time work-
ing is a general feature of recent
economic  developments;  how far it
is the result of the growth of par-
ticular  trades; how far it  affects
men as well as women.
A further range of issues  concerns
the  relative  importance for  men
and women of different types and
forms of employment  tempor-
ary as  opposed  to permanent  jobs;
family  working  as opposed to
employment outside; self-employ-
ment  as  opposed  to  paid
employment. An important  ques-
tion  is  how  far  the  growth  of
women's employment has been
associated with  a change in  the
pattern of work in these  respects.
Another  is to  see how far  the
prevailing  pattern  in  the less
developed,  mainly Southern parts
of the Community -  where family
workitrg, in particular, has been a
structural  feature  of the  labour
market -  is tending to converge
towards  that  in  the  more
developed  areas.
A final  aspect addressed  concerns
wages  and salaries.  Lack of suitable
data is a major constraint, but the
aim is to identify the extent to which
rates  of pay for  men  and women
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differ  across the  Community  and
whether differences  have tended to
widen  or  narrow  over the  recent
past.
The conclusions  that can  be  drawn
from  the  analysis  are often not
clear  cut,  to a large extent because
of shortcomings  in the data which
are available.  The overall  im-
pression, however, is that  the
increasing role and importance of
women relative to men in terms of
employment  does  not appear  to be
reflected in  greater  equality  or
less segregation on the  labour
market  in  all  parts  of the  Com-
munity.  On  the  contr ary, the
evidence is  consistent with  the
view  that  the labour market  for
women  differs  in  a number  of
respects from  that  for  men. To
remove the  se differences and
achieve full  equality  of treatment
and opportunity is one of the key
cha[enges for thg future.
Activity  rates  of
men and women
Activity  rates  for  women have
increased  significantly over  the past
20 years in the Community. More-
over, in some  of the less-developed
regions,  where female activity rates
were very low, they have increased
faster than elsewhere.  In Spain and
Greece  the increases  in the 1980s  -
of the order of 25 percentage  points
-  were markedly higher than in the
1970s,  and substantially above  the
Community  average. In  Italy,  on
the other hand, the rate of increase
seems to have slowed since 1980
and was below that in the rest of the
Community. In Ireland, while some
acceleration in the rate of increase
is apparent, the rise was also less
than elsewhere.
Between 1985  and 1990,  60Vo  of the
additional jobs created  in the Com-
munity were taken by women either
entering the labour market for the
first  time or after an interruption.
Despite this  increase, however,
there  are still  fewer women than
men who participate  in the labour
market  in the Community. This is
true for all Member States and all
age groups. The extent of the dif-
ference, however, varies  greatly
between countries and between age
groups.
So far  as the comparison between
men and women  is concerned,  these
differences  reflect the different pat-
terns of activity  at different  ages  in
the  different  countries. Typically,
male participation  rates rise up to
the  mid-twenties, remain  stable
until  the  mid-fifties,  and then
decline. Although  these patterns
are changing  to  some degree, the
inverted u'  shape  predominates.
Female activity  at  different  ages,
however, varies much more widely
between countries. fn  two  coun-
tries, Denmark  and, to  a lesser
extent, France, the pattern is very
similar to the lJ-shape  for men, with
participation rates being very simi-
lar for all ages  between 25 and 50
and  then  progressively declining
(Graph 83).
In  several other countries, female
activity  is  characterised by  an
'M'-shaped curve, with  women in
the middle age-groups  having
stopped work  to bring  up children
and older women whose children
have grown up  having  resumed
work  again.  This  is  typically  the
case  in Germany, the Netherlands
and the UK (Graph 84).
In the remaining countries, women
typically  work between the ages of
20 and 25, and then stop work at
various ages thereafter  depending
largely on when they start  having
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86
the activity  rate profile  for women
in many Community  countries has
changed markedly  as rates have
risen  so that  the  typical  Patterns
described above are less Pro-
nounced  than they were 7 yearc ago
(Graphs  84-86).
What is not yet clear is whether the
changes  which have occurred pres-
age a move towards  a uniform
pattern  in  the  Community  and  a
general narrowing  of the still  sub-
stantial differences  in participation
rates between men and women in
most Member States.
In the younger age groups, those
under  25, activity  rates for men
and women are naturally  at their
closest.  Nevertheless,  the activity
rate for men aged  between 15  and
24 in the Community  as a whole
in  1990 was still  on average
aroun  d7 percentage  points  higher
than  that  for  women (587o  as
against  SLVo).  The gap ranges
from around I  percentage points
or  more in  the  three  Southern
Member States of Portugal, SPain
and Greece  as well as -  contrary
to the general pattern  in  the
UK,  to less than  3 percentage
points in the case  of Belgium, the
Netherlands and Luxembourg
(Graph 87).
In this age group, activity  rates are
generally much higher for married
than for single people.  In 1990,  the
activity  rate  for  married  women
under  25 in  the  Community  was
6L7o  as compared with  44.5Vo  for
single women, with  only Denmark
showing similar figures for both and
Germ arry  where the activity rate for
single women was higher than  for
married  women. For men the pro-
portions werc 947o  for married men
and 5I7o  for single  men.  This almost
certainly reflects differences in the
participation  of married and single
people  in higher education,  and the
CIifi
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corresponding  differences  in  their
need and capacity to earn income.
In the middle age  group of 25-49,
the  difference between activity
rates for men and women widens
sharply. With  the exception of
Denmark,  where the  difference
was only 5 percentage points in
19  9  0 (9  4Vo  for  men, SgVo  for
women) the activity  rate for men
in this age group was more than
25 percentage  points higher than
that  for  women in  all  Member
States (Graph 88). fn  Greece,
Spain, Ireland and Italy, the dif-
ference  was 40 percentage  points
or morc (94-967o  for men, 47-56Vo
for women).
For those  aged  50 and over,  activ-
ity rates decline  for both men and
women, but  the differences
between  them are even  more pro-
nounced, reflecting in  part  the
tendency  for women  in most coun-
tries to retire  earlier than  men,
even  though they live longer. Over
the  Community  as whole, the
activity  rate for men in  this  age
group was around double that for
women  in 1990  (67.\Vo  as against
33.57o).  Only in Denmark, France
and the UK was the difference  less
than 30 percentage  points (Graph
89).  fn Ireland and  Spain,  the rate
for men  was around 50  percentage
points  higher than for women  (71-
7  4Vo  as compared  with 22-237o).
The current low activity  rates for
women in  the  older age groups
reflect social attitudes that  were
formed in  early life. For older
generations in  most countries it
was not generally socially accept-
able for women to work at all, or
to  work  only  as long as it  was
judged necessary  to earn income.
As younger generations  of women
grow old€r, activity  rates are
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Much of the difference in  the Par-
ticipation of men and women in the
25-49  prime  working-age  group
arises because  married women
who represent the  majoritY  of
women in  this  group  have low
rates of activity,  especially in  the
less developed parts  of the  Com-
munity. fn 1990,  the activity rate of
married women  was around 407o  in
Spain and Ireland and some  507o  in
Italy and Greece  (Graph 90).  These
low rates do  not necessarily  indicate
that  women were not  workitrg,
rather  that  they  may  reflect a
failure  on the  paft  of the  Labour
Force Survey to identify  all  those
who were employed  within  the fam-
ily on an unpaid basis. Rates were
also relatively  low among married
women, however, in  a number of
more developed,  Northern  areas,
such as the Netherlands (547o)  and
Luxembourg (40Vo).
Activity  rates for  women in  the
over-50 age group also vary  mar-
kedly between married  and single
women. Over the CommunitY as a
whole, the  activity  rate  for  single
women in the 50-64 age  group is 15
percentage  points higher than that
for married women (47Vo  as against
327o)  and in Spain and Ireland, the
difference is around 30 percentage
points or more (Graph 91). OnlY in
Denmark  and the  UK  is the  rate
higher for married  than  for single
women.
Taking  care of children  is  onlY
part  of the  explanation  of why
activity  rates for married women
are less than  those for  single
women.  fn half the Member  States
in 1990,  there was no significant
difference between the  average
activity  rate  for  women in  the
25-49  age group  with  children
and those without  indeed in
some countries, the activitY rate
was higher for those with children
(Graph 92).
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The six Member States where this
was  the case  consist  of all the South-
ern European countries plus
Denmark  and Belgium. fn  the
remaining countries  in the North of
the Community, the activity rate for
women with children under 1b was
between 10 (France and Luxem-
bourg) and 20 (Germany and
Ireland)  percentage points below
the average  rate for those without.
Activity  and family
Most women  who want to work face
the continuous challenge of recon-
ciling  family  responsibilities and
obligations with pursuing a career.
The increases in  activity  rates
which  have occurred throughout
the Community in recent  years sug-
gest  that women  have  become  more
able to  participate  in  the  labour
market -  whether because  they are
better equipped to do so than pre-
viously and/or because  better
support arrangements have made
the task easier.
It  is  true  that  family  structures
have undergone far-reaching
changes  in recent  years.  In particu-
lar,  fertility  rates (the number  of
children per woman of child-bear-
ing  age) have fallen in  almost all
Member States (Graph gB). The
effect of this on labour force partici-
pation, and vice versa, is, however,
unclear. Women in  Denmark,  for
example,  who have the highest rate
of activity in the Community, have
a  fertility  rate  similar  to  that  of
women in  the Netherlands, who
have  one  of  the lowest  activity rates.
The increased  availability  of child-
care facilities  might  appear to be
one  of the factors underlying higher
activity  among women, although
the levels of provision continue to
vary  significantly  between coun-
tries.  Denmark  has by  far the
highest level of provision, with
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France and Belgium  some way
behind. The lowest overall levels of
provision are in  Ireland,  the
Netherlands  and the  IJK.  While
these  differences  are to some  extent
reflected in the differences  in activ-
ity rates between women with  and
without  children  (the latter  three
countries with  Germany have the
widest differences),  it  is neverthe-
less the  case that  women in  the
25-49  age group  with  children  in
the UKhave similar rates of activity
to their counterparts in France and
Belgium  (although  many  more of
these women in the UK work Part-
time  than  in  the  latter  two
countries). On the other hand, the
activity  rates of women in  the
Netherlands and Ireland  are well
below those in  other Northern
European countries.
This suggests  that  the availability
of childcare facilities  is  only  part
of the explanation for activity  rate
differences. It  does not  exPlain,
for example,  why the UK has a rela-
tively  high  rate  of activitY among
most wornen with  or without
children  or why  activitY  rates
are generally low in  the  South of
the  Community.  Other  factors,
including social attitudes and con-
ventions, the availability of suitable
work  at  acceptable  rates of PaY
and conditions and the prevalence
of part-time  working  are also
important,  as well  as regulations
governing employment which
might  limit  the possibility of part-
time working.
While  the  increase in  activitY
among working  mothers  suggests
that  these factors are changitrg, it
remains open to question whether
and to what extent this increase  will
continue in the future and whether
the  wide  gap which  still  exists
between activity rates of women in
different  parts  of the  CommunitY
will progressively  narrow. A further
question of no less imPortance is
whether  such a narrowing  can be
achieved without  women having to
accept  jobs of low quality with poor
pay and conditions  in  other
words, whether it can be combined
instead with  improvements in  the




Evidence from several CommunitY
countries suggests  that the level of
activity  rates  for  both  men  and
women is positively related to edu-
cational  attainment.  Activity  rates
for  people who have comPleted
higher  education courses tend, in
general,  to be  higher than for people
with  a lower  level  of educational
achievement  (Graph94-  note  that
although  the  general form  of the
relationship between  education  and
activity may be similar, the educa-
tional attainment levels depicted  in
the graph are not necessarilY  com-
parable between  countries).
Although  this  relationship  is  con-
tinuous,  and consistent, between
countries, it  is much stronger for
women  than for men.  In the Nether-
lands, for  example, whereas the
rate of activity for men varied only
slightly, the rate for women ranged
from under 407o  for those with  the
lowest level of educational attain-
ment  to  847o for  those with  the
highest level. A  similar  difference
exists in  Italy,  Germany and Bel-
gium,  while  in  Spain it  is  even
wider.
This may reflect the greater ease
with which well-educated  women
can return to professional  careers
after a break. It  may also reflect
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tions and activity patterns similar
to those of men -  that is to säy,
continuous careers  which are not
interrupted  by the birth  of their
children. This may be due in part
to the greater costs they face
relative to other women  if they do
interrupt  their career. Less well-
educated women, on the other
hand, may find it more difficult to
reconcile family  responsibilities
with  their  careers, and/or may
find it harder to find suitable  jobs
with  pay and conditions which
make it attractive to work.
Men  and  women  in
higher  education
Whatever the extent of discrimi-
nation  in  employment,  the
position of men and women in the
labour market  and the choice of
job open  to them depend  to a large
degree on the level of education
attained  and the  qualifications
achieved.
Over the ,  Community as a whole,
the number of women in  higher
education  in 1989/90  was slightly
lower than  the  number of men,
accounting for just under 48Vo  of
the total  number of students
(Graph 95). fn most Member
States, the proportion of women
was either  around this  figure  or
slightly higher -  in France,  Spain
and Denmark, women repre-
sente  d j  ust  over half  of all
students  in higher education.  The
main exceptions  were the Nether-
lands, where the proportion of
women was 447o  of the total, and,
in particular, Germany,  where  the
proportion of women was only
aroun  d 407o.
With  the single exception of Ger-
mary,  all  countries in  which
women  represented  a low propor-
tion of higher education students
in  the mid-1970s  well  under
407o  in most cases  -  have shown
a significant and fairly continuous
increase in  their  share since. In
Germätry, however, the  propor-
tion  has risen only marginally
(from 38Vo  to 407o)  and appears  to
have  fallen since  the mid-1980s.
Employment  and
unemployment
Female activity has not risen just
because  attitudes have changed  or
because support  arrangements
have improved. Substantial num-
bers of additional jobs have been
created to provide employment for
increasing  numbers  ofwomen. Over
the past 15 years, however,  job
creation  has  failed to keep  pace  with
the  growing  proportion  of women
who want  to work  and significant
numbers have had to  accept
unemployment. Moreover the vast
majority  of new jobs created have
been  in a limited number of sectors
where women were already concen-
trated  and a high proportion have
been part-time  rather  than  full-
time.
These  parallel developments  can  be
seen from two perspectives.  From
one side,  women's  employment has
increased  because  there were more
women who wanted to work. From
the  other  side, it  has increased
because  the jobs created were pre-
dominantly jobs for women rather
than men, in activities which have
traditionally  been performed by
women  and, in some  cases,  with the
pay and conditions attached which
more women than  men were pre-
pared to  accept. The evidence on
both the pattern of employment and
relative rates of pay is consistent
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Llnemployment
Although  women have lower
levels of labour force  participation
than men, they have higher rates
of unemployment. Over the Com-
munity as  whole, the average  rate
of unemployment  for  women in
1990  was  almost  LITo  of  the  labour
force  compared  with around 6.57o
for  men (see Chapter 1 of this
report). In  seven of the Member
States, the rate for women was at
Ieast  double  that of men. This dif-
ference is common to  all  age
groups  to young peoPle  under
25 as  well as  to those  older -  and
to all Member States  -  both those
with  high  overall unemployment
and those with low overall unem-
ployment.
This also  means,  of course,  that em-
ployment rates for women, i..e.  the
numbers  of women in  work  as a
percentage of the female working-
age population, are even lower
relative to those  of men than are the
activity rates -  which include both
the employed and the unemPloYed
as a percentage  of the working-age
population.
In  other Western European coun-
tries, the  US and JaPäo, the
difference between the  unemploY-
ment  rates of men and women is
much less than in the CommunitY.
Moreover, over the 1980s,  the dif-
ference in  the  CommunitY has
widened rather than narrowed from
around 3 percentage points in  the
early part of the decade  -  I27o  for
women,9%o  for men in 1983  to the 4
to 5 percentage  points of todaY.
Ments  and  woments
employment
Although  the  share  of  women  in
total  employment  in  the  Com-
munity  rose  from  337o to  397o
M27 Female  share
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between L970  and 1989,  this share
remains lower than in other parts of
Western Europe and the US where
women currently  account for
around  45Vo  of  employment
(Graph  96).
The share  of  employment  accounted
for by women  varies  markedly, how-
ever, across  the  Community,
reflecting the differences  in rates of
activity. Thus, while women repre-
sented  over 407o  of the numbers in
employment in  Denmark, the UK,
France, Southern Germany and
Northern  and Central  Portugal in
1990,  they accounted  for less than
357o  in  Ireland  and over much of
Spain and Southern Italy (Map 27).
Most regions of the  Community
have seen  a rise in women's share
of employment in  recent years.
Although  the  rise has not been
general, still  less uniform,  there
is  some evidence of a tendency
towards convergence  of shares.
Between 1985 and 1990, the rise
was  especially  marked -  over  3  per-
centage  points -  in the South of the
Community, in Spain and parts of
Southern Italy  where the women's
share in  employment is relatively
low, as  well as  in Portugal (Map 2B).
The share  also  went up significantly
in the Netherlands and a few West-
ern regions of Germany where the
share  was also  low relative to other
Northern parts of the Community.
At the same  time, there were parts
of France  -  Brittany  for example  -
and of Germany where the women's
share of employment declined over
this period.
Employment  of men
and women  by sector
Employment  of women  and men is
concentrated  in  different  sectors. A
much  higher  proportion  of women
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in  employment  work  in  services
compared with  men  and  a corre-
spondingly lower  proportion  work
in industry.  In  1990, 7  57o  of
all women in work were emPloyed
in  services as against onlY I97o
in  industry,  whereas 5I7o of men
worked in  services and 427o  in
industry  (Graph 97). Nevertheless,
in the Community as a whole, more
men are working  in  services than
women  around 44 million  as
against 39 million  -  reflecting the
lower numbers of women in emPloY-
ment generally.
The proportion of women working
in  services in  the  CommunitY,
though high, is significantly  lower
than  in  other  parts  of Western
Europe and the US (Graph 98).
For both men and women, the Pro-
portion  employed in  services has
increased markedly  over the Post-
war  years, as services have
expanded relative  to other sectors
(see Chapter 4). Much  the  same
tendency is also apparent in other
developed  countries. However, the
number of women working  in  ser-
vices has grown consistently at
around twice the rate for men, with
the  result  that  women's share of
service employment has risen from
4L7o  in  1970 to 477o  in  1990.  BY
contrast, in agriculture  and indus-
try the female share of employment
has not changed  much over  the Past
20 years  (347o  and  237o)  -  at least
at Community levet -  desPite the
changes which  have occurred in
both sectors  (Graph 99).
Job losses in both agriculture  and
industry -  over 507o  in the former
between  1970  and 1990  and L27o  in
the latter  have, therefore,
affected both men and women
equally. In other words, the growth
of employment of women relative to
men, over both the long- and short-
term, has not been  at the expense  of
100
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men working in industry or agricul-
ture but is entirely  attributable  to
the growth of service  employment.
Employment  by sector
in Member  States
For both men and women, the dis-
tribution  of employment between
the  three broad sectors largely
reflects the relative  importance of
these sectors  in the local economy.
Where  agriculture  is  important,
such as in Portugal or Greece,  the
proportion of both men and women
employed  in this sector  is relatively
high (207o  in Greece,  307o  in Portu-
gal in 1990).Where industry
accounts  for a high share of econ-
omic activity,  such as in Germätry,
higher proportions of both men and
women work  in  this  sector than
elsewhere  (Graphs 100 and 101  -
the  countries  are ranked  in  both
graphs in  terms of the proportion
employed  in services;  differences  in
the ordering of countries therefore
reveal  differences in  the  relative
distributions of men's and women's
employment).
The overall pattern is not uniform,
however. In  both Greece  and
Portugal, agriculture  provides sig-
nificantly more  jobs for women than
would be expected  given its relative
importance.  Thus, in 1990,  women
accounted  for 45Vo  oftotal agricultu-
ral employment in Greece  and 507o
in Portugal as  against a Community
average  of 347o.  The same  is true for
Germ  dfry, where women repre-
sented  447o of  agricultural
employment  (Graph 102).
In  the  two  other  countries where
agriculture  still  accounts for a sig-
nificant  part  of economic activity,
the opposite  is true. In Ireland only
I07o  ofjobs in agriculture are taken
by women and in Spain, only 27Vo.
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rate of activity for women  -  in com-
parison with  Portugal especially -
is also  low. Since  agriculture is often
the main route into employment for
women  in these  countries,  it may be
that some  women who are recorded
as inactive are in reality working in
agriculture  without  receiving pay
and without  necessarily being
labelled as family workers.
By  contrast, the  relative  propor-
tions of men and women employed
in  industry  are  similar  between
Member States. Only in  Portugal,
where women account for  327o of
industrial jobs, and in the Nether-
lands and Spain, where the
women's share is only  16-L77o
(although in  Spain in  1991, the
women's  share  of  industrial employ-
ment seems  to have risen to 207o),
does the importance of women in
industry relative to men vary signi-
ficantly  from  the  Community
average (237o).  While  these dif-
ferences, such as they  are, owe
something to differences in  indus-
trial  stnrcture -  and in particular
to the relative  importance of light
industry  they  are  not  wholly
explicable  in these  terms, as shown
below.
Variations  between the  Member
States in the relative importance of
services  as a source  of employment
for  men  and women do follow  a
fairly  uniform  pattern.  In general,
the more developed  and prosperous
the  economy, the  greater  the  im-
portance of senrices  and the higher
the proportion of women employed
in this sector.  Thus, in the Northern
Member States (apart from Ireland
and the  Benelux  countries where
the participation  of women in  the
labour force is still  relatively  low)
women accounted for  over half  of
emplo5rment  in senrices  in 1990.  fn
Spain and Ireland,  women repre-
sent less than  457o  of service
employment, and in  Greece and
Italy  (which because  of the special
economic characteristics of the
Southern part  of the  country  has
some characteristics of a less
developed  country) less than 407o.
Portugal,  with  its  relatively  high
rate  of female  activity,  does not
wholly  conform to this general pat-
tern,  however, with  the  women's
share of service employment being
close  to the Community average.
The steady growth in  the senrices
sector and the increase in  activity
among women are thus  closely
linked. Most of the jobs created in
the 1980s  were  in services,  and  most
of these  jobs were taken by women.
While  this  represents one of the
major sources  of employment oppor-
tunities  for  women, it  may  also
represent a  strengthening  of the
established  pattern of occupational
segregation of women. Since many
of the jobs created in senrices  have
pay  and  employment  conditions
inferior to those  in industry, the fur-
ther concentration of women in this
sector  may be linked, as noted ear-
lier,  to  their  availability  at  low
wages and to their  willingness  to
work part-time.
Countries with the highest rates of
female activity -  Denmark and the
UK  are the  countries where
women account for  the  largest
shares of service employment (but
not the largest shares of agricultu-
ral  or industrial  employment),
while the reverse is broadly true of
countries with  the lowest rates of
female activity  Italy,  Greece,
Ireland and Spain.
On the other hand, it is not necess-
arily true that high rates of activity
among  women  are required in order
to sustain a large service  sector.  The
three Benelux countries have
among  the largest service  sectors  in
the  Community,  but  at  the  same
su#rür* ulilpru#tuttiüutii'  iil  iuü  #ilü'l's#e*
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time  have  relatively  low  rates  of
female  activity.  In  each  of  these
countries,  however,  those  women
who are at work  are predominantly
employed in services -  äround 857o
on average -  more so than  in other
Member  States (Graph  101).
Employment
by subsector
Women's employment is  not  only
concentrated in  a single sector
senrices  -  much more than men's,
but  it  is  also concentrated in  a
limited number of individual indus-
tries or trades.  This is revealed  very
clearly by the data available,
although it  is only possible to
examine the distribution  of employ-
ment  of men  and women in  any
detail in  six Member States (Ger-
many, France, the UK,  Spain,
Belgium  and Denmark). While
these six Member States together
accounted for 727o  of total employ-
ment in the Community and 737o  of
senrice  employment in  1990,  there
is clearly no way of being sure that
they are representative of the pat-
tern and change over recent years
for the Community as a whole.
In  19  9  0  , almo  st one third  of
women in employment worked in
just  three NACE-? subsectors
(retailing,  health  services and
education). Six of the 58 subsec-
tors which  it  is possible to
distinguish  separately (the first
three plus public administration,
other services  activities rang-
ing from  social services and
cultural  and recreational services
to hairdressers and laundries
and activities  auxili ary to bank-
ing,  finance and insurance)
accounted  for over half of all em-
ployment of women in  these six
Member States.  Another 8 subsec-
tors accounted  for anoth  er 207o.  In
all, 757o  of women were employed
in only 14  subsectors  (Graph 103).
All  but three of these subsectors
are service  trades.
Men's employment is concen-
trated  in  different  areas and is
more evenly distributed  between
subsectors.  The "top" six subsec-
tors  (construction,  public
administration,  retailirg,  whole-
salitrg, activities  auxiliary  to
banking,  finance and insurance
and education) accounted for
under 407o  of the employment of
men in  1990, while  the top ten
were responsible  for  just over  half
of men's  jobs (Graph 103).  Five of
these subsectors  were industrial,
five were service  trades.
The high degree  of concentration of
women's employment does not,
however,  mean that only women are
found in such sectors.  Most of the
sectors  which are the most import-
ant  employers of women are also
major employers  of men. The main
exceptions are health  services, in
which  L27o  of all women were em-
ployed but  only  27o of men, and
other senrices,  which employed  just
under 77o  ofwomen  but less  than 27o
of men.
In the sectors  where women's and
men's  employment  is comparable,
however, it is likely  that they fill
different occupations within  that
industry.  Although  lack  of com-
p  arable  occupational  data
prevents a detailed analysis, the
figures on pay disparities between
men and women described  below
are at least indicative of men and
women fitling'  different  types of
job in these  sectors.
The  evidence available  suggests
that the concentration of women's
employment in particular  subsec-
tors seems  to have increased
rather  than  diminished  over the
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1980s.  Between 1980 and 1990,
the proportion of employment in
the top six sectors  rose from 507o
to  537o.  However, although the
composition of these six  sectors
remained the same,  their relative
importance changed, with  retail-
itg,  which had previously been
the largest sector, falling  to sec-
ond place in  1990, overtaken by
healthcare.
The concentration of men's em-
ployment  remained virtually
unchanged over the  1980s,
although  there  were changes in
the composition of the largest six
sectors. Two industrial  sectors
(mechanical engineering and
metal  manufacture)  were dis-
placed by two  service sectors
(auxiliary  financial  services and
education). The clear tendetrcy,
therefore, is for the  sectors
in which men are predominantly
employed to become  more similar
to those which  are the major
employers of women. This is not
because  of any change  in policy on
the part  of employers in  the
largest sectors, i.e. there is no
indication  of men replacing
women, but  simply because  of
their overall employment growth.
Again, of course, this  does not
mean  that the additional men and
women employed were recruited
to the same  kinds of  jobs.
Employment
by subsector  in
Member  States
The  degree  of  concentration  of
both  men's  and women's  employ-
ment  varies  between  Member
States,  though  much  more  for
women  than  for men. The pattern
at the Community  level, however,
of  most  women  working  in  com-
paratively  few sectors is repeated
in all countries. Moreover the sec-
tors  concerned are virtually  the
same  in each  case.
In Belgium and Denmark, six sec-
tors accounted  for over 6IVo  of all
women's employment in  1990,  in
France and the UK, the figure was
around 577o  and in Germany and
Spain, 507o  (Graph 104). Dif-
ferences  in  these proportions
seem  largely to reflect variations
in the relative importance of ser-
vices  in these  countries.  The level
of economic development also
appears to  have an influence,
however,  in that Spain -  the only
Southern  European  county
included in the analysis -  is the
only country for which more than
one of the largest six sectors  em-
ploying women is not also one of
the largest six at the Community
level.
Spain is also the only one of the
countries in which a manufactur-
ing  industry  clothing  and
footwear -  features as one of the
largest  six  sectors. Apart  from
this, a  higher proportion of  women
are employed  in domestic  service
-  historically and still the largest
employer  -  and hotels and cater-
ing than in  other countrie  s,
though hotels and catering is also
an important sector  in the UK and
domestic  services  in Belgium.
Over the 1980s,  the concentration
of  women's  employment  increased
in four of the six countries, Spain
being the  only country  in  which
the largest six sectors employed
significantly fewer people  in 1990
than in 1980,  partly because  of  the
relative -  though not absolute  -
decline in  domestic service em-
ployment. The composition  of the
largest six sectors altered very
little  in any of the countries, the
main change being the growth in
the  importance of services auxi-
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liary  to banking,  finance and
insurance.
In the case  of men, the largest six
sectors were responsible for
around 407o  of employment in
each  of the countries  in 1990.  The
composition  of these  six, however,
differed  much  more than  for
women, although two  sectors
construction  and  public
administration -  were among  the
largest three sectors  in all cases.
Apart  from these, only retailing
and wholesaling were among the
largest six sectors in  more than
half  of the  countries. Germany
was the only one of the countries
in which more than one manufac-
turing  sector (in  its  case, four)
featured in the top six.
Over the 1980s,  in contrast to the
employment  of women,  four of the
six countries showed a decline
in  the concentration of men's
employment.
The increase  in the concentration
of women's employment partly
reflects the relative expansion of
sectors  healthcare and educa-
tion, in  particular  in  which
women account for  a relatively
high  share of total  employment.
In  the  main,  however, it  is the
result  of the  number  of women
employed  in these  sectors  increas-
ing relative to the number of men
employed.
In  both market  and non-market
services,  the proportion of jobs
occupied  by women  increased  over
the 1980s  in  all the Member
States  for which comparable  data
are available. Taking two groups
of activities  healthcare and
education and financial and busi-
ness services  as examples,
although there is some  difference
between countries in the number
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men, the share of women in em-
ployment rose between 1980 and
1990 in  each country apart from
Denmark (Graph 105).
In  manufacturirg,  in  contrast to
services,  there seems  to have  been
little  change in the proportion of
jobs occupied  by women over the
1980s in  most Member States.
There is evidence, however, of
some variation  between indus-
trie s. In  both  clothing  and
footwear and textiles,  in  which
there was a significant fall in total
employment, the number of
women employed declined by
more than the number of men in
each of the six countries (Graph
106).  On the other hand, in food,
drink  and tobacco,  in which total
employment  generally  declined  by
much less, the number of women
employed  increased  in five of the
six countries while the number of
men employed  fell. In Spain, the
only country in which the share of
women declined, there was a sub-
stanti  al  re  duction  in  total
employment in this industry.
Men and women
in part-time  work
Changes  in the sectoral  composition
of employment is partly  related to
changes  in employment conditions,
particularly  the spread  of part-time
and  temporary work. In 1990,  in the
Community as a whole, less than
AVo  of men with  a job worked part-
time compared  with 28Vo  of womelt.
Almost  half  of the  men  working
part-time in the Community live in
just two Member States -  the UK
and the  Netherlands  which
together account for under 237o  of
total  Community  employment  of
men. The Netherlands  alone is
responsible for  IgVo of male part-
time  working  but  for  only  around
47o  of total male emplo5rment.
These  two countries also  account  for
a substantial  proportion  of part-
time working among women in the
Community  427o  in  1990
though in  this  case the UK  alone
accounts for  a third  of the  Com-
munity  total. In the UK, 43Vo  of all
women in  employment work  part-
time and in the Netherlands, 59Vo,
compared with  less than  L0Vo  in
Italy and Greece  (Graph 107).
In both these countries, therefore,
part-time working is a general fea-
ture of the labour markets for both
men and women, in  contrast to
other parts of the Community.
The relative  volumes of employ-
ment  of men  and  women can be
estimated by adjusting the numbers
in  employment  to take  account of
differences in  part-time  working
and, more generally, in  average
hours worked. On this  basis, the
share of employment carried out by
women in  1990 is 36Vo  compared
with their 39Vo  share of the number
of jobs. The difference is particu-
larly  striking,  of course, for
countries with  high levels of part-
time working. For the Netherlands,
for example, the shares in terms of
numbers  and volume  are, respec-
tively  38Vo  and 327o  -  close  to the
Community average  and well below
-  and for the UK, 43Vo  and 38Vo  -
well above and only just  above the
Community average.
Part-time working tends to be more
important  in  parts  of the  Com-
munitywhere the number ofwomen
in  work  is relatively  high
although not invariably  so, France
being an exception.  fn consequence,
regional variations  in  the relative
share of total  employment volume
carried out by women are reduced
once differences in  hours of work
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are allowed for. The pattern of vari-
ation, however, remains much the
same.
There are a number of potential
reasons  why a significant propor-
tion  of women work  part-time.
One is that the jobs on offer tend
to be part-time  rather  than  full-
time. There is evidence from the
UK, for example,  that a number of
large companies, particularly  in
the service  sector,  have a policy of
employing women on a part-time
basis, and that  this  policy has
spread  to smaller firms as  well as
to the public sector.  Such a policy
might  reflect, in  turn,  a desire
to minimise their costs  of employ-
ment (e.9.  by reducing  their social
contributions), reduce the  con-
straints  on hiring  and firing,
and increase their  control over
working  time,  or  simply  reflect
conventional  practice.
On the  other  side, many  women
might  prefer working  part-time  to
full-time.  They  also may  find  it
easier  in some  countries -  the UK
and the Netherlands, in particular
-  to reconcile the conflict between
family  responsibilities  and their
working careers  by so  doing. In the
Netherlands, for example, accord-
ing to a recent survey, almost half
of women working  part-time  were
doing so because  of family commit-
ments.
Although  part-time  working  has
tended to increase in  the  Com-
munity  as a whole, the rise has by
no means  been  universal. In the UK
and Denmark,  where part-timers
account  for a relatively high propor-
tion  of the  total  employment of
women, their  relative  importance
declined between 1985 and 1990.
On the other hand, in all the South-
ern  countrie  s,  where  their
proportion  was already relatively
small, their  relative  importance
also declined, whereas in  all  the
other Northern  countries, apart
from  Denmark  and the  UK,  it
increased.  There is, therefore,  little
sign of any convergence  in  the
relative  importance  of part-time
working across  the Community.
Part-time  working
by sector
Part-time working is closely linked
to the sector of activity.  As far as
agriculture is concerned,  the figures
for part-time working derived from
the  Community's  Labour  Force
Survey are  considered  to give a mis-
leading picture  of the  relative
importance  of part-time  working
across the  Community.  The LFS
suggests that  only 24Vo  of women
and 77o  of men were employed  on a
part-time basis  in 1990  in the Com-
munity  as a whole, and that,  in
Southern Member States, the pro-
portion was for the most part under
L57o  for women.  Data from the Com-
munity  Farm  Structure  Survey,
however, suggest  that  30Vo  of farm
holders had another occupation  out-
side  farming, and that a substantial
proportion of the remainder as well
as the  great  majority  of family
workers (especially in the South -
907o  in  Greece and ltaly)  worked
less  than full-time (see  Employment
in Europe,  1991,  Chapter 5).
In industry,  around  LSVo  of women
worked part-time  in  the Com-
munity in 1990  as  against  under 2Vo
of men, with  the figure for women
ranging  from  44Vo  in  the  Nether-
lands and 28Vo  in Denmark to under
77o  in all of the Southern Member
States.
In services,  wher  e 80Vo  of all part-
time workers are employed  in the
Community,  3  LVo  of women
worked  on a part-time  basis in
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1990,  äs  compared  with only \Vo  of
men (Graph 108).  The proportion
of women working  part-time  was
as  high as 60Vo  (77Vo  in the case  of
married  women) in  the  Nether-
lands and 46Vo  (537o  for married
women)  in the UK, but under L07o
in  Italy,  Greece and Portugal
(with  no discernible  difference
between married  and single
women). For men, only in  the
Netherlands lgVo) and Denmark
(ITVo),  was the proportion of part-
time  workers more than  IUVo,
while in Italy,  Spain and Greece,
it was 27o  or less.
Regronal  variations
As  compared with  the  variation
between countries, the import-
ance of part-time  working  varies
relatively little  between different
regions within  Member  States.
The proportion of women em-
ployed part-time  is high  in  all
parts of the Netherlands, the UK
(although slightly  lower in  Scot-
land and Northern Ireland than in
England  and Wales) and Den-
mark,  and  low  throughout
Southern Europe (Map  29). This
suggests that  the  prevalence of
part-time working has much more
to do  with national characteristics
whether  these be social atti-
tudes or tax  and social security
regulations  than  with  local
characteristics.
In services  in particular,  the pro-
portion  of  women  working
part-time  has tended to increase
over time  in  most parts  of the
Community.  Between 1985 and
1990,  however, although the aver-
age over the  Community  as a
whole increased  from 29Vo  to 3L7o,
the  proportion  declined in  five
Member States: in Greece,  Spain
and Portugal,  where the  figures
were already low, as  well as  in the




The prevalence of part-time  em-
ployment  varies  markedly  with
age,  but in different ways for men
and women. While part-time
working of men is much more im-
portant for those  of 65 and over -
which, in most countries,  is above
the official retirement  age  -  part-
time employment of women tends
to increase progressively with
age.  ft remains the case,  however,
that  a  far  higher  proportion  of
women than men work part-time
at all ages.
In  1990, only 27o  of men aged
betwe  en 25 and 49 were employed
part-time  in the Community as a
whole, äs compared with  35Vo  of
those of 65 and over (and 44Vo  of
those  of 70 and over).  By contrast,
49Vo  of women aged 65 and over
worked part-time  as against 357o
in the 50-64 age  group  ,29Vo  in the
25-49 age group and LTVo  in the
under 25 group  (Graph 109).  This
pattern  of variation  by  age is





Indications  suggest that  women
are more likely  than  men to be
employed on temporary  rather
than  permanent contracts. How-
ever, the  available  data are not
ideal. The  Community  Labour
Force Survey -  the only compre-
hensive source of information
distinguishes  between  people  em-
ployed on fixed-term  contracts
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from others. However, there are
problems of both interpretation
and coverage which  affect com-
parability  because  employment
practices, and terminology, vary
somewhat between Member
States, and because  respondents
to the survey do not always know
the precise  terms of their employ-
ment. Moreover, because  the
survey  is generally  conducted  out-
side the  period when  most
seasonal  work occurs,  the import-
ance  of  temporary  jobs is probably
understated.
The available data nevertheless
suggest that  around I2Vo  of
women and 87o  of men were
engaged on fixed-term  rather
than open-ended  contracts in the
Community in 1990;  that this type
of working arrartgement  was most
important  in  Spain, Greece and
Portugal; and that the proportion
of women in temporary jobs was
greater than for men in all Mem-
ber States, apart from  Greece
(Graph  110).
Around 407o  of women on fixed-
term  contracts in  1990 were
employed  on a part-time basis -
a significantly  higher  proportion
than  in  the case of permanent
jobs. This compares  with  some
207o  of men -  a proportion which
is even  higher relative to those  in
permanent jobs. Apart  from
women, young people up  to the
age  of 24 are also  more  likely to be
employed  in this wäy, regardless
of  gender.  After this age,  however,
the paths diverge,  and temporary
working declines  among men but
persists  among  women.
The development of temporary
work  has not  progressed  in  the
same way in  all the Member
States. It  increased sharply in
France, Ireland  and the Nether-
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1990, while  it  has remained
unchanged or declined elsewhere.
Family  working
The number of women classified as
family workers greatly exceeds  the
number of men. 73Vo  of all family
workers in the Community in 1990
were women and although the num-
bers  of  such workers  have fallen
significantly  over time,  they  still
represent \Vo of total  female em-
ployment (as against only just over
LVo  for men)(Graphs 111 and LIz).
However, only in Greece  -  where
family workers accounted  for 27Vo  of
all women  in work in 1990  -  and to
a much  lesser  extent  in Spain  (LIVo)
is the  proportion  much higher
than this.
To a large extent the decline  in the
importance  of family  working
(from  7  Vo  to  57o of employment
between  1985  and 1990  in the case
of women) is a direct consequence
of the  decline of agriculture,
which accounts  for almost half of
all  family  workers  in  the  Com-
munity.407o  of  all women  working
in agriculture  are family  workers
(compared with  9Vo  of men). In
Germdfry, Denmark and Belgium
as well as Greece  this figure rises
to over  60Vo  (aroun  d LUVo  or less  in
the case  of men).
An average  of over 40Vo  of the Com-
munity's women  family workers are
in services,  about the same  propor-
tion as of men -  although, in total,
women outnumber men by about 3
to 1.  Only 37o  of  women  employed  in
services in  the  Community,  how-
ever, were family  workers  (under
I7o of men), though the proportion
was significantly  higher in  Greece
(LLVo),  Spain (7.5Vo)  and  Italy (7Vo).
In all three countries, the figure for
men  was  only  around  2.57o
(Graph 113).
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In senrices,  as  in the economy  over-
all, family working has become  less
prevalent over time. Between 1985
and 1990,  the proportion of women
with  this  form  of employment  in
this sector  declined  from over 4Vo  to
37o,  a fall of over L57o  in terms of
numbers, with  most countries
showing similar rates of decline.  In
Greece, however, where family
working  is  most important,  the
numbers of women involve  d
actually went up slightly -  in con-
trast  to Belgium, where it  is also
above  average,  but where there was
a fall of over  257o.
For  men, on the  other hand, the
number  of family  workers  in  ser-
vices  remained virtually  unchanged
between 1985 and 1990.  Although
the  numbers involved are very
small, and therefore need to be
interpreted cautiously,  they seem  to
have risen in Germany and Greece
-  in the latter by over 30Vo  -  ärrd
fallen in Belgrum -  by over 207o  -
and Italy over this period.
Self-employment  of
men and women
In  the  Community  as a whole in
1990,  just under L6Vo  of all persons
in  employment were classified as
either employers or self-employed.
Of these only  257o  were women.
Whereas some 207o  of men in em-
ployment  worked  for  themselves,
only  L07o  of women did  so. This
disparity, moreover,  holds in
all  Member States, (apart from
Portugal, where self-employment
among both  men  and  women  ac-
counted for  267o  of the total
numbers in work). It is particularly
pronounced in  Denmark  (l\Vo for
men, only TVo  for women) and Ire-
land (30Vo  for men, 87o  for women).
The importance of self-employment
across the  Community  is  closely
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related to the importance of agricul-
ture  since over half  of total
employment in  this  sector is self-
employment. Only in Germany was
the proportion in 1990  significantly
below this.  Agriculture  therefore
accounted for  227o  of all  self-em-
ployment in  the  Community  in
1990,  as against under 77o  of total
employment. Excluding  Portugal,
where women self-employed  out-
number  men,  807o of  the
self-employed in  this  sector were
mell.
The  difference  between  male  and
female  self-employment  is  even
wider  in industry.  Of the 4.5 million
people self-employed  in  this  sector
in 1990,  only 500 000  -  1L7o  -were
women.  Apart  from  in  Portugal
(where  the  figure  was  2I7o),  ro
Member  State had a proportion  sig-
nificantly  higher  than  this.  Of  the
total  numbers  of women  employed
in industry,  less than  57o  were self-
U*ffi8"*"8
employed as against I27o of men
(Graph 1L4).
Although  women are proportion-
ately f  ar more imp  ortant  in
services than  in  other  sectors,
they still only accounted  for 307o
of the self-employed  in this sector
in  1990 in the Community (they
were 5I7o of employees).  Only in
the Netherland  s (387o)  and Portu-
gal (37  7o)  was the proportion
much above  the average and only
in  Greece  (237o)  and Italy  (257o)
much below (Graph 115).  Just 9Vo
of all  the women working  in
services  were self-employed,  com-
pared with 207o  of the men. Only
in the Southern Member States  of
Greece,  Italy, Spain and Portugal,
did the figure  for women exceed
L47o,  and then largely as a reflec-
tion  of high  proportions  of
self-employed in  services gener-
ally  rather  than  of women
specifically.
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Relative  pay of
men and women
The only  regular  and consistent
sources of information  on pay  of
men and women in the Community
are the  data for  average gross
hourly earnings of manual workers
in  industry  and for  average gross
monthly  earnings for  non-manual
workers  in  industry  and  selected
services.  Both series are published
at six-monthly intervals and both go
back a sufficient length  of time  to
enable lbng-term  changes to be
examined.
Both, however, are unsatisfactory
in  one major  respect  they  are
calculated  essentially  by  dividing
wages  by the number of workers.
This means that  the data conceal
possible differences in factors such
as  occupational  structure, qualifi ca-
tiors,  experience  and age as
between  men and women.  There is,
therefore, little  way of distinguish-
ing the potential  effect on average
wages of men and women of these
factors from differences  in levels of
pay  arising  from  different  evalu-
ations of men's and women's  work.
Since it  is  known  that  all  of the
factors  listed are,  in practice,  major
determinants  of wage rates  and,
since they may well differ in their
effect as between the  men and
women employed  in any given sec-
tor, this is an important barrier to
any attempt to analyse pay relati-
vities  and their  movement over
time.
The significance  of this problem can
be reduced  to some  extent by focus-
ing the  analysis on narrowly
defined industries  or  services
which  are less likely  than broader
aggregations  to differ substantially
in  their  occupational structure
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obtained  can  at best  be  indicative of
genuine disparities in pay rates.
There  are two  further  problems
which restrict both the use of the
data and their interpretation. First,
while  the  coverage of the  data is
complete for manufacturirg,  there
are  major gaps  for services.  Not only
are public services  not included  but,
even for  market  services, not  aII
countries collect statistics  for  all
trades. This is obviously an espe-
cially  important  limitation  for
comparisons of male and female
earnings since  a large proportion of
women are employed in  activities
which are  not covered  by the data at
all.
Secondly, the  coverage  of those
working part-time rather than full-
time  is very incomplete and their
treatment is not consistent  between
all countries.  fn the case  of the data
on hourly  earnings of manual
workers, these include part-time
employees  in  nine of the Member
States but relate only to full-time
workers in  Germätry, the UK  and
Portugal. For monthly earnings of
non-manual  workers,  the data cover
both  fult-time  and part-time  em-
ployees  in seven  countries  -  where
they  are converted to  a full-time
equivalent basis  but  exclude
part-timers  in  Germäny, the UK
and Portugal  plus  Belgium  and
Luxembourg.
Relative  earnings
of manual  workers
in industry
The  data  on  average  hourly  earn-
ings  of  manual  workers  relate  to
industry  and  therefore  apply  to
comparatively  few of the women  in
employment  in  most  Member
States. As noted above, only around
I97o of women in employment  work
in  industry.  Moreover  a significant
proportion of these occupy non-
manual rather  than  manual jobs.
The work carried out by (the com-
paratively few) women in  manual
employment may well, therefore,
differ from the work carried out by
men, so limiting  the comparability
of rates of pay.
Given this  qualification, the  data
show that  for  manufacturing  as
a whole, for most Member States
the average earnings of women in
manual jobs were betwe  en 7  57o  and
857o  of the average  earnings of men
in 1991  (Graph 116).  If Luxembourg
is excluded  because  of  the small size
ofthe manufacturing sector,  the two
exceptions were Denmark,  where
women earned on average  just
under 957o  of  what men earned,  and
Ireland, where women's pay aver-
aged  only around7\To  of  men's  pay.
The  data  also show that  for  all
Member  States for  which  figures
are available, the  gap between
men's and women's earnings nar-
rowed  between  1975  and 1991.  For
most of the countries  the main
exception  is Greece  -  most of this
change  occurred  in the last six years
of the period, from 1985 to 1991,
with  Belgium, Denmark, Germany
and the UK showing a reduction in
the  differential  of  7-8  percentage
points.
The relative pattern of pay differen-
tials for manufacturing  as a whole
is  broadly  repeated in  individual
industries, with  one or two excep-
tions. In food,  drink and tobacco,  for
example,  where the relative pay of
women  seems  to be  lower than aver-
age, the  range of differentials
between the  average earnings of
men and women manual  workers
was wider in  1991 than for manu-
facturing as a whole, with women's
pay averagrng only around 657o  of
men's  pay in Spain and Portugal as
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opposed  to over 85Vo  in  Denmark
and Greece  (Graph 116).  This may
reflect differences across the Com-
munity in the relative importance of
different kinds of production within
this  broad  category as much  as
genuine variations  in  the  relative
pay for particular  kinds of work.
In  textiles  and clothing  and foot-
wear,  on  the other  hand, the pattern
of differentials  is  more similar  to
that for manufacturing  as a whole.
In the latter industry especially,  the
average level of women's earnings
relative  to  men in  each Member
State was almost identical in 1991
to  that  for  total  manufacturing
(Graph 1I7).
Trends in relative pay over time in
individual  industries, however,
reveal marked differences  from the
picture shown by manufacturing as
a  whole.  fn particular, there is much
less evidence of the  narrowing  of
differentials  between men's and
women's  pay over  the period 1975  to
1991  than emerged  from the aggre-
gate data.
In food, drink  and tobacco,  in Ger-
many,  France and the  UK,  the
average  earnings of women relative
to men in  1991 were only margi-
nally  higher  than  in  L97  5. In
addition, in contrast to the signifi-
cant  narrowing  of differentials
shown  for manufacturing as  a whole
between 1985 and 1991 in all the
countries for which data are avail-
able, relative  pay levels change"d
very little  in this period
Textiles and clothing and footwear
show a similar experience.  In both
cases, the  changes in  relativities
between  1975  and 1991  were  small,
with a few exceptions  -  Greece  and
Ireland  for  textiles, Greece, Bel-
grum and the UK  for clothing and
footwe  ar -  and the changes since
1985, even smaller. Indeed, there
mi',bee
'  ' 11985,  1990
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were as many  instances of the
relative  pay of women falling  fur-
ther behind that of men in the latter
period  as  of increases.
This  analysis of individual  indus-
tries, where women's employment
is  relatively  important,  suggests
that the narrowing of pay differen-
tials  shown by the  data for
manufacturing  as a whole is prob-
ably  the  re  sult  of  shifts  in
employment between industries -
from  industries  where women's
relative  wages are comparatively
low to those where they  are com-
paratively high. (This, however, is
somewhat  difficult  to  confirm
because  of the lack of data on
change  s in  the  employment




workers  in  industry
In most countries  the large majority
of women in employment  are classi-
fied  as  non-manual  rather  than
manual  workers.  There  ate, unfor-
tunately,  even fewer data available
on the earnings  of such workers.
The  data  which  do exist  show that
for all  Member  States, the  average
pay of women  non-manual  workers
in  manufacturing  is  much  lower
than  that  of men than  is the case for
manual  workers. In  1991, the aver-
age  e  arnings  of  women  in
manufacturing  in  the  Member
States  for which  data  are available
averaged no more than687o ofthose
of men; in the UK  and Luxembourg,
the  figure  was  under  607o (Graph
118). As  in  the  case of  manual
workers,  this  disparity  may  reflect
the  fact  that  men  and  women  are
probably  doing different  types ofjob
-  wom€r,  for example, ffiäy be em-
ployed predominantly  as typists  or
clerks, men  disproportionately as
managers  and technicians -  rather
than different level,s  of pay for simi-
lar jobs. A  similar  pattern  of
relativities  emerges for individual
industries  within  manufacturing.
As in the case of manual workers,
the  range of variation  between
Member States tends to be wider
than for manufacturing  as a whole.
In the great majority of cases,  there
is a larger difference  between men's
and women's average pay than  in
the  case of manual  workers,  the
only major  exception being the
clothing  and footwear industry  in
Greece  (Graphs 118 and 119). In
contrast to the  pay of manual
workers,  however,  there is some  evi-
dence  of a narrowing in differentials
between men's and women's earn-
ings in  individual  industries
between 1985 and 1991, though
there are only four Member States




workers  in  senrices
Most women are employed  in ser-
vices rather  than manufacturing.
It  is the relative earnings in this
sector, therefore,  which  are the
key determinant  of pay differen-
tials for wornen generally. As for
non-manual workers in industry,
however, there are serious data
deficiencies  in this area which re-
strict  the  analysis which  can be
undertaken. In  particul dr, no
data are available for pay in non-
market services  which account  for
an important  part of women's  em-
ployment. This, together with
other gaps  in the datai means  that
it  is not possible to estimate an
average figure for pay relativities
in services  as a whole. Neverthe-
less, data  are available for
average earnings of men and
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women in four service sectors  for
nine Member States.
In wholesale and retail  distribu-
tion,  for  which  the  pattern  of
differentials  is relatively  similar
between Member States, average
earnings of women  relative to men
vary significantly across  the Com-
munity.  In  Greece and Portu gal,
the monthly  pay of women aver-
aged  aroun  d 807o  of that of men in
both sectors  in 1990,  whereas  the
figure  for  the  UK  was only just
over 607o  in both wholesaling and
retailing  (Graph  L20). In  most
other Member States, the figure
was around 65-7  07o  in both sec-
tors.
Since the kind of task performed
is  unlikely  to  differ  very  much
between Member States  and
does  not vary a great deal  between
different areas of wholesaling or
retailing  this  variation  in
relativities  would seem to reflect
differences in  the  evaluation  of
women's  jobs as opposed  to men's
in different Member States.
In  banking  and  insurance,
women's  earnings  tend on  average
to be closer  to those  of men, while
at the  same time,  differences in
pay relativities between Member
States are for the most part  less
pronounced.  fn 1991,  for six Mem-
ber States,  the earnings  of women
in banking were between 7  5 and
807o  of those of men (Graph LzL).
In Portugal, however, they aver-
aged  just  under 857o  of men's
earnings, while  in  the UK,  the
average  was only some  537o.
Similarly  in  insurance, where the
relative pay of women tended to be
slightly  lower  than  in  banking  at
around 70-757o  of that  of men for
most Member States,  but for Portu-
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In both sectors,  therefore,  the gap
between the average pay of men
and of women is significant in all
Member States, although nar-
rower than in  wholesaling or
retailing.  The evidence accord-
ingly suggests  that women  occupy
relatively  low-paid jobs in  these
two  sectors in  disproportionate
numbers.
Moreover, no uniform  tendency
for the pay gap between  men and
women to  close over the  recent
past is apparent from the  data
available. Between 1985 and
1991, the average earnings of
women  in retailing rose  relative to
those of men in  four  of the  five
Member  States for  which  there
are data. fn  bankitrg, however,
only Luxembourg showed  any sig-
nificant  increase in  the  relative
pay of women while in Germany
and Portugal there was a small
decrease.  Similarly  in insurance,
only in Luxembourg and Belgium
was there a relative rise in
women's earnings of more than
37o  over this period. In the three
remaining  countries, there was
either little  change  or a small fall
(in  Portugal,  where the  relative
pay of  women  decreased  by almost
27o).
Given the data available, it is dif-
ficult to identify the main reasons
for the gap between the earnings
of men and women. Nevertheless
the data which do exist support
the results of case-studies  which
suggest that  among the reasons
for the disparity, are:
o  the concentration of women in
jobs which are poorly paid;
.  the  difficulties  which  women
face in acceding  to higher posi-
tions  in  the  occupational
hierarchy, either at the time of
hiring  or in the course of their
careers;
.  the  fact that  traditionally  male
qualities  and  skills  are  syste-
matically  given  more  weight
than the qualities and skills of
women in  setting job qualifica-
tions and pay;
.  the influence of bonus systems
which  in  many  cases are paid
more frequently to men than to
women.
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Chapter  7 Help  for  the Unemployed  : National
Unemployment  Compensation  Schemes
Whether aru  uruemployed  person receiues  money from  the
State, how much, artd fo,  how long, depends oru  many
factors -  not the least being the Member State in which
he or she resides.
Introduction
This chapter identifies the basic
types of unemployment compen-
sation schemes  which  are in
operation across  the Community
and examines their  features in
terms of the  scale of payments
relative  to earnings and their
budgetary cost. It  also considers
their possible  effects  on the incen-
tives for the unemployed to seek
work  and on labour market
flexibility,  as well as the interde-
pendencies  between "passive"
measures of income support and
"active" labour market policies.
The difficulties of comparing  unem-
ployment compensation schemes
need  to be  emphasized  at the outset.
The rules and regulations govern-
ing  their  operation  are often
complex. To understand how they
work in practice,  it is not sufficient
to read the social  security manuals.
It also requires a knowledge of the
institutional  environment and of
the  general financial  conditions
which exist. Policy alternatives to
merely  providing  income support
for the unemployed,  such as subsi-
dizing short-time work, temporary
jobs in the public sector,  training or
early retirement schemes,  also  need
to be taken into  account. In  addi-
tion, a proper evaluation of
unemployment compensation
schemes  on the dynamics of unem-
ployment and labour supply
requires information, on flows into
and out of work in particular, which
cannot usually  be obtained from
official national statistics.
Despite the voluminous literature
on this topic, there is, in fact, rela-
tively  little  evidence on the effects
of unemployment compensation  on
labour market behaviour, especial-
ly for the Community. The following
is a first  step towards a more




There are two basic principles
governing how unemployment
compensation  is determined: one
relates payments to the previous
wage (unemployment insurance),
the other guarantees a minimum
level of income (unemployment
assistance).  A  common require-
ment for receiving either type of
income compensation is that  of
being available for work. Unem-
ployment insurance typically
depends on previous contribu-
tions, with  benefits being set in
proportion  to income when in
work, independent of need, for a
specific  period of time. Eligibitity
for unemployment assistance,  on
the other hand, is (largely) unre-
lated to previous contributions,
and payments are not related to
previous  income,  but are typically
means-tested  and usually apply
for an unlimited period of time.
In practice,  however,  compensation
schemes can involve both prin-
ciples.  The German unemployment
assistance (Arbeitslosenhilfe) for
instance, is wage-related,  whereas
the unemployment benefit  system
in the UK has not been related to
wages  since  1982.  At the same  time,
ceilings imposed on benefits can
substantially reduce  the proportion
of previous income received, as in
Belgium, Denmark  and Spain.
Moreover,  in a number of countries,
general assistance is  paid to  all
persons in  need, including  the
unemploye  d, irre  spective of
whether  they  are available for
work.  In  terms of the  above prin-
ciples, the  Community  countries
can be divided into three groups:
o  uruemployment insurance  (UI)
only -  Italy;
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o  urlernployment  insurance  (UI)
and  unemployment  assistqnce
(UA)  Germätry,  Greece
Spain,  France,  Ireland  and Por-
tugal;
o  unernployment  insurq,rlce  (UI)
q,nd  guaranteed  minimurn
income  (GI)  Belgium,
Denmark, Luxembourg,
Netherlands and the LJK.
In  additior,  some of the countries
with  a UI  and  a UA  scheme
Germany in particular -  provide a
guaranteed  minimum  income to
persons  in need who are not, or not
sufficiently,  covered by any of the
other two schemes.
From a theoretical point of view,
the  features  of an insurance-
base  d scheme can be clearly
formulated:
o  the bulk  of finance comes  from
wage-related  contributions
(paid by employers and/or em-
ployees);
.  entitlement  to benefits requires
a minimum  period of previous
employment  (which  excludes
new entrants to the labour mar-
ket  and those, mostly women,
who  re-enter  after  a  long
break);
In practice,  however,  it is difficult to
rank  the  systems in  Community
countries  according to these
criteria.  The  regulation  of unem-
ployment insurance and assistance
is very complicated  and often incon-
sistent (see Table pp160-1). The
schemes  in  Germdny, Spain and
France seem most to  reflect the
insurance principle in terms oftheir
financing.  The relative  scale of
employers' and employees' con-
tributions,  however, varies widely
between  these countries as  between
other  Member  States. Neverthe-
less, because of the  possibility  of
forward  or  backward  shifting  of
non-wage  costs,  such  differences  are
likely  to be relatively  unimportant
so far as the functioning  of labour
markets is concerned.  Three major
types of divergence from the insur-
ance principle are apparent on the
financing side:
o  high  state  subsidies  to  the
benefit fund  in  Denmark, Italy
and the Netherlands;
o  the  submergence of unemploy-
ment  insurance  in  the  social
security  system  in  Ireland,
Portugal and the UK;
o  flat-rate  instead  of  wage-
related  contributions  in
Denmark.
to  the  length  of insured  employ-
ment.
Typically  countries with  relatively
low or short-term benefits (Greece,
Italy, Ireland and the UK) impose a
waiting  period of several days
before benefits  can be claimed,
whereas  in countries with relatively
high  rates  of benefits  (Denmark,
Germäry,  Spain, France and  the
Netherlands)  there  is  no waiting
period at all.
Where unemployment  benefits are
wage-related, the  initial  rate  of
benefit  ranges from  20 to  SOVo  of
previous gross earnings -  in Italy,
Ireland and Greece  -  to 90Vo  -  in
Denmark. Only in Gerrnany is the
benefit  rate  related  to  net  rather
than gross  earnings, and only in the
UK  are  benefits  flat-rate  rather
than  being  related  to  wages. As
long-term  unemployment  has
increased,  so  there has  been  a grow-
ing  tendency for  the  period over
which  benefits  are  payable to  be
linked  to the length of insured em-
ployment. In some  countries -  such
as  Belgrum and France -  this tend-
ency has been combined with
reducing the rate of benefit over the
payment period.
In a number of countries, there are
important  alternatives  to  unem-
ployment  compensation  in
operation. This  is  especially the
case in  Italy  where  the  general
unemployment  insurance  scheme
covers  only a small proportion of the
unemployed who  have  previously
worked. In 1990,  only an estimated
56 000 of the  468  000 unemployed
with  work  experience received
unemployment benefits, most of the
remainder receiving payments from
various special schemes.  More im-
portantly,  the  wage compensation
fund  (Cassa Integrazione  Gua-
dagpi) guarantees a certain level of
income to redundant workers who,
abuse  of  the  system  is  con-  All  Member States require a mini-
trolled  by  requiring  that  mum period of insured employment
unemployment  be  involuntary  as a  qualifying  condition  for  the
or that  there is a waiting  period  receipt  of  unemployrnent  compen-
before receiving benefits;  sation. This ranges  from 360 days  in
Germany  to  78  days  for  workers
the  rate  of benefit  is  a signifi-  under  the  age of  18 in  Belgium.
cant proportion of the previous  Since  the mid-1970s, in response  to
wage and related  to the  length  high  and prolonged unemployment
of insured employment;  and  to  escalating budget  deficits,
countries  with  strong  insurance
the  period over which  benefits  principles  (Germany,  France  and
are paid  is  strictly  limited  and  Spain, in particular)  have increased
also  related  to  the  period  of  the qualifuing  period and/or linked
insured  employment.  the duration  ofbenefits more closely
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however  , temain  formalty  em-
ployed.
In Germany (and to a lesser  extent
in Belgrum,  France  and Spain)  com-
pensation  for short-time working is
a practical alternative to unemploy-
ment  compensation, which  has
most extensively been used in the
first phase  of transforming the East
German labour market  after unifi-
cation.  Early retirement schemes  -
in  France and the Netherlands,
especially  -  disability pensions  -
particularly  in the Netherlands -
and redundancy payments -  in the
UK, for example -  are other alter-
natives.
Six countries -  Germätry, Greece,
France, Spain, Ireland and Portu-
gal  have specific means-tested
assistance schemes  for the unem-
ployed. fn other countries, general
social assistance schemes  are the
only means to provide a minimum
level of income  to those who do not
qualify for, or have exhausted their
rights  to,  unemployment  benefit.
With the exception  of Greece,  Spain
and Portugal, means-tested  unem-
ployment assistance  is payable for
as  long as  the person  concerned  has
no other source of income and is
available for work. Assistance  pay-
ments are usually flat-rate, though
vary  with  äge, marital  status and
number of childr€r,  and in three of
the  six  countries  operating  such
schemes  GermäDy, Spain  and
Portugal  eligibitity  requires  a
minimum period of insured employ-
ment.  Germany and Greece are
alone in  relating  the  assistance
payable to previous earnings,
though the level is lower than  for
unemplo;rment benefits.
Taking  all  aspects together,  Ger-
many, France and Spain appear to
be the  countries where the insur-
ance principle  applies most
strongly,  in  that  unemployment
compensation  is most closely  linked
to previous emplo5rment  and the fin-
ancial contributions made. The UK
and, to a lesser  extent, Irelatrd, are
at the opposite  extreme.  In the UK,
social welfare principles prevail, in
that  the emphasis is on guarante-
eing  a minimum  level  of income.
Welfare rather than insurance prin-
ciples are reflected in the financing
of payments from  progressive
rather  than  proportional  contribu-
tions,  the  payment  of flat-rate
rather  than  wage-related benefits
and the  differentiation  of all
benefits according  to marital  status
and the number of children.
The history  of regulations govern-
ing  unemployment  compensation
schemes  since  the mid-1970s  shows
that there has been  no convergence
between systems based on insur-
ance  principles and those based  on
welfare principles. Insteäd,  the par-
ticular  characteristics of each type
of  system  seem  to have  becom"  -or"
pronounced.  In insurance schemes,
like those in Germany, France and
Spain, benefits have become  more
closely linked  with  previous em-
ployment. By  contrast, in  the
welfare-oriented UK  system, this
link has been  weakened  by abolish-
ing  earnings-related benefits in
1981, introducing progressive
insurance contributions  in  1985,
and gradually  shifting from unem-
ployment benefits to general social
assistance  ("income  support").
Beneficiary  rates
Differences in unemployment com-
pensation systems are reflected in
national  patterns  and trends in
beneficiary rates -  i.e. in the pro-
portion of the unemployed actually
receiving benefits or assistance
as  well as  in variations and changes
in rates relative to wages  -  i.e. the
so  called  replacement  rate. If unem-
ployment  insurance funds  go into
deficit,  and if  there  are economic
and political difficulties in increas-
ing contributions or subsidies from
the  state budget, the  policy
response is likely  to be to reduce
benefits in relation to wages  , antd/or
to  reduce the  beneficiary rate,
through imposing stricter qualifica-
tion conditions.  Apart from changes
in  regulations,  a reduction  in  the
beneficiary rate can also  result from
changing labour market conditions,
such as an increase in the number
of long-term unemployed who have
exhausted their  benefit  entitle-
ment.
In  practice, the total  beneficiary
rate  varies markedly  between
Member States. According to the
Community Labour Force  Survcy,
the proportion of people  claiming
benefit  among all  those without
work for at least one  hour a week,
who  are  also seeking work  and
available for work ranges  from 6Vo
in Greece  in 1990  to 86Vo  in Den-
mark  (Graph I22). These figures,
however, need to be interpreted
with  caution, since the sample of
households  covered  by the survey
may not necessarily be repre-
sentative in this respect and the
likelihood of a positive  response  to
the  question on benefits may
depend both on the amount
received and on whether the
respondent  is registered  at an em-
ployment  office. fn  both  Greece
and  Portugal,  registration  rates
are low compared  with most other
Member States.  Moreover,  in both
countries official figures of benefi-
eiary rates,  which  are partly
based  on other definitions -  from
the  Ministry  of Labour  or the
social security administration
are two to six times higher than
those reported by the  LFS. In
countries where unemployment
insurance contributions are inte-
grated in  the  social security
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2.  Financing Contributions by em-







tions, state  subsidies
covering about  707o
of expenditure
Employers'  (3.  l5vo)  Employets'  (2.35Vo)  pmglo;rets'  -(5'2Vo  +
andemployees'  and  employees'  (IVo)  0.47o  for wage
Q.I5qo)contribu-  contributions;  state  Guarantee  Fund),
tions, siate  subsidies  subsidies  and employees'
to cover  deficit  Q.IVo) conffibutions
Employers'
(4.51%o),  em-




Varies according  to
age  from 78 days in
the past l0 months to
624 days  in the past
36 months
Membership con-
tributions of at least
12  months  and  em-
ployment of at least
26 weeks within the
past 3 years
At least  360 days  At least 125  days  6 months contribu-
contributory employ-  contributory employ-  lory gmployment in
ment durin! thelast  ment in the 14  last 4 years
3 years  months before unem-
ployment
Depending on age
and length of in-
sured  employment;
minimum  for AFD
at least  6 months in-
sured  employment
4.  Waiting Period  None None None,  except  if job  6 daYs
voluntarily  quit
(8-12  weeks)
None, except  if job  DePends  on the
voluntarily quit (6  number of holidays
months)  not Yet  taken
5.  Rates  of  607o  of gross  wage  90Vo  of gross  wage;
Benefits (Initial)  (557o  for cohabitants  ceiling of DKR
without dependants),  2,502 Per week,
taxable  taxable
68 (63)Vo  of net  40Vo  of dailY wage
wage; ceiling 6,800  for manual workers,
DM per month  50Vo  of monthlY
(West),4,800  DM  wage  for emPloyees'
(East)  non-taxable
80Vo;  ceiling l70Vo
(22OVo)  of statutory
minimum wage,  non-
taxable
AB: 407o  + lump
sum; AFD: flat rate
(81.30  FF/day),
taxable





can  be suspended  if
unemployment  dura-
tion doubles  the
regional average
2.5 years;  with exten-  156  to 832 days
sion up to 7 years if  depending on insured
using the right to job  employment and age
offers  (6 days  per week)
5 to 10  months  3 to 24 months
depending on insured  depending on insured
employment and age  emPloYment;
degressive  (60Vo  n
second  year)
AB: 3 to 45 months
degressive,  AFD: 6
to 27 months,  both
depending on age
















Compensation  for  Short-time allow-
involuntary part-time  ance;  promotion of
unemployment  and  winter production;
layoff periods  bad weather  allow-
ance
UNEMPLOYMENT  ASSISTAI\CE  (UA)
8.  Title
of Benefit
No separate  UA;  No separate  UA;







guaranteeing  a na-















Registered  as  unem-
ployed but not qualif-
ying for AG or hav-
ing exhausted  AG,
and in need;  at least





benefits.  and in need
Registered  as  unem-
ployed but not qualif-
ying for insurance
benefits,  or ex-
hausted  those
benefits,  and in need;
at least  3 months in-
sured  employment
ASS: unemployed
but not qualified or
have exhausted
AB/AFD,  and in




ren,  ex-prisoners  etc.
10.  Size  and
Duration of
Assistance
AH: 58Vo  of net earn-  Same  rate as  ordi-
ings and 56Vo  for  nary benefit; for 45
recipients without  daYs
children; unlimited,
as long as no suitable
job available
75Vo  of current  mint-
mum wage;  3 to 18
months; (for unem-
ployment 55 until re-
tirement age)
ASS/AI/RMI  in





AI one year max.
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The Regulation  of Unemployment  fnsurance  and Assistance,  January  1992
IRELAND ITALY LUXEMBOURG NETHERLANDS  PORTUGAL UNITED
KINGDOM
UNEMPLOYMENT  INSURANCE  (UI)




"Trattanrtento  ordina-  o'Indemnitd  de chöm-  "Werkloosheids Uit-
rio di disoccupa-  age  complet"  kering" (WW)
zione"
"Subsidiodedesem-  "lJnemployment
prego" (SD)  Benefit" (UB)
2.  Financing Employers' and em-  Employers' contribu-
ployees'  contribu-  tions (4.ll%oindus-
tions  included  in  try, l.6l%o  com-
overall social  merce); state
insurance  contri-  subsidies
butions  (PRSI)
Contributions  to Em-  Employers' (1  .MVo)
ployment Fund by  and employees'
employers,  com-  (I.04Vo)  contribu-
munes  and income  tions; variation ac-
tax  cording to industry;
ceiling
Contributions  Progressive  em-
included in health  ployers' and em-





At least  39 weeks  Insured  employment
PRSl-contributions  of at fealt 2 yearc,  1
year in 2 years
preceding  unemploy-
ment




At least  26 weeks  540 days of contribu-  Within the last 2
employment during  tory employment dur-  years  contributions
12 months preceding  rng2 years  preceding  for at least  50 times
unemployment  unemployment  the lower weekly
earning limit
4.  Waiting Period  UB: 3 days;  PRB: 3




.7 days;30  days  if un-  None,  except  young
employrnent  volun-  enffants  (39 weeks)
tary or through mis-
conduct




5.  Rates  of  Flat rate  (UB) + l2%o  20%o  of last salary
Benefits (Initial)  (PRB) of weekly_ _  _
earnings  over IRf.72
and below IRE 220.
non-taxable
Up to 80Vo  of gross  Up to 70Vo,  taxable
eamings  depending
on parürer's  income;
ceiling 2.5 times  statu-
tory mimimum wage
Up to 65Vo;  ceiling 3  Flat rate + adult
tryT  the guaranteed  dependants  addition,
mimimum wage,  taxable
taxable
6.  Duration and
Dynamics of
Benefits
UB: up to 390 days;  Up to 180  days
PRB: up to 375 days  (extension  to 360
(6 days  per week)  days in the building
sector  possible)
365 days;  extension  6 months  to 5 years  l0 to 30 months;  1  year
up to 12  months  depending  on length  extension  for aged
possible,  then par-  of service  and age;  over 55 possible  up
tially degressive  70Vo  of mimimum  to early retirement  at
wage for another  year  60







(66Vo  up to 180




Disability pensions  Early retirement
and early retirement





UNEMPLONUENT  ASSISTAT{CE  (UA)
8.  Title of Benefit  "Llnemployment
Assistance"  (UA)
No general  UA;  No separate  UA;
"Sussidio  straordina-  "RevenuMinimum
rio" (SS) in some  Garanti" (RMG)
regions
"Bijstandsuitkering"  "Subsidio social de  "Income Support"





not qualify or have
exhausted  their right
to UB: and in need
Registered  unem-
ployed who do not
qualify or have
exhausted  their right
to WW, and are in
need;  scheme  open  to
other persons  in need
Unemployed who do
not qualify or have
exhausted  their right
to SD, and are in
need;  at least  180




ployed who do not
qualify or have
exhausted  their right
to UB; scheme  open
to other persons  in
need
10. Size  and  Dura-  Up to IRE 52 per
tion of Assist-  week depending  on
ance  needs,  durations  of
unemployment  etc.;
unlimited
Flat rates  depending
on age  and status,
e.g.  HFL 1,148  per
month for singles
living alone;  un-
limited
70Vo  of the minimum
wage + supplements
depending  on child-
ren; half the period
for which SD has
been  granted  or SD-
period if no SD has
been  granted
Flat rates depending
on age  and stafus,
e.g.  UKf  39.65  per
week for singles  25
years  and over; un-
limited
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system  (as  in Portugal or the UK),
or where employees  do not, or
hardly,  pay contributions  into  a
separate  fund (as  in Greece,  Italy,
Luxembourg and Spain), individ-
uals may not be  aware  of  receiving
unemployment benefits or assist-
ance. Despite these and other
caveats concerning the reliability
and validity of the data, however,
differences in  beneficiary rates
between Member States remain
substantial and require explana-
tion.
In  particular,  at 4L7o  in  1990, the
benefi  ciary rate  in  France is  sur-
prisingly  low. This may reflect the
fact that the French unemployment
insurance scheme  is barely subsi-
dised at all by the state budget and
so  is more insurance-oriented  than,
for example, in Denmark and Bel-
grum, where the rates are around
twice as  high. Qualification require-
ments for receiving benefits in these
two countries are much less strict
than  in  France and the period for
which  benefits  are payable much
longer (unlimited in the case  of Bel-
grum).
With  the  exception of Denmark,
Germ&ry,  the  Netherlands and
the UK, benefi  ciary rates changed
little  between 1983 and 1990.
Apart  from  Portugal  (where the
validity of the data is uncertain),
Denmark  is the  only  country  in
which the beneficiary rate rose  (by
6 percentage points) over this
period. This  reflects Denmark's
success  in  reducing the  relative
numbers  of lon  g-term unem-
ployed  who are likely  to have
exhausted their  benefit  entitle-
ment  through  active labour
market  measures. Denmark, for
example, is the only Member
State which has established a
right  for  the  long-term  unem-
ployed to  a temporary  job  in  a
private or public enterprise or to
training.
In  contrast, significant reductions
in  beneficiary rates occurred
between 198  3/84 and 1990 in
Germany (from 777o  to 637o),  the
UK  (from  787o  to  557o) and the
Netherlands (from 667o  to 407o).  In
the UK and in Germany, the reduc-
tion  was similar  for  men and
women; in the Netherlands, it was
much larger for women than melt.
In Germany, the fall in the benefi-
ciary  rate  was especially marked
for  the  young and the  long-term
unemployed,  reflecting both a tight-
ening in  eligibitity  criteria  and an
increase in the relative numbers of
long-term  unemployed  women
being especially affected, often
receiving no unemployment assist-
ance  after exhausting their benefits
if their husband is working.
In the UK, the fall seems  to have
been caused by  changes in  the
qualifying  conditions, the decline
in  the  benefici ary rate  being
greatest among short-term unem-
ployed and young unemployed
women. (A major reform in  1987
reduced benefits to young unem-
ployed if  they refused an offer
from the Youth Training  Scheme
or dropped  out of the programme,
while  those quitting  jobs volun-
tarily  had  to wait  longer before
being eligible for benefits.) Simi-
larly,  in  the Netherlands, it  is
young unemployed who have
experienced  the biggest  fall in the
beneficiary rate  (from  72Vo  to
32Vo),  also as a result of a major
change in  qualifying  conditions.
(In 1987,  the qualification period
for  continuing  to receive benefit
after the first six months of unem-
ployment, was extended to at
least three years of insured em-
ployment within  a period of five
years  a requirement  which
rules out many young people.)
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Except for Belgium, Denmark and
Italy,  women are less likely  to
receive benefit  than  men  (Graph
L23).  This is particularly  the case  in
Ireland,  the  UK  and the  Nether-
lands, where beneficiary rates of
women are less  than half of those  of
men, but it is only slightly less  true
in Spain, Greece,  Luxembourg and
Germany.  The two main reasons  for
such a difference are,  first, that the
relatively  strict  qualifying  condi-
tions exclude more women -  who
are more  likely to be  re-entering  the
labour market  than  men, and,
secondly,  that means-tested  unem-
ployment assistance  schemes  tend
to apply to men -  the traditional
bread-winners  model -rather  than
to women.
The  strength  of insurance prin-
ciple  s in  the unemployment
compensation  schemes  of many
Member States is also reflected in
the age breakdown of beneficiaries
(Graph L24).  In principle, the rela-
tionship  between unemployment
protection and age  is influenced by
two offsetting factors. On the one
hand, the older  the person,  the more
likely  they are to satisfy eligibility
criteria;  on the  other hand, the
probability of being unemployed  for
a long period and so exhausting
entitlement to benefits, tends also
to increase  with age.  In some  coun-
tries  Germ  dfry, France and
Spain, where the  insurance prin-
ciple is e  specially marked
protection for older people was
strengthened  over the 1980s  in re-
sponse  to  persistent  high
unemployment by making the dur-
ation of benefits  more dependent  on
age or on the length of period in
employment. In  these countries,
older people are now much better
protected  than younger  people.
In other countries where the com-
pensation scheme  is also based  on
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strongly  Denmark, Greece,  the
Netherlands  and  Portugal  the
same kind of relationship between
age and unemployment protection
is  apparent. In  welfare-oriented
systems  -  as  in the UK and Ireland
-  where unemployment protection
is  largely  designed to  provide a
minimum  level of income inde-
pendent of previous  earnings,  there
is no rationale for a policy of linking
the duration of benefits to age  or the
length of period of previous employ-
ment,  and, therefore, beneficiary
rates  do not  increase with  age
(Graph L24).
Just  as older people tend to be
better  protected under insurance-
based  systems,  so  the young  are  less
well  protected. In  France, for
example,  whereas  47Vo  of  the unern-
ployed were below 30 in 1990,  only
32Vo  of beneficiaries of unemploy-
ment compensation  were also  below
30. On the other hand, L27o  of the
unemployed who were over 50
accounted  for L97o  of beneficiaries.
Insurance-based  systems are,
therefore, biased towards protect-
ing core  workers (mostly male and
elderly)  over marginal  workers
(mostly youtrg, female and casual)
whereas people tend  to be more
equally treated (though not women
who are not the main wage-earner)
under welfare systems.
The variation  in  beneficiary rates
with the duration of unemployment
reveals another  interesting  dif-
ference between insurance-based
and welfare-oriented systems
(Graph  L25). In  Germätry, France
and Spain -  where the systems  are
most strongly  insurance-based
beneficiary rates of the  long-term
unemployed are lower than  for
those  who have been  out of work for
3-L2 months. In  the UK  and Ire-
land, on  the other hand -  where the
systems are largely  welfare-based
-  beneficiary rates are consistently
higher  for  the  long-term  unem-
ployed than  those unemployed for
less than  a year. This reflects the
fact that  insurance-based  systems
tend to exclude  "poor risks" (i.e.  the
long-term  unemployed) from  the
receipt of benefits,  whereas  welfare
systems tend to treat  most of the
unemployed  equally, though only in
the sense  of guaranteeing a mini-
mum level of income.
Wage-r€placement
rates
The  scale of benefits  which  the
unemployed are entitled to receive
differs considerably between Mem-
ber  States. This  variation  can be
illustrated  by  taking  someone of
prime  age who becomes  unem-
ployed after being in a full-time job
for  the  previous ten  years, and
seeing how the  proportion of the
previous wage they  receive over
time differs between countries.
It is assumed  that the person con-
cerned  is 40 years old, either single
or  married  but  without  childreo,
who was previously on the average
earnings of a production worker in
the country concerned.  Although as
shown above, such a hypothetical
person is not necessarily repre-
sentative of the unemployed, given
their wide variety of personal char-
acteristics, details for others, such
as young people, older workers,
those with  no insurance, p  art-
timers, and so or,  are much more
difficult  to compile. For the hypo-
thetical  person in  each country,
gross  wage-replacement  rates  -  i.e.
the  ratio  of (pre-tax) benefits to
average  gross  earnings -  are calcu-
lated on the assumption,  first, that
the person is single, secotrd,  that
they are manried with  a spouse  in
full-time  work and, third,  that  the
spouse  is not in work but dependent
'#
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40
ployment.  This  reflects  the  fact
that  insurance  princiPles  PlaY
only  a  minor  role  in  unemploy-
ment  protection  in  these  two
countries  and  that,  therefo tQ,
even initial  benefits  are designed
to  provide  a  minimum  level  of
income  according  to  need  rather
than  being  related  to  previous
wages.
As  the  spell  of  unemployment
increases,  so wage-replacement
rates  become  increasinglY
dependent  on marital  -  and fam-
ily  circumstance s in  mo  st
Member  States.  This  is  IargeIY
because entitlement  to unemploY-
ment  insurance  benefits  becomes
exhausted  as the  duration  of
unemployment  increases  and the
unemployed  then  have to rely  on
unemployment  assistance  or
guaranteed  minimum  income  if
tn.y  lack other means of suPPort.
In this situation,  a married  Person
with  a  working  spouse  usually
cannot  claim  any further  compen-
sation  because household  income
is  above  the  minimum  level.  A
single person or a married  person
with  a dependent  spouse, on the
other  hand,  usually  continues  to
be eligible  for compensation  for an
indefinite  period  of  time.  Their
wage-replacement  rates are, how-
ever,  lower  than  when  they  first
became  unemployed;  rates  also
are usually  lower  for  single  than
married  people with  dependants.
Some  Member  States,  however,
diverge  from  this  general  Pattern
so far as long-term  unemPloyment
is  concerned.  In  Belgium  and
France,  for  example,  a  married
person  with  a working  spouse is
also eligible  for compensation  for
an indefinite  period,  though  at  a
low level. In Spain, entitlement  to
means-tested  benefits  is  limited
to  a four-year  spell  of unemPloy-
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system is  insurance-based,  while
expenditure in  Ireland, where the
system is similar to the UICs, is the
same as in France and only slightly
Iess  than in Germany. This finding
reflects the main trade-off between
welfare-oriented  and insurance-
based systems:  the former tend to
provide low benefits for almost all
claimants, the latter  high benefits
for  a limited  number of core
workers. Both may result in similar
levels of public expenditure.
Another  interesting  difference
between insurance-based  and
welfare-oriented  systems  emerges
when  the  changes in  unemploy-
ment  rates and expenditure on
compensation which  occurred in
Member States  between  1985  and
1990 are compared.  In  most
countries, expenditure on com-
pensation in  relation  to GDP
declined roughly in line with  the
fall in unemployment which most
of them  experienced during  this
period. In  the majority  of cases'
however, eXpenditure on each
unemployed  person increased
relative to GDP (Graph 138).  The
exceptions are Denmark,  ItalY,
Ireland and, most markedly, the
UK, where payments to the unem-
ployed, adjusted for the fall  in
unemployment,  declined signifi-
cantly.
Since the UK  and Ireland  are the
two countries where the compensa-
tion system is most strongly based
on welfare principles, the evidence
of this  recent period suggests  that
such systems are more Prone to
reductions in  assistance as com-
pared with  insurance-based
systems, under which benefits are
explicitly related to previous earn-
ings. As real incomes  increase,  the
support  given  to  the  unemPloYed
will  also tend  to  increase under
the  latter  kind  of  system. Llnder
welfare-based  systems,  on the other
hand, the tendency may be merelY
to uprate assistance  levels in  line
with inflation, to presen/e  their real
value, but not necessarilY  to main-




benefits  on the
labour  market
The potential effects  of unemploy-
ment insurance schemes  (UI) on
the functioning of the labour mar-
ket can  best  be  examined  in terms
of a transition  model of labour
market  flows. Flows in  nine
possible  directions can be distin-
guished:





loyment  4  5  6
Inactivity  7  8  I
Although UI mainly affects flows 2
and 4 -  i.e. of people  moving from
employment to unemployment and
out of unemployment into a job -
policy on compensation may  also
indirectly  affect the other possible
flows. These potential  effects are
considered  in turn below.  These  are
stylized  effects,  however,  which will
differ  in  detail  according to  the
institutional  arrangements  in force
in the different Member States.
(1)  Moves  from  one  employment
status  to  another, i.e. labour
mobility, may be encouraged  by
UI  insofar  as  they  involve  a
greater risk  of unemPloYment.
öÄ'GD,F
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This might apply, in particular,
to  moves from  large  to  small
firms, from permanent to fixed
term  contracts of employment,
or from the public to the private
sector  (the latter being relevant
to recent suggestions  that  civil
servants  should  contribute  to
funding  UI  schemes).  Unfortu-
nately,  there  is  no  empirical
evidence  on how important this
effect  is in practice.
(2)  Because  UI subsidizes  the costs
of searching for employment, it
makes it  easier for  people to
quit their jobs and spend time
finding  alternative,  possibly
more  suitable  work.  The  evi-
dence suggests that  voluntary
quits increase at times of econ-
omic growth -  when there are
more  jobs  available  and
decline during recession.  There
is  little,  however,  to  suggest
that  a waiting  period (in which
no benefits are paid) is an effec-
tive means of preventing abuse
of the UI system.
At  the  same time,  employers
are likely to find it easier  to dis-
miss  workers  under  an  UI
regime: those affected  will  tend
to  demand less compensation
for losing jobs, while employers
will  tend to have less feeling of
responsibility  for  depriving
them of their  livelihood. Other
things  being  equal, employers
ffiäy,  therefore,  be  more  in-
clined  to  adopt  methods  of
production  which  entail  a
higher risk  of redundancy. The
evidence, however,  does  not
suggest  that UI has a major im-
pact on the dismissal policy of
employers,  except  in the case  of
seasonal work  in  the  con-
struction  industry,  hotels and
catering -  where the existence
of unemployment compensation
effectively  subsidises  such  jobs.
Insurance-based  schemes  have
also  been used to support early
retirement,  which  is  a  means
employed to  tackle the  unem-
ployment  problem  in  several
Member  States. fn  Germdfry,
France  and  the  Netherlands,
especially, unemployment has
become an  intermediate  stage
between  working  and  retire-
ment, which  is reflected in  an
increased  flow  from  employ-
ment into unemployment.
(3)  In  cases  where elderly people
out  of  work  are  no  longer
required  to  register  as unem-
ployed,  they  are  no  longer
included in  the unemployment
count  and, in  the  case of the
Labour Force Survey, no longer
considered to  be  unemployed,
even though they might receive
insurance  benefits.  In  such
cases, the  flow  from  employ-
ment into inactivity will tend to
be  increased by  IJI.  On  the
other hand, the so  called  "entit-
lement effect' -  the incentive
for employees  to remain in the
labour force in order to become
entitled to benefits -  will  tend
to  reduce the  movement from
employment  into  inactivity.
Which  of  these  two  opposing
effects is  stronger remains an
empirical question.
(a)  According  to  conventional
economic  theory,  generous
wage-replacement  benefits
reduce  the  probability  of
someone moving  from  unem-
ployment  into  employment.
This  effect  is  stronger,  the
longer  the  period  over  which
the unemployed are entitled to
claim  benefit.  It  becomes
weaker, however, as the end of
the  benefit  period  approaches
or  as  the  rate  of  benefit  de-
clines.  For  people  who  are
uninsured and out of work, the
opposite effect is likely: the ex-
istence  of  insurance  schemes
increases  the incentive for them
to  find  employment as quickly
as possible in  order to become
eligible  for  benefits.  In  some
degree, the  insured  and unin-
sured may be in competition for
jobs; such competition tending
to  increase both  as vacancies
become  scarcer  and as expected
benefits become  more generous.
This  effect  potentially  offsets
the negative effects  of generous
benefits on the incentive for the
insured  to  look  for  work.  It
might,  therefore, explain why a
great deal of empirical research
into  this  issue has either  pro-
duced contradictory results  or
found only a weak relationship
between UI and the duration of
individual  spells of unemploy-
ment.
(5)  The probability  of someone  out
of work  remaining  unemployed
will  clearly tend to increase if
insurance  benefits  are  avail-
able,  most  empirical  studies
finding  that  the  duration  of
benefits is more important  than
their  ,  level.  More  time  spent
Iooking for job, however, is not
necessarily detrimental to allo-
cative  efficiency.  Indeed,  dfr
extended period of job search  is
probably necess  ary in  the case
of  specialized occupations, so
that  in  these  cases at  least,
making it  easier for people to
remain  unemployed for  longer
is a desirable  effect  of UI. More-
over,  improved  matching  of
people  to jobs might also  reduce
the likelihood of future spells  of
,unemployment  and so the scale
of movement out of employment
into  unemployment  over  the
longer term.
(6)  UI  reduces the  probabitity  of
someone who  is  unemployed
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moving  into  inactivity,  even if
they  are  effectively  no  longer
available  for  work.  Empirical
evidence  suggests,  however,
that  abuse of the system in this
way is not a significant expla-
nation  of  persistently  high
unemployment.  Active  labour
market  programmes,  coupled
with  the  need  for  the  unem-
ployed  to  prove  periodically
that they are actually available
for work, also tend to limit  the
scale  of  abuse,  äs  do  early
retirement  schemes  which
enable someone  out of work to
become  legitimately inactive.
(7)  The  "entitlement  effect" of UI
increases  the  probability  of
those who  are not  part  of the
labour  force joining  it.  More-
over, when  one member  of  a
household  becomes  unemployed
and is not insured, or is under-
insured, other members not in
the  labour  force  may  be  im-
pelled to  seek employment in
order to supplement household
income.  On  the  other  hand,
since UI  has  to  be  financ€d,
the  wage-related contributions
which  employees are required
to pay reduce their  take-home
pay and their  incentive to seek
employment.  Insofar  as  em-
ployers find  it  difficult  to pass
on the contributions which they
are required  to  pay, this  may
reduce their  incentive  to  hire
workers,  and  so  the  scale of
movement  from  inactir.ity,  or
unemployment,  into  employ-
ment.  Which  of  these  effects
predominates  is  an  empirical
questior, to which as yet there
is no clear answer.
(8)  The  "entitlement  effect" of UI
may also induce inactive people
to register as unemployed even
if  they  receive no cash benefit.
There  are  often  non-monetary
benefits  attached  to  registra-
tion,  such  as  participation  in
special employment measures,
use of placement and counsell-
ing  services, reduced  charges
for private or public services,  as
well  as  credits  for  periods of
unemployment  in  respect  of
other  social benefits  such  as
healthcare and pensions.
(9)  The entitlement effects  outlined
above,  seem  to reduce the prob-
ability  of  someone remaining
inactive.  UI,  in  effect,  sub-
sidizes  formal  labour  force
participation  and  ffiäy,  there-
fore,  reduce  the  incidence of
people working  in  the informal
or "black" economy.
In summ  dty, the effects of unem-
ployment compensation on the
functioning of labour markets are
by no means clear-cut.  While com-
pensation  schemes  which
guarantee a relatively  high level
of income at  least in  the  short-
term,  almost certainly  tend to
increase the probability of some-
one  moving from employment into
unemployment and the time they
are  likely to spend  out of  work, the
magnitude  of this  effect and its
relevance for the operation of the
labour market  are highly  uncer-
tain.  Moreover, other  important
effects, for  example on labour
force  participation, have also  to be
taken into account.
From a macro-economic  perspec-
tive, är effective system of income
protection  for the unemployed  sta-
bilizes purchasing power; from a
social  perspective,  it reduces  divi-
sions  in society  and provides  some
form of justice to those who lose
their jobs through no fault of their
own. A well-functioning compen-
sation scheme is also of central
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industrial  relations. If  trade
unions know that their members
are adequately protected if  they
lose  their jobs, they may be more
cooperative  in adjusting to struc-
tural  change. In  addition, the
willingne  s  s of workers to be
mobile  or  flexible  in  the  labour
market, to retrain  and to accept
new jobs, which  may involve a
higher risk  of unemployment,
such  as  seasonal  work, is likely to
be greater if generous  unemploy-
ment benefits are available.
In this respect,  a generous  compen-
sation scheme  can  be  regarded  as  an
investment in  a more flexible and
efficient labour market. This is es-
pecially the case if  it  is combined
with  active measures to  promote
employment.
flnemployment
insurance  and active
labour  market  policy
There are obvious  reasons  for direc-
ting resources  towards job creation
or skill promotion  (active  measures)
instead of pure income mainten-
ance for the unemployed. Not the
least important are persistent mis-
matches between supply and
demand for  particular  skills  and
apparently  increasing deficiencies
in  public  infrastructure.  In  most
Member States, however, public
expenditure on unemployment
compensation  continues to be con-
siderably larger than  expenditure
on active policies.
In  1990,  Member States spent an
average  of 2L/+7o  of GDP on labour
market programmes (Graph 139).
Only 38% of this expenditure was
devoted to active measures.
Between 1985 and 1990,  however,
this proportion increased  in all the
countries, except for Denmark
in the',,Member,,,$tate$,  t g86,,.ftld,,  l 9g0
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(Graph 140),  the rise being particu-
larly  significant in the poorer, less
developed countries of the  Com-
munity  Greece, Portugal  and
Spain -  assisted  by increased  fin-
ance from  the  Community  Social
Fund.
There  is  marked  variation
between Member States both in
the overall size of labour market
programmes  and  in the proportion
spent on active measures.  On
average, active policies on train-
ing,  subsidies to  integrate
lon  g-term  unemployed  and
special youth  and disabled
schemes,  for example, accounted
for 0.87o  of  GDP  in the Community
in  1990,  though for L.47o  of GDP
in Ireland as against only 0.4Vo  in
Luxembourg. Unemployment
compensation,  in contrast,  ranged
from 0.27o  of GDP (Luxembourg)
to over 37o  (Denmark). Whereas
spending on passive measures  of
income support is positively
related to the level of unemploy-
ment, the proportion of total
labour market policy expenditure
spent on active measures varies
inversely with  unemployment
i.e. the higher the rate of unem-
ployment, the lower the relative
expenditure  on  active policy
(Graph I4I).
This can be explained by the fact
that spending  on  income  mainten-
ance tends to have priority  over
active policy. As  unemployment
increases,  therefore, "passive"
expenditure  tends to  crowd out
active expenditure (especially in
countries  such as Germätry,
where both forms of expenditure
are financed out of the  same
fund). Moreover, the  higher  the
level of unemployment, the less
effective are active measures
likely to be  in alleviating the prob-
lem,  and  the  more relevant  is
macro-economic  policy.
The scale  of public expenditure  is,
however,  not a sufficient means  of
comparing the  effectiveness and
efficiency of labour  market
policies  across  the Community. It
neglects, for example, fiscal
policies which fall  outside selec-
tive  labour  market  programmes
as  well as  non-financial measures
and private  initiatives.  High
expenditure on active measures  is
certainly  no guarantee that  the
problem of unemployment is
being addressed effectively.
Whether or not this is the case  can
only be assessed  both by adopting
a much wider perspective and by
a more detailed analysis of indi-
vidual programmes.
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Chapter  I Actions to Combat Long-Term Unemployment  -
Evaluating  the Alternatives
Easy solutions to long-standing problerns are hard to fi,nd.
Labour market ffLedsures  can keep  people in touch with the
job market, and help them compete  better -but  they cannot
create  jobs.
Introduction
As unemployment  rose  over  the late
1970s  and early 1980s,  the average
duration of unemployment  rose  and
long-term unemployment became  a
core characteristic of the  Com-
munity labour market. By 1983,  the
proportion of the unemployed who
had been out of work for a year or
more  in the Community had risen to
45Vo  and, by 1986,  it had exceeded
50Vo.
Despite a sustained period of
strengthened economic  growth in
the second  half of the  1980s,
unemployment fell  only slowly.
The number of long-term unem-
ployed decreased,  but  by little
more than  unemployment as a
whole so  that, in 1990  (the latest
year for which figures are avail-
able  ) the  proportion  of the
unemployed  who had been out of
work for a year or more was still
close  to half (Graph L42).
With  unemployment since 1990
once more on the increase, it  is
unlikely  that  the  relative  num-
bers of long-term unemployed
have fallen, and every possibitity
that they have  risen.  The question
arises as to why the Community
hasseeminglybeensounsuccessful  to  address the  problem  of long-
in  reducing  long-term  unem-  term unemployment. This work,
ployment  despite considerable  carried  out as  part of  the Commis-
policy efforts.  sion's ERGO initiative,  aims to:
better  describe the  nature  of the
This chapter draws on the results  problems;  evaluate  the  effective-
of a Community-wide assessment  ness of the range of programmes
ofnationalandCommunitypolicy  and policy measures which have
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long-term unemployed remain-
ed  unchanged  so  that  their
relative  position  did  not
improve. In 1990  over 47o  of the
Community's  labour  force
(around  5  million  people) had
been out of work for a year or
more and 2L/z7o  for at least two
years  (Graph 143);
o  with  unemployment  rising
again, the number of long-term
unemployed is almost certainly
increasing and their  prospects
and opportunities  for obtaining
emplo5rment diminishing  still
further.
Registered long-term  unemploy-
ment is, moreover, only the most
visible dimension of a wider prob-
lem resulting  from insufficient job
opportunities and increased seg-
mentation within  the Community's
labour markets and between local
communities. Chronic underem-
ployment and insecure  jobs at low
rates  of  pay are  widespread  features
of labour markets in many areas of
the  Community,  especially in  the
South. fn  effect, many people are
effectively  excluded from  the  pri-
mary  labour  market,  making  it
impossible  for them to derive a level
of income from  employment suffi-
cient to meet personal and family
needs  on a lasting basis.
Barriers  to
integration
The ERGO evaluation study identi-
fied a number of obstacles  facing the
long-term unemployed when seek-
ing work. While these  tend to apply
to unemployed people generally,
they  particularly  affect those who
have been out  of work  for  a long
time:
.  there are severe difficulties  for
even the  most active and able
job  seekers who  live  in  areas
where industrial  or agricultural
decline means that  there  are
simply too few jobs available;
even when jobs  are available,
many  long-term  unemployed
cannot  compete  for  them
because  they lack the qualifica-
tions to get jobs; lack the skills
to obtain the qualifications; or
have out-dated skills;
long-term unemployed  are often
the applicants least favoured by
employers, who  prefer  to  em-
ploy almost anyone else if they
are available  a form  of dis-
crimination  which seems  to be
applied to the unemployed  as a
group, irrespective of their per-
sonal attributes or abilities;
employer resistance is particu-
larly  strong  with  regard  to
ethnic  minorities,  migrants,
ex-offenders and women tryrng
to enter non-traditional  occupa-
tions;
a proportion of the long-term
unemployed suffer from social
problems or the inadequacies
of  social  policy  such  as
disability, alcoholism  or home-
Iessness  which  can be the
result  of  unemployment  as
much as the cause,  but which
nevertheless  represent serious
barriers to their obtaining em-
ployment  or  being  able  to
undergo  the  training  that
could help  them  into  employ-
ment;
people living  in  areas where
poverty  and  unemployment
have  fundamentally  affected
the way of life may find consid-
erable  diffrculty  in  acquiring
the  attitudes  and  abilities
necessary to work  on a regular
basis;
.  people living  alone, away from
family  and  friends,  may  often
lack  both  the  confidence and
the  necess  ary  information
about local job possibilities.
These barriers  are fundamental
and, if  they  are to be overcome,
require considerable  effort on the
part of the people concerned,
and a willingness  on the part  of
the  public  or voluntary  services
to nätp them  participate  in  the
labour market.
However, national  programmes
targeted on the long-term unem-
ployed are rarely able to address
these wider  social issues. The
problem of 'discrimination'  may
be addressed  -  either by opinion
changing  campaigns and/or by
providing  financial  incentives to
encourage  employers  to overcome
their  reluctance to recruit  the
long-term unemployed. Certain
training  or retraining  needs are
generally met, and special assist-
ance  is also given, in many cases,
to the  disabled. However, rela-
tively  few  national  programmes
address the problems of other
marginalised or disadvantaged
groups  or individuals to any signi-
ficant extent.
In addition to these social  difficul-
ties, there are also  administrative
or organisational barriers  which
result directly, or indirectly, from
the  way  and/or the  context in
which  government supported
reintegration  programmes, and
more general social and labour
market policies,  often operate.
In particular, these  include:
o  barriers  built  into  social sup-
port and labour market systems
welfare  benefits or training
programmes  which  may
make them inaccessible,  either
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because people simply  do not
know  about  them  or  because
the people concerned  are ineli-
gible according  to the rules;
.  barriers due to the design and
operation of welfare benefit sys-
tems (and their interaction with
tax  systems) which  can create
financial  disincentives  for
people to  reintegrate  into  the
labour market -  the controver-
sial poverty trap problem.
Barriers  in the social
support  systems
While  social support systems are
intended to help those  in need  irre-
spective  of whether they are looking
for work, labour market policies  are
intended  to help people  into employ-
ment.  However, the  two  systems
together often fail to encompass  the
needs of those who want to work,
but who also  need  financial help and
other forms of social support. One
consequence  is  that,  for  many  of
those who want  to work  but  have
little  hope of finding a job easily, it
is not worthwhile,  or indeed
possible,  to register as  a  job seeker.
This may mean that they are cut off
from participating  in reintegration
programmes set up by labour offices
since they may only be open to reg-
istered  job seekers.
Not  all job  seekers want,  need,
or are able to benefit  from
reintegration  programmes. For
whatever reason,  significant num-
bers of long-term unemployed
tend to withdraw  from unemploy-
ment registers in Member States
when  reintegration  programmes
are introduced, without going into
work or official training  schemes.
Such 'withdrawals'  from the
labour market do not necessarily
imply  that  the people concerned
are  not  looking  for  work.
However, the  systems of unem-
ployment  compensation, äs
described  in Chapter 7, normally
specify certain  conditions which
claimants have  to fulfil in order to
be eligible for  assistance.  These
rules are intended to exclude  from
assistance  those already working
in the informal economy,  or those
who are capable of work but  are
taking no active  steps  to find a  job.
However, they can also, inadver-
tently, exclude  others.
For example, the  se systems
require the persons concerned  to
attend registration offices  at regu-
lar  intervals  and accept rules
governing their  entitlement  to
benefit, including which jobs they
can refuse and how quickly  they
need to  start  work.  These rules
vary widely between Member
States in  no particularly  syste-
matic  way.They  can prove
particularly  onerous for  some
people, particularly  women who
may need  more time than the sys-
tems allow in order to reorganise
their lives, arrange childcare  etc.,
so  as to be able to undertake paid
employment.
The tendency in  public  expendi-
ture  has been to  try  to  shift
government expenditure away
from  passive income support to
active employment measures.
However, the removal of the right
to financial assistance  can create
further  problems for those seek-
ing  employment.  This  is
particularly  the  case for  young
people  , for whom there is evidence
that  the withdrawal  of financial
support has led to increased
vagrancy and begging.  Even when
financial  support is available,
young people can still  have diffi-
culty entering and holding a place
on a training  scheme  if they are,
säy, homeless,  pregnant, or have
severe social problems. Young
people  who have left institutional
care,  or for one  reason  or another
can no longer live  at home, may
not  be able to follow  a training
course if they cannot afford any-
where to live in the vicinity.
Some  Member States  have openly
recognised  that the lack of some-
where  to live is a major obstacle  to
being able to take part in reinte-
gration  programmes and provide
help  in  finding  accommodation,
without  requiring the people  con-
cerned to demonstrate that  they
are actively seeking work  at the
same  time.
Equally, the ability of a woman to
look for  work  or take  part  in  a
training  programme may depend
on the  availability  of childcare
facilities. Although many training
programmes for women financed
by the European Soöial  Fund offer
a childcare allowance, the provi-
sion of childcare facilities  or
allowances  on  national or regional
training  schemes  is much less
common.
Disability  is another obstacle.
However, only a relatively  small
proportion  of the  disabled are
unable to work at all, though they
may  account for  a significant
share of the very long-term unem-
ployed  (according  to a study in the
Nord Pas de Calais region of
France between 1984 and  L987,
over 20Vo  of those who had been
unemployed for  more than  two
years had a severe  disability).
The distinction between being
'disabled  and unable to work' and
being an 'unemployed  job seeker
with  a health problem' is largely
defined by social security legisla-
tion  and the  way  in  which  it  is
implemented. There is some evi-
dence that  routine  assessment
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interviews  of the unemployed
sometimes lead to people being
reclassified  as disabled.  This may
suit  both the  person concerned
and the State  the former
because they  avoid having to
undergo  reintegration  pro-
grammes  and the latter because  it
achieves  a reduction in the regis-
tered numbers  of  unemployed.  For
the many disabled who want  to
work,  however, it  is  a  different
story.
Immigrants,  especially first-gener-
ation, may also be at a significant
disadvantage.  Many of these, par-
ticularly  women, tend not to
register as job  seekers. Language
difficulties and lack of education act
not only to limit  job opportunities,
but also  to exclude  them from train-
ing programmes which might  lead
to employment. Non-recognition of
qualifications obtained outside the
Community is another problem and
general social discrimination  is
commonplace.
Welfare  barriers  -
the poverty  trap
Under  earnings-related unem-
ployment benefit systems, the
long-term unemployed tend to
suffer a drop in income  when their
entitlement  to  benefit  ends and
they have to transfer to systems  of
minimum  income support (see
Chapter 7).  Assistance  often then
becomes means-tested with
respect to household income, so
that  a decision to leave by the
people concerned  would create a
fall  in  household income. As a
result, young people,  especially  in
countries where they have no
guaranteed  access to  such
resources, who might  otherwise
move  away from home  in search  of
work,  may be unable to  do so.
Similarly, husbands and wives of
the unemployed may be discour-
aged from working  if the benefits
received are reduced by the value
of their earnings.
This is one example of the oper-
ation  of the  poverty  trap.  More
generally, if the wage  which a per-
son  can  earn when in work is little
more than  the level of social
benefit,  there  is  little  financial
incentive to find  employment
although, at low income levels a
small  difference, combined with
the social  identity and integration
which goes  with havin  g ajob, may
be enough.
On the other hand, if benefits are
reduced to restore the incentive,
this  increases poverty and rein-
forces the  other  problems and
obstacles  that  people face in get-
ting back into employment. Some
Member  States have introduced
provisions to reduce this  povertY
trap, with a transitory period dur-
ing  which  benefits  are reduced
rather than cut off.
Barriers  from  living
in certain  areas
Many long-term unemployed live
in  areas where long-term  unem-
ployment  is  high,  job
opportunities  few  and  geo-
graphical mobility  difficult.  These
areas may be rural  as well  as
urban -  an ERGO case  study in
Spain identified a valley where a
quarter  of the population was
dependent  on 'subsidio agraria',  a
form of welfare allowance  given to
unemployed casual farm workers.
However, high  concentrations of
registered unemployed are gener-
ally found in industrial  and urban
areas,  where the problems  may be
particularly  acute if  there  are
high concentrations of ethnic mi-
norities or migrants.
Although  migrants  and  ethnic
minorities  may have the suPPort
of friends and family, this may be
of little use  in helping them to find
jobs outside the  narrow  range
available within  traditional  busi-
nesses in  their  local cultural
community.
In'ghetto'areas  of all kinds,
whether or not migrants are Pres-
ent, the features of the local
environment  tend to  combine to
create a vicious circle of Poverty
and unemployment:
o  they  deter  employers  from
hiring  people  who live there;
o  they  deter industrial  and com-
mercial  developers  from
creating  jobs  locally,  so  that
those  living in these areas  need,
not  only  to  overcome cultural
barriers  to travelling  long dis-
tances to work, but also have to
face  high  travel-to-work  costs
a particular  disincentive  for
those  on low wages;
o  they  are characterised by defi-
ciencies  in  the  provision  of
public services,  with  the lowest
quality  educational  senrices
and  lack  of  support  at  home,
making  it  difficult  for  children
to learn and do well at school  so
leading  to  the  persistence of
poor  educational  attainment,
low  skill  levels  and  low-paid
jobs;
o  they  depress local  purchasing
power  which  limits  the
opportunities  for  the  develoP-
ment  of  local  services which
might provide job opportunities,
including  casual work  or  self-
employment;
.  they  reinforce  the  discrimina-
tion  and dependency  of people
living  in  them,  such that  they
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feel  growing  resentment  and
consider  access to  employment
and  social  integration  as basi-
cally unattainable.
Moving  away  from  the  area  is an
option  for  some.  However,  even
that  has  limitations.  Many  jobs
are  obtained  through  personal
contact and recommendation,  and
support  from  friends  and  family
will  be lost when  someone leaves
home in search of work.
The need for
special measures
Stronger economic growth,  or  a
more employment-intensive pat-
tern of growth, while a necessary
requirement  for the  eventual
eradication of long-term unem-
ployment,  is unlikely in itself to be
sufficient.
Special measures aimed at the
reintegration of the long-term un-
employed are therefore seen as
both justified  and essential.
Nevertheless,  it  still leaves open
the question of the effectiveness  of
measures which  will,  in  turn,
depend on the  extent to which
they  are targeted to both the
needs of the labour market  and
the needs  of the unemployed.
This question is particularly  rele-
vant  since the  evidence shows
that  the nature  of the long-term
unemployment problem, in terms
of the people affect€d, is far from
uniform across  the Community. fn
some  countries,  for example Italy
and Greece,  most of the long-term
unemployed  have never previous-
ly held a job while, in  other
countries in  the North  of the
Community? a high proportion
have had a long period of inactiv-
ity  before officially  becoming
unemployed.  In parts of the Com-
munity -  especially  in the South
-  young  people  are  disproportion-
ately affected. In other parts, the





The  evaluation  study  undertaken
under  the  ERGO  pro gramme
raised  a  number  of  questions
about the design and implementa-
tion of policy. The most important
of these concern:
o  the  ways  in  which  national  pol-
icy  frameworks  determine  the
effectiveness  of  reintegration
measures;
.  the  degree  to  which  national
measures  are  coordinated  with
regional  and  local  economic
and  community  development
actions;
o  the  interaction  between  social
assistance  systems  and  labour
market  integration  measures;
o  the  use of specific  measures  in
ways  which  do not  further  seg-




Responses  to long-term unem-
ployment, wherever they  occur,
generally operate within  policy
frameworks drawn up largely by
central governments. The ERGO
study  suggests that,  while  this
has been  the means  by which con-
siderable  financial resources  have
been  brought to bear on the prob-
lem, the mechanisms  under which
assistance  has been made avail-
able have often constrained their
effectiveness.
A  basic problem is that  often a
primary  objective of national
policies and funding instruments
is to secure  a reduction in the reg-
istere  d numbers of long-term
unemployed in  the shortest
possible  time. Recognition of the
structural nature of the probleffis,
or of the longer-term issues that
persistent long-term unemploy-
ment raises,  has  not led to specific
actions or changes in  policy to
take account  of it. Moreover,  there
is only limited  coordination
between nationally-conceived
measures and local and regional
actions undertaken  by other
groups.
Central  governments are mainly
responsible for  the  provision of
funds and the design  of major pro-
grammes.  A consequence  of  this is
to restrict  the flexibility  of local
agencies  to target  measures on
specific problems and to take
advantage of particular  oppor-
tunities  or requirements in local
and regional labour markets.
This lack of effective partnership,
or even  coordinatior, between  dif-
ferent  levels of intervention  is
unfortunate.  Labour  markets
at least for most of the jobs that
are likely to be taken by the long-
term  unemployed  operate
essentially  at the local  level.  Prob-
lems and job  opportunities  are
therefore usually  best under-
stood,  and tackled, at this level.
Central  governments fund  not
only  their  own programmes but
often those initiated  by others.
Most of these other  actions are
initiated  locally. However, spon-
sors or operators of such actions
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Moreover, although public sector
funding is crucial, it should not be
the sole  source  of finance. Rather
it  should be used as a means of
attr acting private sector contribu-
tions, thereby reducing the fiscal
impact of  labour market measures
and increasing  their relevance  for
employers in  the local economy.
There is  also a need to develop
more structured,  and coherent,
performance  standards and evalu-
ation methods  in order  to speed  up
the feed-back  regarding the suc-
cess, or otherwise, of different
projects  or programmes.
More specifically,  there seems  to be
significant scope  for improving the
design and targeting  of measures
(beyond giving  more flexibility  for
local action)  so  as  to take account  of
local  circumstances.  Actions need  to
be developed  on the basis  of intens-
ive  counselling and to  be closely
linked to local economic  and com-
munity  development initiatives,  as
well  as to  labour  market  intel-
ligence about potential job losses,
new  job opportunities and  the emer-
gence  of new skills.
Counselling is a key factor in
ensuring the success  of measures
most appropriate options relative
to their  needs and providing
essential background support.
C  ounselling  service  s  have
achieved considerable  success  in
paving the way for individuals  to
take up regular  employment
rather  than  merely getting them
off the  unemployment register
temporarily. However,  while most
Member  States now arrange for
unemployed people  to be seen  by
officials  of the employment
services every few months, the
purpose  is primarily  to check  their
eligibitity  for  social assistance,
rather  than  to  assist their  pro-
gress  back into work.
-il-ffiffi
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For the measures  adopted  to be
successful,  however, är  active
partnership is required between
all organisations  the employ-
ment services,  local authorities,
the  voluntary  sector and both
sides of industry  which have
both  an interest  in  seeing the
people  concerned  helped  into em-
ployment, and a capacity to
assist. A common sense  of pur-
pose among all the agencies
involved seems,  or  the basis of
past experience,  to be an essen-
tial  element of a sustained
reintegration  programme which
effectively addresses  local prob-
lems.
Finally, it  is important  to recog-
ni  s  e the  complex interaction
between  income  maintenance  sys-
tems and people's  willingness and
ability to participate in the labour
market (see  Chapter 7).  Disincen-
tives to working  should certainly
be avoided. However, experience
suggests  that levels  of  income  sup-
port  during  training  which  are
little  different  from  the levels of
social  transfer payment may often
discourage people from  partic-
ipating  even though  there will
probably be longer term benefits
from training  in terms of raising
their  employability.  IJnfortu-
nately,  in  the  circumstances in
which  many long-term  unem-
ployed  find themselves,  it may be
difficult  for  them  to  believe in
such a possibility.
The range
and choice  of
special measures
The range of action programmes
analysed  in the ERGO evaluation
study can be grouped  into 4 main
categories:
o  counselling and help in finding
a suitable  job;
o  basic  education  and  training
(employability  training  and job-
based  vocational training);
o  temporary  employment
measures  (public  utility
schemes,  job  pools and  wage
subsidies);
.  support  for  self-employment
initiatives  (including  formation
of cooperatives).
Some programmes and proiects
concentrate on particular  acti-
vities. Others combine a number
of measures. Many  involve a
range of organisations (central
and local governments  , ttade
unions and non-profit making as-
sociations).
No universally  applicable conclu-
sions can be drawn and certainly
no panaceas identified,  from the
ERGO case studies  not  least
because local circumstances can
vary  a great deal. Nevertheless,
the case studies do indicate the
kinds of measures  which seem  to
work well. The principle findings
can  be summarised  as follows:
counselling  is  essential  to
achieving  effective  targeting
and ensuring value for money,
and  to  provide  the  necess  ary
support and encouragement to
unemployed  people;
training  needs to be related to
both  the  needs  of  the  local
labour market and the needs  of
the individuals  concerned;
wage subsidies can improve the
effectiveness  of other measures
if used selectively and in addi-
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access  to a counselling  interview).
Counselling  includes providing
practical  information  and guid-
ance about the jobs to apply for,
how to  do so and the  training
opportunities available,  äs  well as
assistance  on personal  and finan-
cial problems (alcoholism, drug
addiction, homelessness,  tax and
welfare benefits). Employment
services,  however, often have too
few  staff  to  provide  sufficient
counselling  to all those who need
help.
Counselling needs to be linked  to
other programmes. ft is most effec-
tive when it is the prelude to more
concrete action, such as positive
help in finding  a job, identiflring  a
suitable training  course or obtain-
ing relevant work experience.  It  is
also more effective when combined
with measures  aimed  at other social
problems.
The case studies (see Box p.183)
identifu a number of important fea-
tures  of  effective counselling and
support in job search:
o  schemes  should be voluntary -
compulsory schemes  often have
an adverse effect on the willing-
ness  of ,  participants  to
cooperate;
o  they should be conducted  in pri-
vate  people do not  like  to
discuss  personal,  and especially
financial, issues  in public;
there should be quick and easy
access  to advice  -  people  want
counselling at  the  time  when
problems  arise  and  decisions
have to be made; waiting for an
appointment  creates  resent-
ment;
participants should have access
to other, more specialist, agen-
cies  if necessary;
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.  the help given to participants in
findin g ajob at the end of train-
ing
o  the  motivation  of  trainees,
which  is often affected by how
much they are paid -  projects
with  low  allowances tend  to
have higher drop-out rates.
Training  projects which were not
customised for  particular  em-
ployers, but  which  included a
period of work experience  with an
employer, were found to have an
average job  entry  rate  of 76Vo.
However, projects providing work
experience  within  a workshop set-
ting, but not with an employer, all
had job entry rates of less than
45Vo.
Trainirg,  in  itself, cannot create
jobs for  the  long-term  unem-
ployed. Without  the  prospect of
real j  obs after their  courses,
trainees  quickly  become disillu-
sioned.  Courses  where training  is
too general, too basic for the
people  concerned,  or unrelated to
the labour market, can reduce  the
motivation,  confidence and will-
ingness  of the people  concerned  to
undergo education or training.
Where there are only limited job
opportunities on the open labour
market -  for example,  in areas  of
very high  overall unemployment
-  it is important to provide train-
ing which can help address  local
economic  and community develop-
ment problems  and objectives.
In  a number of Member States,
high  levels of unemployment
co-exist  with shortages  of particu-
lar  skills.  The possibitity of
bringing  the  skills  of the  long-
term unemployed up to the levels
required to fill  this  skills gap is,
however, limited  by the low
general level  of e  du  cational
attainment  of many  long-term
unemployed.  Nevertheless,  a com-
mitment  to bridging this gap can
be of real benefit to a proportion
of the  long-term  unemployed
who are able to benefit from this
training.  Agreements between
sponsors and higher  education
institutions have shown  that long-
term  unemployed can acquire
worthwhile  skills, providing can-
didates are properly selected  and
supported. Another  approach is
for  firms  to  'train-up'  existing
employees  for higher skilled jobs,




A  variety  of tempor ary work
measures exist. These include
special temporary work agencies
(such as the French agence  inter-
mddiaire, job pools,  public sector
placement agencies) which  hire
out staff; public sectorjob creation
schemes;  and job  schemes sup-
ported  by  wage  subsidies.
Reintegration  enterprises have
also been developed,  specifically
designed to reintegrate the long-
term  unemployed. Six projects
providing'in house'work  and  four
funding  temporary  work  with
third  parties  are covered by the
case  studies. The former provide,
for  some of the  participants,  a
bridge between unemployment
and the open labour market. For
others  more difficult  to place
because  of personal problems
subsidised work  in  non-profit
making activities has proved suc-
cessful  (see  Box).
The boundary  between 'inter-
mediate' enterprises, on the  one
hand, and public sector and com-
munity  service  work, on the other,
is often unclear. However, the for-
mer  generally  aim  to  generate
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months, and linking  subsidies  to
the  provision  of training.  The
evaluation study  also concluded
that  it is beneficial if employers,
as a condition  of receiving  sub-
sidies, cooperate in  the  ongoing
counselling of recruits in order to





The case studies include  seven
individual  cooperatives, three
cooperative support  organisations
and eight projects aimed at develo-
ping self-employment options (see
Box  p.187).
The findings  are that  successful
cooperatives (which  are generally
more  commercially-oriented than
reintegration  enterprises) demon-
strate  an  impressive  capacity to
integrate even  the most diflicult-to-
place  individuals, although this can
often strain their human and finan-
cial resources.
Cooperatives formed by the  long-
term  unemployed can provide
viable, secure  employment without
the  people concerned needing to
become  involved in the formal pro-
cesses  of the labour market.
Cooperatives  and support agencies
have considerable capacity to
generate new jobs, establish train-
ing  programmes and create new
enterprises, even without  outside
financial support.
On the evidence  of the case  studies,
employment creating enterprises in
the social economy are more effec-
tive  at  reintegration  than  public
sector job creation schemes,  since
they are linked to the real economy,
albeit  often  at  a relatively  local
level. The types of activity  which
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have proved popular, and which
seem to  create little  overlap with
existing businesses  include serryices
where the public sector  cannot  keep
pace  with expanding needs  -  such
as senrices for  the  elderly or the
homeless  and  activities  filling
gaps in  local private  services,
together with  innovative  actions
such as recycling  waste materials.
So far as measures  for encouraging
self-employment  are concerned,  the
results of the ERGO case studies
suggest  that this is an option which
fulfils some  needs,  but which cannot
be over-used. These findings  are
supported  by some  national studies,
which suggest that  additional  sub-
sidies are often required for people
to become  properly established as
self-employed,  over and above the
support generally on offer.
There tends, however, to be
comparatively little  take-up of
self-employment schemes  by the
long-term unemployed, because
they generally lack any financial
resources  of their  own to add to
any  public  money that  is  avail-
able. Although  some of the
long-term unemployed, particu-
larly in Southern Member States,
may turn to self-employment as a
last resort  -  becoming  street  ven-
dors, for  example, often in  the
underground economy  such
forms of self-employment are low-
paid and precarious, and can
hardly be considered  as a lasting
solution.
Conclusions
Long-term  unemployment  is the
result of an arcay  of factors  the
way labour markets  work,  the
social structures and divisions in
society,  inadequate levels of edu-
cation or training and, most of all,
the  overall  shortages of jobs in
many  parts  of the  Community.
Until  these issues are fully
addressed,  and the obstacles  over-
come, long-term unemployment
will remain a serious  problem.
Labour market measures  have an
important role to play in opening
up  routes into  employment for
those who are unable to find work
without assistance.  Nevertheless,
the effects of such specific short-
terrn  measures or  actions,
however extensive in  scale and
scope,  are inevitably limited, and
the policy objectives assigned to
labour market measures need to
reflect this.  Measures should be
judged, for example, or  their
ability  to  ensure that  the  maxi-
mum  number  of people can be
helped to keep in touch with  the
labour  market,  and to compete
effectively within  it,  rather  than
on their effectiveness  in reducing
the  overall  level of unemploy-
ment.
Helping people  in difficulties into,
or back into, ä pättern of routine
activity  can be a struggle for  all
concerned, even though  the  suc-
cess  stories emerging from many
programmes and projects serve  to
motivate  and encourage pro-
moters and participants  alike.
Being long-term unemployed is
highly demoralising -  even  if the
experience is shared with  others
in  the  same predicament, this
serves to  alleviate  the  stigma
rather than raise morale.
Individual  counselling for the
long-term  unemployed is thus  a
sine qua  non of any  effective
action  since the  first  require-
ments are to re-establish the
confidence of the person con-
cerned, and to assess  their
capacity and potential. Flexibitity
is a key element in the design of
programmes and projects  -  €na.b-
ling  actions to be adapted to the
needs  of both participants and the
local labour market.
Experience and evaluations can im-
prove the effectiveness  of measures
to assist  the long-term unemployed.
This can  both reduce  the scale  of the
problem, and raise the  overall
productive  capacity of the  Com-
munity's workforce. Such measures
cannot on their  own, however, pro-
vide  an  adequate response to  an
economic  and social problem which
is so  deeply  rooted.
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-200-Sources  and Methodology
The principal  source of the historical  data regarding the European Community  used in this Report is the Statistical
Office of the European Communities  (Eurostat)  and particularly  the Labour Force Survey (LFS) for which the 1990
results  are available  for all Member States. In  a number of cases  data presented have been specifically  extracted
from the LFS and other databases by Eurostat  which has given considerable assistance in helping  to prepare and
process  the data.
The LFS is used because  it  is the only source of comparable and complete data on employment and the labour
market  in all the Member States of the Community.  Since it  is based on a cornmon coding and methodolory,  and
since it  is a household survey, it  abstracts from differences in administrative  arrangements  and regulations.  This
is particularly  true  of unemployment,  where the harmonised  unemplo5rment data based on the LFS as published
b5r-Eurostat  are designed  to permit comparisons  between Member Sttt"t,  without  needing to take account of the
frequent  changes in  the  coverage and  defrnition  of registered  unemployment.  The  LFS  was carried  out  on a
two-yearly basis between 1973 and 1981, and since 1983 has been carried out annually using a consistent set of
defrnitions and classifrcations.The  results of surveys conducted  before L983,  however, are not strictly  comparable
with those conducted  since.
Data from national administrative  sources,  which do not exist on a consistent  basis over time and between Member
States may therefore  differ  from the frgures used in this  Report.
Additional  material has been supplied by other Commission services  or has been drawn from studies undertaken
on behalf of the Commission as indicated below. The shorb-term forecasts summarised in Chapter 2 have been
prepared by the Directorate-General for Economic and Financial Affairs on the same basis as those presented in
the Annual Economic  Report. The sources  used for each  of the graphs and maps are listed below.
It is the Commission's intention  that  the data used in the preparation  of Employment  in Europe be made available
in electronic form. Requests  for data should indicate the parbicular graph or maps for which the data are required.
Data can be supplied in standard spreadsheet  format. Requests  should be addressed  to:
Commission of the European Communities
DGV/B/1




Unless where otherwise stated, data for Gerrrany  in this Report refer to the for:rner  Western part of Germany before
3 October 1990.
Chapter  1: Table  1 is  produced from  the  following  sources: Eurostat:  National  estimates ef population  and
employment and Unemployment rates for comparison  between Member States. 1991  results are provisional. 1965
data: OECD Labour Force Statistics 1968-88.
Chapter 4: Purchasing Power Standards are a measure of GDP reflecting  the real purchasing  power of a currency
on the national  tenritory.  They aim to provide a reliable indication  of the volume and structure  of goods and services
intended for a particular  final  use, and permit  comparisons in real terms of GDP and its components  between
Community countries. See  Purchasing Power Parities and GDP in real tenns, Results 1985, Eurostat  1985, and
National  Accounts ESA. Aggregates, Eurostat  annually.
-20L-Chapter 5 : Data for Central and Eastern Europe have been supplied by correspondents  in Statistical  Ofüces,
Ministries  of Labour  and research institutes  in  each of the countries  covered. The statistical  series on which  the
graphs are based are published in Employment Obseruatory,  Employrnent Deuel.opments  in Central and,  Eastern
Europe, No 2.
Chapter 7 : fire  Box on pp. 161-162 is derived from Mutual  Information  System on Employment  Policies in Europe
(MISEP).
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1,2  OECD, Labour Force Statistics;  Eurostat,  Community  Labour Force Survey
3  OECD, Main Economic  Indicators and Labour Force Statistics
4  OECD, Quarteü  Labour Force Statistics, Number 4, L99t
5-16  Eurostat,  Community  Labour Force Survey
L7-23  Directorate  General for Economic and Financial  Afrairs  (DGII),  Economic Forecasts 1992-1993
2L39  ILO, Yearbook of Labour  Statistics  (UN  and LFS for missing figures)
40  ILO, Yearbook of Labour Statistics  (UN  and LFS for missing figures); OECD, Labour Force
Statistics
4L,42  Eurostat,  Community  Labour Force Survey
43  ILO, Yearbook of Labour Statistics (UN and LFS for missing figures)
44-40  ILO, Yearbook of Labour Statistics (UN and LFS for missing figures); Eurostat population
projections
51  tlN,  Global Estimates and Projections of Population
52  CRONOS domain SEC2, National Accounts
53  Eurostat,  Community  Labour Force Survey
54  CRONOS domain SEC2, National Accounts; Eurostat, Community Labour Force Survey
55,56  OECD, Labour Force Statistics, 1991
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59  OECD, Labour Force Statistics, 1991
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68  OECD, Bank Profitability,  Financial Statements of Banks, Paris, 1991
69  OECD, Bank Profitability,  Financial Statements of Banks, Paris, 1991;  Eurostat, Community
Labour Force Survey
70,7t  OECD, Bank Profitability,  Financial Statements of Banks, Paris, 1991
72  Data provided by M & A monthly  in special study for the Directorate-C'eneral  for Employrnent,
Industrial  Relations and Social Alfairs  (DGV)
-202-7342  National correspondents  from Central and Eastern European countries
83-92  Eurostat, Community Labour Force Survey
93  Eurostat, Demographic statistics, 1991,  Table E-9
94  OECD, Employment Outlook, 1989
95  Eurostat,  Community  Labour Force Survey
96  OECD, Labour Force Statistics, 1991
97  OECD, Labour Force Statistics, 1991;  Eurostat, Community Labour Force Survey
98  OECD, Labour Force Statistics, 1991
99  OECD, Labour Force Statistics, 1991;  Eurostat, Community Labour Force Survey
100-102  Eurostat, Community Labour Force Survey
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107-115  Eurostat, Community Labour Force Survey
LL6-LZL  CRONOS domain SOCI (collection 12)
I22-I25  Community Labour Force Survey (variable 54), supplementary calculations by
Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin (WZB). National data may differ from these frgures due
to differences in definitions  of unemployment  eligibility
t2Lt36  OECD, Employment Outlook, 1991(pp. 227-231), supplementary calculations by
Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin (WZB)
137,138  Eurostat, Community Labour Force Survey; SESPROS;  European Economy DeC90.
National  data may differ  from these figures  due to differences in definitions  of
unemplo5rment eligibility
139-141  OECD, Employment Outlook, 1991(pp. 237-249), unpublished OECD data updates,
supplementary calculations by Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin (WZB)
L42,L43  Eurostat, Community Labour Force Survey
L44,L45  Report to the European Social Fund Committee on ESF assistance  in 1989,  European
Commisssion  1991.
146  The ERGO program, European Commission 1992
Maps
M1  Eurostat, REGIO database,  series CHOM3IIARMONI
M2,Mg  Eurostat, REGIO database,  series  EFDT2ACTIV  and EFDT2POP
M4  Eurostat, REGIO database,  series  EFDT2EMPL
M5,M6  Eurostat, REGIO database,  series  ECON2EMPLTOT
M7-M18  Eurostat, regional data derived from the Community Labour Force Survey; REGIO
database,  series EFDT2EMPL  and EFDT2POP
M19,M20  Eurostat, regional data derived from the Community Labour Force Survey; REGIO
database,  series  ECON2PIB
M12I-MI25  Eurostat,  regional data derived from the Community  Labour Force Survey
J[.[26  National  correspondents from Central  and Eastern European countries
-203-M27-M29  Eurostat -  REGIO database,  series  EFDT2EMPL
-204-The following  topics  were  analysed  in  previous  issues
of the Emplaymcnt  in Europe  Report:
Emplo5rment  in  Europe  1989
Chapter 3  Community Employment and the World Economy
Chapter 4  The Employment Content of Growth
Chapter 5  Sectoral Employment Impact of L992
Chapter 6  Job Quality -  For Better or Worse?
SMEs  and the Self-Employed
Chapter 7  Wo4en's Employment
Chapter 8  The Demographic Time Bomb
Chapter 9  Vocational Training  and Employrnent
Chapter 10  Unemployment -  A Social as well as a Labour Market Problem
Chapter 11  Black Economy
Chapter 12  Technological  Change  -A  Strategic  Challenge  for Employment
Chapter 13  New Partnerships in Employment Creation -  Local Development
Chapter 14  Mobility  and the European Labour Market
Employnent  in Europe  1990
Ernployment Prospects  and 1992
Chapter 4  Wages  and Labour Costs
Chapter 5  The Environment and Employment : a New Balance in Economic  Development
Chapter 6  Employment  for Women  -  Is Access  to Jobs  Easier or Not?
Chapter 7  Managing Change  in Large Companies
Chapter 8  lhe  Development of Vocational Training
Chapter 9  National Labour Market Policies
Chapter 10  Promoting Economic  and Social Cohesion  -  The Community's Structural  Policies
Employment  in Europe  1991
Chapter 3  The Complex Problem of Persistent Unemployment
Chapter 4  European Integration  and Regional Labour Markets
Chapter 5  Employment in Agriculture  : Decline and Diversification
Chapter 6  Employment in Industry  : a Decade  of Change
Chapter 7  Skill Shortages  : a Growing Problem in the Community?
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Luxembourg:  Office  for  Otficial  Publications  of  the  European  Communities
1992  - 206  pp.  - 21  .0  x 29,7  cm
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The 1992 Employment  in  Europe Report is the fourth  of a series which  is
produced annually.  It  aims to reach a broad readership within  the Member
States,  covering  business,  trade  unions  and  interest  groups  as well  as
governments. It  covers a wide range of issues in  the employment freld,
considering  the  Community  as a heterogeneous  whole', placing  the Com-
munity  into its world  context and discussing the poliry  implications  of the
analysis.
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